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F O-R E W O R D

Many strengths in child welfare service delis systems are
identified in this report of a survey of the systems of twenty-
five states. However, the major findings of the survey point up
an extremely serious piCture ofthanationwide status of publicly
supported social services for children, youth, and their families.

Theconditlons,identified by the stirvey suggest an urgent 'agenda
for action'for the states, the Federal Government, national and
local organizations concerned with services for children, and
0individual citizens, The Childrenrs Bureau will' continue to
provide leadership in the important work to be done in bringing
these conditions to public attention and in helping to resolve
these conditions. One such action will bp the continued sponsor-
shipoof the project, of which the 25-state survey was a part, to
develop, and help the states to implement, improved child welfare
service delivery systems program designs: Over the course orthe
project, ten states will 'be directly involved inthe development
and implementation'of improved program designs for the delivery
of social services to children. A method for systmatic exchange
of information among the remaining states is also contemplated. )

--. ,-
.

1,
,This and other Children't Bureau' projects and surveys are focused

On, the objective,of providing a balanced; soundly based program i

of services' forall cAldren and their families, when such servicesare needed. The major...thrust of this project on child welfare
Service delivery systemSas to provide a broad systems context.
within which specific'programservices and management tools can be-
effectively administered.
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We(want to acknowledge, with appreciation, the.superb assistance and
cooperation extended to the survey teams by the 25 states. We also
want. to emphasize the fact that this report includes findings only
of the survey and is but one step in a three-year project of the
Children's 'Bureau to help all states improve their 'child welfare
service delivery systems. Recommendations and a plan for action
will be provided separately in the form of.systems design
documentation.and guides for implemeritation.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

. 4: t,-T overview addresses the. results of the P_eat, Marwick,. Mitchell. ;,
8t' Co. (PMM&Co. )/ Child Welf,re League -of- America (CLWA.), review .and
assessment of child, welfare service delivery -sy.stem in 2.5 selected
states. The 25-state survey was the first major task Of a vraject'fi- 2
Handed by the Office of Child Development WHEW), Children's Bureau,
and carried cut under the direction .ofthe National _Center for Child Ail-.. ,. .vocacy. . . , . ,

, . . - ?

The scope of the survey wa:ilirk,Aci--it covered all management and
program Components of child, welfa40 service deliir-ery systems. , it fo-
cused Upon the delivery of 12 social. services for children and their, 6',In.
ilies without regard to 'organizational auspiceor funding source:- The' -'
findings of the survey present. a, sobering vieN.V of the status of public6 as

child ,welfare services especially when considering the large nirnbers of
children involved. The survey `suggests the need for immediate action
by the states; the Federal Governmeht- national, statit, aild local. orga-
nizations concerned with the well -being of children; and 'i.rlividualciti-
zens.

.
.

, . .., .

The survey team is especially'appreciative Of:the'coOperatibrisai the
25' states. The survey took time away' from the most important focus
of the entire' ,projectservices far children. .. . ,. :2

, ..5
. . a .a . .-

This executive summary is;,Clesigned 1) to provide a brie? desScrip-, I
tion of the conduCt of the projedto Ars pdint, and (2) to highlight the.
principal'child welfare, issues tounfr th,rough 'the 25-state survey. The
detailed discussion and, documentation oltheSe findings are contained in
Chapter II of this overview and in the 25 state.profiles developed from

.' the survey. . -'

J. 4

PURPOSE 'A 'ND APPROACH*OF 'THE PROJECT

The piimary purpoge of the overall 'three year project is to develop
child welfare service sieliveryl system' concepts,, designs, and mettiodolo-
gies that can be used by all states to improve the efficiency and effective-
ness ottheir present service delivery - programs'.

N The projeCt is Scheduled to .cover three phases.. Phase I is dedicated
to' stirvey of public ,child wdlfate laograno and management systems in,,
2,5 states, an in-depth study of five selected states, and the deVelopment
of a cOticeptUal deSign forchild welfare service' delivery and supporting

4
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system components. Phase II will include detailed design of system corn-,,,
ponents,.andtechnic'al assistanceptected states in iniplementatfon of
components. Phase III will see,. the finalization of all necessary service

MIN delivery-system component designs as' well as 'c.ontinued techriical assis:-
tance to participating states. .

RA,CKGROUIVD

The motivation for the survey and the project came from Children's_
Bureau's recognition of manychawes that had occurred. A number of
federal actions directed to improve the adtninistration:of askstance
payments anciwsocial'Nervices has "resulted in significant 'changes in the
organization and delivery of child welfare 'services, particularly in state
and local public welfare agencies.t When combined with reorganization
of the Children's Bureau and reassignment of its responsibilities %or.
leadership, these changes in service 'delivery have resulteadn diffusion
of authority.for childxen's services at the federal, state, and local le.vls.
Some child welfare leadeers have expresed concern that it is increasingly
diffMult even to identify responsibility for the service delivery system at
state and local levels.

Against this background of,rapid change in resporisibility for; and'
organization of, child welfare-service delivery systems, the Children's -
Bureau, Office of Child Development, DHOW, -contracted with PMM &Co. /
CWLA to study present service delivery systems in accordance with the

.

purpose outlined above. The project is managed under the direction of
the National Center for Child Advocacy of /the Children's Buteau.

TASKS LEADING 'f0.DEVELOPMENT OP-OVERIT1EW

.
The first major project task was a survey of child welfare service.

decliivery systems in 25 slates (identified in Chapter I of this overview):
The purpose of the survey was toddentify mayor issues in ilc welfare

. services as well as thestrengths, wealme'sSes, and exempry features
of the systems Surveyed. ,Thisinformationls necessary for 'selection of
states for in -depth review and for the conceptual design of delivery sys-
tem components.' The 25 survey states were not selected to be static:-
tically representative of the status of chid welfare nationwide. .

In selecting the 25 states for the initial survey, consideration was
given to:

. the administrative structure of the states;

iv.
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. previous PMM &Co. /CWLA experience and knowledge of
state systems;

. regional, distribution; and

,. OCD regional and the project Advisory Com mittee recom-
mendations.

Required data were- obtained from an advance questionnaire as well
as' a series of structured interview guides'used in direct personal inter-
views.With key state, county, voluntary agency, and court representa-

- tives in each of the 25 survey states. Pertinent supporting documenta-
. don from the individual states was also reviewed. Tw-operson teams,
comprised of a PMM&Co. consultant with management systems back-
ground and a CWLA consultAt with experience in child welfare programs,
made site visits of four person-days to each site. (Los Angeles County
and New York City were visited for an additional two person-days each,
over and above time.spent on site visits in California and New York State.)

Upon completion of the on -site survey, PMM &Co. /CWLA consultants
completed a written profile for each of the states surveyed. The profiles
addressed the survey team findings as they relate to each of the system
components developed by PMM&Co. /CWLA to describe conceptually the
major aspects of a child welfare service delivery system.

The profiles also highlighted strengths, weaknesses, and exemplary
features of each state's system. The 25 profiles constitute- the data
source for this overview. These profiles, or summary state reports,
represent .about 1, 000 pages of information which is supported by a large
quantity of state documents and completed survey questionnaires in the
project files. Each has been reviewed in draft form by the individual
state it describes and by.SCD. The final version incorporates all,suV-
stantive comments and c5trections. A copy of each profile has been
delivered to the respective state, OCD, and the CWLA library for future
reference. _

LIMITATIONS OF THE OVERVIEW

This overview report presents a "snapshot" of child welfare service
delivery systeins in 25 states; it lacks the detail and verification of an
in-depth study. The overview-in some ways isz.by-pro*t of the main
thrust of the three-year project which is to design improved service de-
'livery concepts and'detaileddesigns and to provide states with implemen-
tation assistance.

1. 0
v
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Accordingly, it is noteworthy that states were selected to represent
different approaches and .settings for service delivery rather than for

,their statistical representativeness. It is interesting to note that these
states represent about 7.0 percent of the nation's child population. The
major limitation. of this survey is the level of informatiOn which could be
secured in four person-days on site in each state, usually at,the state
capitol. The survey teams' assessments were based upon this informa-
tion, supplemented by state written materials and an advance question-
naire, combined witle state level personnel perceptions of the delivery
system, and the team members' professional judgment based upon their
knowledge of relevant, sound management and prograth principles and
practice.

Recommendations for improvements are,,not presented. These 'will
be reflected in the conceptual designs of improved delivery systems, a
future major task in the project.

%.

1.

ORGANIZATION OF 'OVERVIEW

This overview of the 25-state survey primarily utilizes data derived
fr8m, the profiles; it identifies and discusses the major findings relating
to each of the system components described in the state' profiles. By
cross referencing system components to ipdividual, survey states,
PMM&Co. /CWLA were able to develop a national picture of attitudes,
activities, "strengths, -weaknesses, and exemplary features in,the delivery
of, child welfare services. In addition to this executive summary which
highlights key issues found in the survey, the remaining three sections
of the overview are as follows:

-
. Chapter "Introduction" =-describes iri more detail the status
-, of the project and the process used to arrive at the overview.

. Chapter II: "Status of Child Welfare " -= discusses major find-
ings' of the 25-state survey in terms of components of a child
welfare services delivery system.

. Appendix A: "Cluster Analysis"--describes theCharacteris-
tics of five Clusters of the 25 states.

The remaipder of the executive summary presents child welfare
system issues identified through analysis of the survey findings and
organized by system component.

vi
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ISSUES AND KEY FINDINGS
,,

Any overview of the status of public child welfare services must rec.:
ognize that there exists significant unevenness among. the states in their
development of delivery systems. While many 'strengths and exemplary
features of delivery systems wereAdentified, no one state was found tohave an exemplary total delis ery system. This unevenness of develdp-
ment is cOnsidered,to have, important implications for overall service de-,
livery because of the interactions of the many components of delivery sys-,

. terns. Thus, one state with an innovative client delivery approach lacks,
the infOririation systems necessary to support the organization. This re- i

sults in excessive paperwork for social workers,, which reduces their time
available for client service.

,
he fact that conditions are continually changing is a second overall

fact to be recognized in considering services fDr children delivered in
a go ernment setting. While this study found the deliyery of public 'child
welfare services to have' changed vastly over the past five to six years,
this change was matched by and was a part of sweeping changes in the
organization and delivery of all public social services. These changes
were fdr theliost part made by states and local governments in response
to federal legislation aildsregulations, and the reality of federal' funding
for specified -The most important impacts appear .to hatve
resulted from the DHEW mandated separation of service from assistance
payments in January 1972 and the requirement that there be a single
organizational unit for all social services, including child-welfare ser-
vices. More recently, passage of Title XX, the Social Service Amend-
ment, has already impacted child welfare' delivery in a major way. -

There can be no question but that the Federal Government is the major
single influence on changes in public child welfare' service delivery sys-
terns':

-

f

The second most important change agent has been state-initiated
reorganizations and Other management and program initiatives and
priorities. In .some cases, this has created difficulties; in others, it
has been advantageous. For example, in one state, a child welfare unit,
which i's, a part of a department of public welfare, and which has become
part of an umbrella agency; is required to utilize a Management-by-Ob-
jective (MBO) approach to planning, receives data processing services
from a central agency unit,' and is merged with all social services in
developing TitleXX plans and determining eligibility.

The overall findings of the survey 'are quite sob4ing when viewed
from the perspective of importance of services Jor childrvn. Some
years ago child welfare was considered by many to be the-Ielite among

vii
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social services. A high level of 'professionalism prevailed. Strong
leadership was evidenced at federal'', state, and local levels and froin
the voluntary sector. Eligibility for services, was based on need for
the service without regard to income oe-other restrictive criteria. A.

significant level °r funding existed relative to the perceived need.

The following paragraphs summarize a nurnber of the more impor-
tant issues found in'the survey.

Child Weifare in Competition with Other Service's

The survey found child welfare services to be 'faring relatively well
as compared to (developments in other Services, 'especially as manifested
in financing and personnel. -To,aa large degree, this positive relative f)o-,
sition was found to be associated with the leadership within state agen-
cies of persons with child welfare experience. These individuals recog-
nize the importance of child welfare services and have been influential in
providing for balanced services within the state, to the extent of the finan-
cing available..

This top level commitment has become particularly important in a
? changing environment in which other constituencies and lobby groups have

pressed for aflditional services. For example, in the race of relatively
limited increases ir1 funding, pressures from groups such as thos,e repre-
senting the aging or thementally retarded have precipitated possible bUt=
backs in-child welfare services. Other pressures for priority decisiOns
have arisen froni rising costs, especially personnel costs: In at Iedst
One state, for example; a state funding ceiling combined With a union
contract for reg-Lar salary increases has resulted in staff cutbacks to
keep the department within budget.

T e survey team expresses cori6erri about the future of the relative
position of child welfare tlia'c must depend upon the promotion of indivi-
duls with child welfare background to top1 level positions. This is es-
pecially relevant in states inVhi,dh child welfare Rrograins are fully ilk

mer.ged with other social services. In.a number of the states, at the
state level, there is neither a child welfare. unit nor an individual d,esig-
nated to be in charge of child'*elfare In most states,, there are no
longer child welfare positions as such.

With these changes in organization and specialization, the question
Must be.pked: Where will the-next generation of publO'child welfare

.
leaders come from?

In saying that child Welfare is faring relatively well, it is impoi-:.
tant to note that the survey team found that funds were generally consid-
ered to be inadequate to finance a balanced, comprehensive, statewide
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program which'emphasizeS services that prevent separation of child en
and their families. .

Scope of Child-Welfare Services an4Clients

The 25-state survey found that the term "child welfare" in the Cur-
rent environment in moot states is not uniform*. defined. -While most
of the traditional child-welfare services are pi--ovided, they are not al-
ways considered to be child welfare. F,or example, ,day.ca:re ig tLzually
separated from child welfare and may be provided by a family services

Some services such as day treatment or residential treatment
may, be provided by a rilental health agency. Services for-children in
th-eir own homes or homemaker services may be provided, in a family
'services unit. services for protection or child abus may be set up as
separate. units. ' .

On the, other hand, services for children and youth. involved with the
courts are increasingly being. provided by the public child welfare agency.
Examples are services to ttatus offenders or children ih need or super--
vision (CHINS), social services and probation for the courts, andin
several statesintake for juvenile, courts.

The survey team concluded that a more descriptive-term for child.
welfare s'eryidgs mould be; Social.Services for Children, Youth, and
Their Families.

Organization ;-

1 -

Child welfare seryfces are not 1Ways organizationally visible; , Some
states have no childwelfare unit as uch or have.no individual whd is re-

'. sponsible for child welfare. Such a la k interferes with the person-to- -
'person process involved in planning an negotiating for resource consid-.
erations. , (

Child welfdrewas found to be administered within tleree different set-
tings, as, follows'

. nine states. in state,umbrella agencies;

.- thirteen states in welfare departments; and

. three states in separate child welfare divisions.,
In general,.umbrella agencies were found unsatisfactory as a setting

for child welfare because organizational complex-ity tended to remove

,
o. /

p.



child 'welfare from decision, making levels, management service provid-
ers, and priority setting elements, in 'the organization. It is possible,
however, that this may occur to any relatively small program when it is
merged into a large umbrella agency.

4
The placement Of child welfare in welfare department settings was

found,tobe generally more satisfactory. However, the current organiza-
tional placement of child welfare programs has been strongly influenced
by federal mandates to combine all social services-into a singlt organi-
zational unit, following separation of social set ces from public assis-
tance programs.

°

The free - standing child welfare. units inthtee states were able to
concentrate dh services fot children, youth, and their fathilies. These
states were satisfied with their organizational arrangements but prob-
lems were reported in relationships with separate public, welfare agen-,cies, especially if.those agencies have Title XX responsibility.

The survey classified 15 of the states as state administered and 10
as locally administered. .(This ratiods abbut the same fcir all 50-states.)
The survey found that the state/loc'al designation was not adlaquately. de-
scriptive. There is actually a range of administrative forms in a con-
tinuu r from strongly state administered to strongly locally administered.
For example, 'some states provide services directly in locally adminis-
tered states or substantial loc'gl funds and programs may be provided in
a state system. Most state administered programs maintain a local

. county office or presence in each county of a state.
etti4

Local offices'in locally administered states demonstrate a diversity
of practices and autbmony. Most importantly, this affects the statewide
level and quantity of services provided. It also has an impact on he
data that are produced for state and federal reports. .

Three population concentrations generally receive somewhat dif- c4i
ferent approaches to organizing services:

. major metropolitan areas;

. middle-sized cqunties; and

. sparsely populated areas.
. . 1

Considerable efforts have gone into organizing service delivery in the
.

first two grdupings, which involve the'rilajority of the children, with
mixed success. The states generally report they have been less. effective
in planning far the sparsely populated areas, although the survey found
exemplary apprdaches to these areas in at leas't two states.

13
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Exemplary Features

One important emphasis of the.survey was the ,sea xrCh for eemplary
features. These features, when evaluated further, will be candidates for
transfer to other states and as elements of the conceptual design,,of child'

.

welfare service delivery systems. When exempla'ry features are missing,
the project Will focus upon design of new features in subsequent.steps.

C-

Of a total of 177 exemplary elements identified in the survey andlistpd
in the appendix of this overvi6w-, mope than half were in service (74) aid
program mobilization (20), the two major "programmatic?' features. The
next ranking areas-were in "management" features: adininistrative report-
ing (14) and organization (la) It is noteworthy that the majority of the.
exemplary elements were identified in programmatic rather thanIn man-,agement features.

Illustrations of exemplary features included atwide range of program:-
matic developments such as subsidized adoptions, legal services fdr local
offices and clients, 24-hour emergency services, community based ser-
vices for delinquents, practice guidelines, child abuse information Cam-
paigns, runaway network, four -Level foster care, services to juvenile,
courts, decentralized organization of field teams to deliver services, and
a, government sponsored advocacy. unit. Exemplary management feathres
are illustrated by the following: automated child welfare information sys-
tems, management-by-objectives concept of program planning, statistical.
Sampling to gather case data for reports, service effectiveness/workload
inventory systems, contract monitoring system, social service consumer
surveys, and area organizations for service delivery in sparsely populated
areas.

No exemplary features were identified for the following elements: sup-
port function organization, needs assessment, financial accounting and
reporting, facility administration, client receptiori, evaluation, worker
trqbeing programs, and Workload measurement. < °

Competence of Personnel

In theory, the combination of child and family services brought about
by federal mandite is sound and, in the "long term, may prove to be bene*
'ficial to Service delivery. However, the merger has in many states re-r
sqlted in merged caseloads and generalized assignments for4all social
services workers. This has diffused the time of experienced and trained
child welfare staff which, unfortunately, h.as not been replaced by others
with equivalent background or training.

Educational and experiential criteria for child welfare personnel have
been reduced or eliminated. Special civil service classifications for child

I xi
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welfare are now infrequent. Minimally trained personnel enter the system
and arerarely provided with apprOpriate inservice training or staff devel
opmento Frustration and low morale, born of inability to meet the demand
of difficult and complicated tasks, contribute to high personnel turnover.
Program specialists, consultation, and skilled and appropriate supervision
have been reduced. As a result, available resources and .proven techniques
of helping children and their families are poorly utilized.

A serious gap identified by the survey,is the almost total absence of
Draining programs specifically directed toward workers Serving children
and their families. Most available training is focused, on generic social
services or on 'implementation of policies and procedures.;

;

Financing -and the Economy

Financing for child welfare services was generally considered inade-
quate to meet identified needs. For most of-the states surveyed, available
funds can meaningfully address only the needs of-Title XX eligible children
and not the needs of all children in a state. For the ,first 4me in many
states, income eligibility is being assessed before child welfare services
are provided.: Financing level was observed to have a major impact on
almost all of the other components of the system. For example, hiring
freezes have been imposed in many states and studies are being made in
two states to determine where major cuts will be made.

In other states, it was found that new program starts have been defer-
red, caseloads -are grAing, and children are remaining in care longer.
It was observed that more children from formerly middle income but unem-
ployed families are appearing for service.

The survey found that many states were impacted by the downturn in
the econorriSr.' States with higher than average'unemployment were found
more likely to be, constrained by reduced revenues, increased public as-
sistance costs, and higher child welfare caseloads as prolonged unem-
ployment appears to hav,e a disintegrating impact on family structure,

Information on sources of revenues and expenditures for child wel-
fare services was not consistently availabl.e among the states. It is also
noteworthy that most states do not have the program and expenditure
data to produce cost per unit of service, an important data element for
planning and budgeting..

-

Title IV-B federal funds contribute five percent or less of the total
funding for all but three of the states. The most important federal
funding source is Title XX; the seeond most important is Title I3T-.6



,(for AFDC - foster care). Based upon the data reported, state govern-
ment financing appears to be relatively more significant in state-admin-
istered systems than in those which are locally administered. It is
noteworthy that several state-administered systems encourage local
financing at the option of the locality.

Advocacy for Child Welfare

The survey found that, for the most`part, advocacy related to ser-
vices for children and their families is fragmented among groups, many'of whom are interested only in a specific service to the exclusion ofothers. Thus,' spokespersons for day care, services for the mentally
retarded, or for voluntary sector institutions appear to be better organ-ized and more effective than groups ,that are concerned with overall childwelfare, if they exist at all.

Recpnt 'federal policies requiring lOcal planning and public scrutiny
as a condition for funding coupled with:ceilings on funding levels have
highlighted the competitiveness of various groups advocating special
services. Philosophies, goals, values and priorities vary. In such
an environment, funding tends to go to the best organized or most vocal
group. Unbalanced service delivery may result, with glamorous or
high13', visible or cuVently popular programs attracting a disproportion-ate share of the resources.

Management Services

Considerable progress has been made, or is,being made, in about
half the states to developqmproved_automatedtystems to process and '
produce needed information. Gaps' in datarequiredfor federal reports,especially Title XX reports, are receiving priority attention in the
states because of the link with funding. These information gaps are
especially significant at the state level in locally administered systems.In addition, other information gaps exist for planning, budgeting, con-
trolling, assessing-needs for, and evalUating child welfare services.

Mo'st child welfare programi receive their, management services
from other units of the departments to which they are attached. The
survey reported the following personnel administration findings.:

,
recruiting efforts are generally inadequate;

. employing pra'ctices deter many c,ompetent job can
didate s;

. child welfare salaries are not always competitive;

xiii
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performance'a'nd workload standards' are not widely used;

. unionization iS'iricreasing..a.nd has -both constructive and
. .

detrimental,impacts on child welfare-service-delivery; andr
civil service systems, were viewed as problems.

14

Within the area of financial budgeting, the survey reports the fol-
.

lowing:

. both program budgets 'and line-item budgets are used, ac-
corgng to the pattern -Which exists in each- state;

. although advanced programming and budgeting techniques
were in use by some high-level state adminiStrations, they
are applied to child welfare programs in only a few states;

. in many states there are sound procedures for participation
cn budget formulation by most levels of the agency;

. budget formulation in locally ;administered sta s was
viewed as a more difficult task because the ate office
must wait until 1001 governments plan th expendi-
tures; and

ultiyear budgeting was 'viewed as having both positive and
negative impacts.'

Use of purchase of service arrangements ranged widely in the'states
and large local governments but purchase appears to be increasing and
government is increasingly involved with the private sector. The range
of purchase arrangements is affected by the traditional role of private
agencies, the availability of, private sector resources, and the adequacy
of staffing and funding. In many states, purchaSe policies And procedufes
and not well documented. As a result, voluntary agencies contacted in
the survey were critical of many purchase procedures and especially of
the lack of,uniform statewide practices.

4

Almost all states have formulated plans for maintenance and periodic
surveys of child welfare institutions for both client monitoring- and safety
or_riglated standards conformance. MonitOring responsibilities were de-
fined and documented,in at least half of the states.' However, concepts` of
monitoring vary widely from those recognized in the management sciences;
some states simply term monitoring a\supervisory function. The lack of
performance standardS and schedules against which to monitor is almost
universal,

xiv



One issue that hild welfare shares with other programs is the lackof interchange an cooperation between program service and manage-ment service personnel. This lack tends to result in the provision ofnagement se, ices that do not always meet program needs, -The sur-vey so fou that, in some of the many recent reorganizations; indi-viduals wi management backgrounds have been appointed to key posi-tions. In those, instances where the child welfare program has fared.;poorly in the reorganization, the tendency has been to associate the de-velopment with all management approaches rather than assessing thelocal situation, On the other hand, ne\v management personnel facingserious budget deficits may make quick or poor decisions. Both theseinstances tend to separate program and management personnel.
.R

nother management issue raised by child welfare program staff isconcern for impact of the increasing paperwork demands of accounta-bility requirements. They, view the d ands on worker time as exor-bitant, especially when these demands to e time needed to deal with
increasing caseloads.

Planning, Needs Assessment, and Evaluation

For the most part, planning for child welfare is merged with TitleXX planning indall the states and is conducted principally at the .statelevel. Because of federal mandates in Title XX, many states are es-tablishing planning mechanisms and a }process for participation by con-sumers and citizens. Several states have established special Title XX s`planning units to devote time to produce improved Title XX plans. Evenbefore Title XX, most states required annual plans but the emphasis
was usually placed on budgeting or resource provisions rather than
gathering information, analyzing data, andodetermining program/ser-
vice objectives and limited goals. Several states admitted that broader
involvement, particularly of the voluntary sector, would provide better)

understanding and support.

Most states indicated the planning proce-ss is hampered by a lack
of information and research on which to base either current or futureprojections.

Few states engage in organized needs assessment. Until Title XX,little attention was given to thiS 'topic; Most states use informal pro-.

cesses for assessAng need for services and, since there is no uniform
syttem for delivery of services, states are dependent on the collective

.wisdom and experience of staff.



Even when needs assessment is attempted, it is most frequently
pursued in connection with special services or specific problems, not
for all of child welfare. Lack of information about volume and costs
of services hinders any assessment of need. Lack of awareness of
what information is required sometimes resulted in little use of avail-
able information. "Fads" or visibility of need also affects needs as-
sessment. Since "hard services," such as day care, are more easily
understood, they are likely to receive more attention.

Most states recognize the importance of needs assessment but do
not give it high'priority because of their inability to meet currently
identified needs.

_-
Although the need fo ervice evaluation was expressed in most of

the states, one-half of states lack any kind of formalized service
evaluation program, and service evaluation is not consistently de-
fined. In addition, independent verification is not adhered to by all
states; some states allow caseworkers to set their own case objectives
and then evaluate whether the objectives have been achieved.

Development of evaluationsystems is not viewed as a priority by
most of,the states. In addition to the techniCal problems ,which are
unresolved, lack of funding is another important constraint.,

The information digested in this executive summary is more fully
described in the overview report in the following pages.

I
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1. INTkODliCT ON

This overview presents a summary of the major findings of a
25-state survey of child welfare service delivery systems, as studied
by ...Peat, Warwick, Mitchell &- Co. (PMM&Co.)in association with the
Child Welfare Lague of,America (QWL.A) during the period of November
1975 'through February ,1976. The 25-statesurvey (which is described'later in this chapter) represents the initial major task undertaken-of a
three-year project contracted and financed by the Office of Child

-Development (OCD), Children's Bureau.

he initial products of the survey were 25 state profiles; these
wer analyzed for the strengths, weaknesses, and exemplary featuresof their delivery systems as well as to identify major issues in statechild welfare agencies. The findings that grew out of the analysisform the basis of this overview.

The overview includes a description of the,clgild welfare deliverysystems project up to this point (chapter 'I), a discussion of the statusof child welfare systems as reported by the survey (Chapter II), andan analysis of delivery system characteristics by clustered states(Appendix A).
V

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT

The overall goal of the project is to develop tools that can be usedby all states to increase the efficiency of their operation of child wel-fare service delivery programs, improve interrelationships and inter-faces with other programs, and ultimately improve the delivery of,services to children.--More specifically, the objectives of this contractsare: ts

. To obtain, analyze, and document information abolit existingchild welfare service delivery systems in several states and*other jurisdictions administering public socigl serviceprograms;

To develop a set ofchild welfare service delivery systems
, that are based on and contain components of the most
exemplary systems currently operating. These systems
shall be compatible but tailored'th size and complexity to
the different environments that exist; and

I
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To assist states, at their request,,to implement with appropriate
adaptations the syStem most appropriate for improving their child
welfare services.

This project is being launched at a time when concern is'expressed
by many leaders in the 'field that public child welfare services are in
serious' trouble. It is believed that the generally high standards of
public child welfare services have been eroded over the past felt/ years
by a series of legislative and monetary problems. These problems are
discussed in more detail under "Background."

-

BAL.:KGHOUND
. ,

The administration of Child welfare services has been a subject of
growing concern during recent years. Organizations such as the Child°
Welfare'League of America, the American Publicgelfare Association,
and the National Cdiccil of State Committees for Children and-Youth L
have been receiving reports about the problems as they were occurring
and have alerted their memberships to the information on a state-by-
state basis, informally, without having an-overview of the national
situation. These and other organizations have ca.1)ted attentio'n to the
1-eported deterioration inathe'quality of service, the'teerning lack of
'direction and planning, the many reorganizations of service delivery,
and the loss of identity of child welfare services in large human service
organizations.

.
In 2974, CWLA made a study in eleven state of the AFDC foster

caPe program and collected ftlilst-Wand.informationon the administra-
.= tion of child welfare services in those states. The findings essentially
corroborated many of the.earli r reports of disorganization. The
study documented the main influ nces and their .effect on child welfare
programming.

For many years, lack of coordination between child welfare ser-
vices and other public social services, the seeMingly special treatment
received by child welfare, and a lack of unde ding Of these services'
led to rene d efforts to solveqheseprpb1 s. T ese efforts took
place nati wide and reflected concern for improving services for
-AFDC families and ()flier public a ance recipients.

The first effort was the change in status of the federal Children's
nureau,which removed it from an administrative role with the state
agencies. The Children's Bureau's former assistance in'program plan-
ning and annualebudgeting of federal child welfare services funds (now

2
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Title IV-B) had been a joint federal-state effor' t focused on an integrated
and comprehensive public/child welfare prOgram that included review
of program operation in a previous year and planning and lopmentin the ensuing year. The 'CWIlA study reported arailk Of9s annualplanning.

A second influence was the DHEW-mandated.separatio,n of service.from sistance payments,in January 1972 andthe establishment Of asepar e serviCe.s.ystem. As a consequence of another requi4eme4t,
the si gle organizational service urtit, child welfare services programswere rearranged. A combined service operation",therg,ed child welfarepersonnel with staff from the public assistance division who, -in manyinstances, had little background or training for their new social service
responsibilities. In some states, the CWLA study foUndithts resulted,in reduced' staff and responsibilities for child welfare ;services or eventhe diSappearance of child welfare administrative structures. e::Off-t:er-
ences were also reported in service approaches betwNan tl-je children's
services and other services.

Another influence,, a parallel development,' was'The.incre3.sing
development in states and local governments of human resource

-administrationS-7large umbrella organizations designed to bring Sim-plification and greater efficiency of administration to health, welfare,rehabilitation, and other services. In many of these new-gtrAtures,
child welfare agencies were reported to have lostiindePendence,
identity, and sometimes their))asic functions by transfer to other
departments. Multiple reorganizations in short peril:AS0f time haveresulted in Teassignment,of service staff to nonserice, functions,transfers to new locations, and a large number of resignations and .,retirements. Bureaus of child welfare and offices 4-children's ser-vices were abolished as units in many states.

. The ltil,t inflUence noted by the CWLA study wasthe ctiling placed-
on the total amount of federal funds for social services. The amountwast below the current rate of expenditures by-rnany'of the states. It is

%reported that services have been reduced or their implfamentation ".postponed. It was observed that child welfare has become4ncreasinglya part of the federal-state program of social secvices for 'the indigent. ,

The overall results of the CWLA study indicated much dis's4,tis"fac-tion in,the states about the current disorganiz ion of public-.child wel-fare services. Both new and experienced sta f indicate that they would
respond positively to any effort to assist in r eyeloPihg,policy, orga-nization, and-delivery of child welfare services.

I. 3
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Against this background of rapid 'change in responsibility for. and
,..organization of child welfare service delivery, the Office of Child

'Development (OCD), Children's Burpau, Department.,of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, has contracted with PMM&Co. /CWLA to study cur-

.., rent child welfare service delivery programs and management.systems
and ultimately to develop a conceptual design for4a delivery system
composed of Managemeut and programmatic components that will have
the.capability for potential transfer to all of the 50 states, depending
on theitr needs and interests.

1:31i0JECTSUIMARY

three Pha-ses

%

Phase I of the .study (the firsttfifteen months) includes this 25-.state
survey of current child welfare service delivery programs and manage-
ment systems, as well as the development of this overview report 4nd
the conduct of indepth studies of fiVe selected States. Phase I will
culminate in the development of the conceptual. design of child welfare
service delivery systems.

Phase It which is 12 months long; will be initiated ,by the con-
tractor working directl with selected states in which detailed design
of components of the, sy em will be developed; Implementation assis-
tance will be provided to these states by PMM&Co. /CWLA and by grants
from OCD for the acquisition of additiotial state (staff personnel. Imple-
xnentation guidance material will be developed for transferring system
ddinponents to all 50 statee.

During Phase, III, which is the final year of the project, PMM&Co.
'and CWLA will provide implementation assistance td a total of ten
states.

A4Tisory Committee /
The folloing people serve in an advisory capacity to the projeV:

Charles Bates, Commis-sioner, Westchester County Department
of 'Social Services, White Plains, New York

iar1/4

Barbara Blum, Assistant Executive Director, Boa of Social
Welfare, New York, New York

I. 4
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Fred Delliquadri, Dean, School of Social Work, University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama

Gordbn Johnson, Director, Bureau of Child Welfare, Pennsylvania
Department Public Welfare, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Frank Newgent, Administrator, Division of Family Services,
Wisconsin Department of Health aid Social Servi2es, Madison, .
Widconsin

.

T. M. Parham, Acting Commissioner, 'Department of Human
Resources, Atlanta, Georgia 'b

f
:, ,

,Edward Weaver, Executive Director, American Public Welfare,.. Association, Washingtoll, D. C..

The Advisory` Committee's charge is to review and comment on
PMAI&Co. /CWI_,A PrOpostd approaches, concepts, methodologies, and
designs and to:recommend possible variations and/or changes.

SURVEY OF. TWENTY-FIVE STATES

The first major step taken by P.MM&Co. /CWI,A to address the
project objectives previously noted was to undertake a survey of child
welfare service delivery systems across :the country. -Specifically,
25. states were selected for the variable nature and mechanising of
service delivery they eKfect, as well as for potential unique delivery
features that might bey identified as candidates for transfer to other
states-.

The sates selected and reviewed during the survey were:,

California
Colorado
Connect
Georgia
Il inois
Io a
Lo
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
New York
North Carolina

I. 5
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North Dakota
L Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia

*Washington'
West Virginia
Wisconsin
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The general conceptual design of the survey centered around 18

compo'nents (shown irk Figure I -1) which 13MAI&Co. ACWLA enyisioned
, as the bask elements of a child welfare service delivery system. The

serve) interview guides, for. profiles for each state and the analysis of
. the profiles, and the survey findings summarized in this ov'erview were

all structured 'around these components:', ,

c.

Rationale for :Sample Selection

. In selecting the 25 states of the initial survey, :1311/11\1&Co. /CWLA

considered (1) the adniiriistrative structure of the state's, chanacteriz-
ing them aspither predornpantly state administered or predominantly

locally administered,. (2) previous PMNI&Co. [(AVIA experience and
knoy,rledge of states known or suspected to have strong or exemplary
systems, (.3) appropriate state regional distribution and selection, and
(4) recoil' mendat tons b' both Ot.,1),regional personnel- and our advisory .

committee.

Stirye'y Methodology

PNIM&Co. obtair?d required data from anoadliance ques-
tionnaire resporded to by all but one.of the 25 selected states and fOhrnal
inten.iews,, depending upon availability, w..ith, the following types of

Ianpersonnel:

. the ebnimissioner of the state agency providing child welfare
services;

the chief of social services;

the program dij'eetor(s) of child welfare services;,
the director of management support services;_

regional and local child welfare officials; and

voluntary and private associations, federatio'na key
agency officials and, court representatives.

,
In addition, wherever possible, pertinent documents were reviewed

both on site and at the PIVIM&Ccr. /CWLA office facilities. Figure 1-2
illustrates the key survey 'activities identified and undertaken by
PMM&Co: JZ.:\ATLA.

A

<
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Pilot Tioat...

PMM&Co. /CWLA selected the states of MiChigan and Georgia to C
serve as pilot test sites. These states were also included as pert of
the overall 25 states selected for participatioh in the survey. The pilot
test activity was developed by PMM&Co. /CWLA primarily to test our
survey instruments,. determine the validity of our schedule structure
and arrangements, and assess the reaction of state representative's to
the primary concept and objectives of the survey as -will as theit. inter- ,

est and capability of responding to our structured questionnaires. (Theinstruments used in the survey are discussed in more detail below.)

The pilot test states provided Information that dictated minor
changes to the survey instruments. In addition, state persopnel reac-
tions indicated.a favorable acceptance of the survey premise, primarily-reflected by .their individual responsiveness and cooperation with
PMM&Co. /CWLA'teani member.

Description of Survey. instruments

followingfollowing is a brief description of the survey instruments
employed by PMM&Co. /CWLA to conduct the 25-state survey. These
instruments were reviewed by the OffiCe of Management and Budget
(OMB) and approved (OMB No. 85-,S46003, to expire January 1977).

An advance questionnaire was sent to designated state child welfare
officials for completion before the PMM&Co. /CWLA survey team site
visit: The questionnaire provided for the compilation of a variety of
objective data about various facets of. infOrmation pertaining to and
describing the child welfare service delivery system in each of the
selected states. Data in the following areas were requested in the
advance questionnaire: 4`

. baIrtc demographic and economic data;

She legal basis for child welfare services;
,

.

a list of services considered to be child welfare;

. identification of services provided and/or purchased by
public agencies;

1.9 (,)
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. caseload trends;®

. financing;

staffing; and

' organization.
0

The questionnaire also asked the state to supply a copy of As
fiscal year'1976 Title XX state plan.

Interview guidelines were deyeloped which contained general
questions to clarify data contained in the advance questionnaire and to
obtain additional inforsmation. The plann'd interviews with state
departfnent and child welfare officials were structured around the

'guidelines to ensurer coverage of all desired information. The guide-
lines also were designed to.secure information and/or attitudes about

0, ,the state's child welfare system; its strengths, weaknesses, and con-
. kraints; and their impact on the services delivered. Many' of the .

questions were included in more that Me of the interview gui eline's
in order to achieve as broad a perspective as-po lfible within e

limittl time available. .

Guidelines were prepared
lowing state organizational position

'intervialw" s With persons in the- fol-
A , -

commissioner(s) of the state,

. chief(s) of so.Oal services;

KICy ;

director(s) of child welfare services; and
#

. director(s) of management services.

,Group interview guidelines were pi-epared for use in collecting
data, during personal interviews with two groups of child welfare
pergonnel:

. public, regional; and loc agency personnel directly involved
, in aspects Of the child web re service delivery system; and

'
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voluntary and private organizations as well as court
representatives.

The guidelines served to str'ucture'the interviews and ensure
coverage and'consistency of alr required information items. They con-
tained some of the same questions as those for individual interviews
with the state officials to secure information and/or attitudes about
a state's child,welfare system from a delivery level perspective.

PM i&Co. /CWLA also developed an information requirements
matrix that cross-reterenced information from the interview guidelines
and advance questionnaire to applicable child welfare service delivery
issues. The issues served as a focal point for the development of inter-
view questions. The matrix served as a planning tool for PMM &Co. /
CWLA survey team memberSin organizing the state personnel interviews.

Staffing and Schedule

' Four teams tonsisting of two, and sometimes three, consultants
each were assigned to undertake the survey state on-site _reviews,
corresponding data collection, and assessment. Each team consisted
of at least one PMM&CO. consultant with a management systems back-
ground and capability, and a CWLA consultant experienced in child
welfare services and progra s. A budget of ten person-days was
established for each state. T is included four person-days on site per
state, with the exception of California and. New York. In these two
states, we budgeted an extra four person-days each on site to Spend
time in Los Angeles Countyand New .York City.

Orientation of Survey Teams.

After the pilottests were stionducte' and the survey instruments
, .

revis d; all nembers,of the survey teams participated in a,two-day
orienta n session. During this session, thet teams were familiarized
with the p ject, the survey methodology, the survey institunents, and
the pilot tes ,fihdings. 'The teams were also instructed about the pro-
file format andtprovided a sample profile developed as part of the pilot
tests.

_ ..
-,,Since the survey teams were compo-sed.of a PMIVI&Co. "manage-

merit" systems', member and a CALA "child welfare services and .

D
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program" member, the actual assessment of the child,welfare system
in a state was based upon the professional judgment of whiChever team
member was covering that area, combined with state perceptions. How-
eNier, in order to provide a consistent frame of reference for all the
states surveyed, during the orientation session the teams together
developed a series of questions for each component whieh represented .
considerations important in making an overall assessment. For
example, the following considerations represent questions a team
member would ask himself or herself when reviewing the needs assess-
ment process in a state:.

Does the organization designate staff to conduct and/or
coordinate .needs assessment Activities?

Does the organization have current reports and documents
reflecting the need for child welfare services?

Are the needs assessment materials used for planning and
decision making?

Does the needs assessment provide a basis for meeting state
needs?

Similar considerations were developed to structure th assess-
ment of each component of a child welfare .system.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROFILES FOR 25 STATES

Upon completion of site visits for the 25-state surrey, PMM&Co. /
'CWLA personnel developed a written profile for .each of the states,
_which described the childwelfare system in the state. The individual'
Profiles address each of the components (see Figure I-1) initially,
developed by PMM&Co,. /CWLA to deScribe in general conceptual terms."
the major compbnents of a child welfare service deliver, system.
This component framework serves as the basis for comparispn of
child welfare. information ,from the survey .states, which is discussed
in this overview.

EaCh component of the child welfare system in the state was
,described by the kurvey team member Who reviewed and assessed the.
related discipline. For, example, the PMM &Co. team member

-r,
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cS`,described the'financing, organizing, and management systems com-
ponents, while the CWLA team member described program' components
suctras outreach, diagnosis and service plan' development, and service
delivery components.'

The information requirements matrix, mentioned earlier as:an in-
strument developed for the survey, served as a tool to the surveyteim
while prepai-ing the state profiles by correlating' the,various parts of the
advance questionnaire and interview guidelines to the child welfare sys-
tem components.

The 25 profiles, related docujnehtt obtp.ined from the states, and
the completed advance- questionnaires and interview guide will serve
as tools to PMM&Co. /CWLA during the development of the conceptual
design of child welfare service delivery systems. In addition, a copy
of each profile has been delivered to the respective state, OCD, and
the CWLA library for- future reference by interested parties.

ANALYSIS OF PROFILES

The survey teams working together prepared a content analysis by
component of the 25 state. profiles in order to identify the major issues
of child welfare service delivery. The initial analysis included:

redefining the system' components (see Figure I.1) S.nd the
elements coimprisingeach component, based upon knbwl-
edge acquired through the survey;

. identifying strengths, weaknesses, and'exemplary features
and system constraints by system component and state;
and

.identifying by system component and state the major
issues' presented in the profile descriptions of the
component.

A subsequent composite analysis of these data developed by com-
ponent and by state resulted in identification of major issues for all

r .lAn
example of an issue w uld be:the significant impact upon legithla-

'tive decision making of lobbying by special interest
per

another
.example would be the lack of available data on cost per child served._
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25 states surveyed, as well as tabulation of the number-bf states in
which each issue was identified. These issues and the state tabula-
tions are used throughout the overvie

The procedures described above also, allowed an analysis by state
characteristics, as briefly presented in Appendix A, "Cluster Analysis,
under the heading, "Implication of Factors Used to Cluster Stat.es."

OVERVIEW pi, CEIIt.D WELFARE IN 25 STAVES

4 This 25-state overview encompasses a comprehensive PMM&Co. /
CWI,A review of each`'cif the system components as they have been =

portrayed in the individual state profiles.' As described in thebpreced-
ing section, we have endeavored to i,dentify.the '''key issues" evolving:
from each of the syStem components described in the state profiles in
order to structure and portray a nationalicros'ssection of attitude,
activities, strengths, weaknesses, and exemplary features pertaining
to the delivery of child welfare services. The overview also includes
'representative definitions for each of the sy'st6ni cornpotents'as*ell
as a discussion of the cluster analysis methodology employed.by
PMM&Co. /CWLA to assist in the selection of the fivindepthstudy

4states. (See Appendix A.)

As in the preparation of the 25 state profiles, the analysis and
summary descriptions of coniponents'in the overview were' prepared
by PMM&Co. /CWLA consultants-who:participated in the 25-state sur-z
vey and who, assesse he program and managernerrra

This overview will also serve as a tool during the conceptual
design of child welfare service delivery systens. t'irst,thesummary
of the status of each component as it exists in the 25 states will assist
in the identification of features which are4elvantages or constraints'to
the efficient functerning of,the component.

?

Second, the cluster analysis appendix of this overview identifieS
major component implications fora child welfare, service' delivery
system by each'of the following clusters; administratiVe for'mi rela-:
tively large/small state population; and the ecistence of a separate
child welfare department at the state level. The major rompOnent
implications will also assist in the identification of features whiCh
imt)act, positively or negatively, the efficient.functioning,of the
component.

S I. 14 3 5
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Finally, the exemplary features contained in the 25 state profiles
are summarized in the cluster appendix. These exemplary features
Will be used during the conceptual design'as working examples of effi-
ciently functioning components and are_the priniary focal points of the
indepth studies to be_ co,nducted in-several of the 25 survey states.

RecommendationS for improvements in child welfare systems and
the interrelationships of system components will be included in the
systems design.

LIMITATICJNS

To maintain a proper perspective of the 25-state survey, the follow-
ing limitations should be noted:

Because of budget constraints, a total of four person-days
on site was allocrated to each state surveyed. Folur addi-

, tiOnal person-days were allocated to New York City, and
. Los Angeles County.

Time and budget constraints did not permi1/4t a review of
child welfare servicedelivery at the localra)unty levels.

Information derived by PMM&gb. /CWLA personnel dur-
ing the sur.key came principalry_from personal interviews
and available documentation in each of the individual sur-
vey states. Added to the interviews and documentation
review were-the experience, knowledge, aria professional
backgrounds, of the PMM&Co. /CWLA personnel conduct-
ing the survey.

Assessments of each delivery system's component made
by survey team members were based'upon the amount of
information that could be collected in lour person-days
on site at the state level,rthe completed advance ques-'
tionnairp, the perc eptionsalf state personnel, and the
judgment of the team member who used his/her general
knowledge of program and management standards as a.guide.

-Dpring the indepth study of the selected states, PMM&Co. / CWLA.
'personnel will have the.opportunity to study andtreview child welfai-e
service delivery at the local/county levels in more detail,.
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II. STATUS OF CHILD WELFARE

Thip,overview of.the status of child welfare service delivery
systems\iii125 states is based upon information and data derived from
the state..profiles prepared from NoveMbef 1975 through %February 19.76.
The overview encompasses a comprehensive review by PMM&Co. /
CWLA personnel of each of the system components presented in
Figure I-1 in the introduction.

This section of the overview focuses upon selected key issues that
evolved from on-site interviews in 25 states, bolstered by docUrnenta-
tion review and analysis-afi they pertain to the delivery system's com-
ponents,. AS indicated in the introduction to this report, PMM&CO$ /
CWLA have structured this. section Of 'the overview to portray a
national crosssection of attitudes, activities, strengths, weaknesses,
a d exemplary features as they relate to the delivery of child welfare
services.

The discussion of each coMponeht follojys this general format:

. title of component;

. definition of the component by PMMKo./CWL.A;

. general observations) when appropriate; and
4

. discussion of a series of key issdes.

In reviewing this component -by- component approach, the reader
should keep in mind that in praqice all of the system's components
interact and -depend upon each other. The effects of changes in- one
comp6nent alfnost always reverberate among other components.

it is also,importarit to dote tilt more complete information about
to.

the features and processes in any..state can be found by referring to the
profile for that ,state: (As mentioned in the introduction, a copy of each
profile has.been delivered to the respective state, OCD, and the CWLA
library lor.future reference. )

3
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A . .ADMINIST RA THE -FORM

. , I
Administrative form includes those elements of goverrunent

. .

structure, in a state which affect the general w s in Which child welfare'
services are administered and delivered. - In ttrs context, administra-
tive form` is related to, but not.synony,mous with, organization, which
is concerned more with the internal structure of the child welfare
services units as discussed later in this part of the overview.

For a consistent understanding of the-concepts being aiscutsed in
this overview, certain terms which are used variodgy in the field are,
defined as follow's: .

. Agency or Umbrella Agency: the h-ighest level state govern-
ment unit-in which five or more types of human services are
provided-, including social services (example: California .-

. State Department of Health).

*".

4

. Department: the generalized piiblic assistance /social ser-
vices unit' ina state (exam le:te: Massachusetts Departinent of
Public Welfare.).

. Division: the unit administering child welfare services within
the 'generalized public welfare department (exathples: Michi-
gan's Office of Children and Youth Servicesrand,Oklaboma's
Division of Social Service).

. Distric t Office: the substate administrative/organizatio nal"
level used by a state as a coordinativ.e body for local offices
to assign or allocate resources and/or as-an actilal.service
delivery office, The functions of these district offices va 'cy
from state to state depending.on the administrative form of
the state. In some states, district, offices serve some or
all clients, either,in cooperation with, or insteadof,, a rocal
office. The titles of these district offices also vary an,d
include"..ars.," region," or other tef-ms..

t
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Local Office: 'the actual service delivery Point with which
most clients are familiar. Often, this office' 'is at the
county level, but a number of states are moving away`from
Maintaining a full-time prbes,elice in each county and are
seeking to devise local offices based on local Catchment
area populatiots (examples.; Massachusetts' Commimity
Service Areas and North Dakota's and Illinois' offices).

The major findings of the .25-state survey with regard to_adminis-
trative for,m include; 4.1

. Fifteen of the25 states were classified as state administered
and 10 as locally administered (this 3:2 ratio generally holds

*for 'all 50 states).

. AdministrativeunitsiDroviding Child welfare services varied:
9 states had child welfare services in state umbrell,aagencies;
13 States, welfare depai'tments; and 3-states, in separate ,

dhild welfare divisions.

. The provision of comprehensive allied and support services
"(e.g. , budgeting, accounting, reporting) was generally
acceptable in half the 25 states but problems were reported
in many states, especially-those within the Department of
Public Welfare setting.

Half the states surveyed used`Locat offices as productive
partners irithe service delivery process, but half did not.
Large states with locally administered programs had the
most serious conflicts.in local office operations.

Most states had district offices which also wOrked..-als-pr9,-
duCtfve partners in the,service delivery process. A few
States provided services directly from district offices
Vut most used the offices for coordination and consultation..

Population dispersions or.densities in a state vary and require
different administratiVe forms to provide service. Generally

.speaking,' service in rural areas was,least satisfactory.

. The designated Title XX agency is responsible for chin welfare
services in most states. Where it is not, organizational con-
flict and lack of coordination were seen.

. 'JP
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STATE ADMINISTRATION VERSUS
LO9L ADMINISTRATION

4

States basically map use either a state-administered system of.
service delivery, in which authority, responsibility, and'financing are
essentially state-held powers, or, a state-supervised but locally
administered- system, in which authority, responsibility, and financing
are decentralized in several different ways to substate or local juris-
dictions. The following listing indicates, the dominant form of admin-
istration ip the a5 survey states:

State Administered 'LocallY Administered

e.
Connecticut
Qeorgia
Illinois
Iowa
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Oklahoma
Rhode Island
Tennessee.
Texas
Utah
Washingfon
West Virginia

ICalifornia .

Colorado -
Minn.esOtV
New York
North Carolina
NortirDakota
Oregon
Pennsylvania\
Virginia
Wisconsin

Hypotheses developed prior to the survey did not anticipate -the
degree to which local offices have autonomy in state-administered
systems. Ba,sed Uponthe survey .findings, however, it appears that
the concept of "pure" state administration or local administration in
the truest Sense rarely occurs and, in practice, each state adapts,one
of the two concepts to its oWn particular needs. Thus, the concept is
actually. one of a continuum from "classically state-administered"
systems on one end to "classically locally administered, state-
supervised" systems on the other.,

For example,' Michigan (and othe\- states)6are listed as state.
. .. adininisteredand the survey findings concur with this clasSification --

but it was also clear that counties in Michigan exert considerable
--.4

influence over state operations of child Welfare. Further, come

II. 4 4 0
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locally adininistered states have statewide personnel .and merit systems,
such as North Carolina, while others have local ones, such as
California.

Two of these states (Georgia and Wisconsin) exhibit features of
both state and local adinin rati n, since their financial support and
authority/responsibility systems o iginate from the two different
directions. In addition, Pennsylv ia'S public assistance program
and social services to families are state administered, although its
child welfare program is locally administered by separate departments
inweach county.

'**1State-administered states outnumber locally administered ones by
three to two. Although survey results on administrative form identified
problems with some state-S..dministered systems, for every locally
adminikered state the survey results were either negative or unclear
regarding administrative form. The major advantages of state admin-
istration are that it provides for statewide overview, is more flexible,
and permits a state/local relationship which will be most effective in
each state.

Opponents of lOcal administration view it as less comprehensive,
vastly increasing problems of intrastate coordination, cooperation,
and information. In many states, this lack of consistency has resulted
in unevenness in the availability, quantity, and quality of child welfare
services. This is especially true for the more sparsely settled areas
of locally administered states, where resource availability and mobi-
lization become difficult problems. Local administration does allow,"
however, fbr the unique development of strong local programs even
when programs in other counties are weak.

TYPES OF ADMINISTRATIVE' UNITS CONTAINING
CHILD WELFARE SERVICES

6 t

Child welfare services may be administered by (1) a generaliZ,ed
human services umbrella agency, (2) a general public welfare depart:
ment, or (3) a special child welfare services depa'rtment at the full .

state departirrent

II. 5
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Ai was true with the state administration/local administration
issue, the survey found that few states exhibited all of the character-
istics of any one of the three major administrative types. However,
to simplify classification, we categorized each state by the unit which
appeared to impact the service delivery ptkQe,ess most immediately--
which was not necessarily the only administrative unit involved. (In
Massachusetts, for example, the Department of .Public Welfare is
cited, rather than its Current umbrella organization*, the Executive
Office of Human Services.)

Umbrella Agency

California
,Georgia
Louisiana
North Carolina
Utah
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin .
Pennsylvania

Welfare Department Child Welfare,

. Colorado
Iowa
Massachusetts
IVIichigan
Minnesota
Missouri
New York
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Texas
West Virginia

Connecticut
Illinois
Oregon

Within each classification, there 4s a spectrum of administrative
control: for example, among the umbrella agency states, thDivisio'n
of CoMmunity Services within Washington's Department of Social and
Health Serviceshas little power; while Wisconsin's Division of Family
Services has significantly more autonomy in its dealings with its
Department of Health and Social Services.

In Pennsylvania, an umbrella agency (the Department of public
-Welfare) is charged with providing child welfare services. However,
one component of that department, the OffiCe of Children anti Youth,
actually supervises this fUnction in conjunction with other state agencies
and units of the Department of Public Welfare. At the local level,
services are provided by separate county departments of child welfare.



The states identified as having freestanding child welfare divisions
warrant a brief discussion since eachohe is unique. Illinois Depart-
ment of Children and Family Services is responsible for administering
most child welfare services, although the,Deriartment of. Public Aid is
the Title XX agency. Thus, the two departments have a written con-
tract which covers the full range of Title XX activities.

In Oregon, the Children's Services Division is a highly autonomous
component of the umbrella agency, Department of Human Resources.
This division is unique since it maintains a presence in each county,
independent of other public assistance,or. social service activities.

Connecticut's Department of Children and.Youth Services, estab-
liShcd in 1974, was reorganized on January 1; 1976, and therefor,e' was
in a transitory stage during the survey.

In most.of the states using the umbrella agency approach, the
survey found,..this approach to be' unsatisfactory, since organizational
compleXity tended to obscure child welfare from decision-Making
levels, management service providers, and priority setting elements
in the Organizations. In one state, for example, where child welfare
services are administered by an umbrella agency, smeral hundred
service worker jobs are being eliminated because of%a-vere economic
conditions. The lack of visibility of the child welfare component could
be cited a8 one cause of this.

In almost all of the states using the general purpose welfare
department, the survey found this approach toi,vard organiping,services
to be generally satisfactory; that is, these departments seemed to
function in conformance with accepted prograM and management-prin-
ciples, and they could provide more consistent and comprehensive
services. For example, in many of these states, clien,ts receive
child welfare services, public assistance, medical assistance, and/or
food stamps in a more integrated fashion.

The survey found that in the states using a freestanding child
welfare division, child welfare services are in a preeminent position
among the human services. The states inwhih this approach is being
used, and for which 'sufficient information exists, are able to devote
full programmp.#4 attention to providing child welfare s,ervices..

{.
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ALLIED AND SUPPORT SERVICES

A number of allied and support services and func s, (e:sg.,
budgeting, accounting, reporting and personnel) especiall ea
of management services, must be available to facilitate the planning,
delivery, and administration of child welfare services. These manage-

s/pent services should be inclusive of the full range.of management
services and should be accessible. (See "Management Services'? for
a more detailed discussion of this component.)

P
Although more than half the states did not appear to live difficul-

i ties in this area, several states did have difficulties. The states with
less inclusive support services and functions were often those states
with the general purpose welfare department. Apparently, this is a
result of interagency competition and poor communications common

. to many large-scale operations, including state government. For
example, several states' welfare departments had no iyeThOuge budget-
ing, accounting, or reporting capabilities and had to rely on other
individual state agencies for this support., Without comprehensive
support services, the states cannot effectively plan, deliver, and
administer their programs.

..? 9

EXISTENCE AND USE OF LOCAL OFFICES

Almost all states, both state and locally administered, use local
`okfices'in'the service delivery process, usually as the specific point
for service delivery. The successful operation of these offices is
essential to a.balanced service delivery system in which the state

intermediate offices
cen-

tral office,, used), and local offices participatel
as partners in the service de ery process. The area served by'thes
local offices is most often c terminus with county boundaries. .

Although the county is not tot- propriate as a service delivery
area, strong' support exists for maintaining this function at>the county
level by county-based political forces, who do not wish to see their
power diminished. , (Alternatives to county-level service delivei4 will' - t

be discussed in-the "Organization" component of this overview.)

According to the survey, half of the states were observed to.have
satisfactorily used their local offices as full partners in the service

-_ delivery process, while'half exhibited problems in this regard. In
most .instances, states with difficulties were often those with locally

r
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administered systems, where state/local office conflicts over policy
and procedure formulation and implementation became quite serious.
For example, the survey found instances in large, locally administered
systems where significant local policies and procedures were followed
in clear contravention to enunciated state policies and procedures.

EXISTENCE AND USE OF INTERMED
LEVEL OFFICES

Both state and locally administered systems may use substate
level offices as actual service delivery agents as well as coordinating
or resource-providing points in the state-to-local flow of child welfare
activities. The successful operation of these offices is essential to a
balanced service delivery system, in which the state central office,
these intermediate level offices, ,and loCal offices participate as part-
ners in the service delivery pl-ocess.

Inter-Mediate level offices may be termed area region, or district
offices: For the'purposes of this report, they will fbe`called district
offices to eliminate potential confusion with federal area or regional
offices.

Almost all states use district offices in some form; although the
states most likely not to have them are,the locally administered ones,
.A.few states, especially the more sparsely populated ones (such as
North Dakota), use them as actual service, delivery poiiits.' In most
instances, however, district,,offices coordinate and/or bversesethe
activities of the local offices in theirtjurisdiction and provide special
program* expertise, training, and related resoNrce stippdrt to these
local offices. They also function to channel communications between
the local officers apd the state. Examples of states using district
"offices in these wdys include Massachusetts, Tennessee, Oklahoma,
and Qregon.-

Tile survey found that most states felt they lad satisfactory district
office system's. Of those few citing difficulties, the district offices
were either being eliminated by the state legislature as a cost-saving
measure (such as in Michigan) or were criticized as too powerless or
constrained to be of *sistp.nce to locl offices engaged in actual service
deliVery.

II. 9
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IMPACT OF POPULATION DISPRSIONS
OR DENSITIES . -

Most states have developed special methods for serving the different
population distributions in thAir states. For example, a state may
require special administrative forms for its large cities, medium
sized counties, and sparsely populated rural areas. Each type of pop-
Illation presents special problems.

. Metropolitan areas contain both massive populations, -.which,
require significant amounts of resources to be properly
served, and minority groups, which require different service
delivery or outreach methodologies.

,

. Medium-sized counties are usually more manageable .as
service units because of lower population and, many times,
the existence of other community resources. t

Or

., Sparsely populated areas contain fewer cases, .which.makes
it difficult for substantial resources to be available to all to.

of them. These areas usually make up most of t4e geoz
graphical area of a state.

,
4

ince population dispersion has implications for both administra-
tive form and oreanization, it will be discussed in a:general way in
this subsection and in. more detail in the "Organization" subsection.

\ I

Most states in the survey recognize the need for serving the
population in sparsely populated areas, but special arrangements
appeai-ed satisfadtv; for only about half the states. These arrange-
ments usually consisted of parit2time local offices, supplemented by
readily accessible support from district offices. Thk states with
difficulties cited either unsuccessful attempts to provide a range of
staff at the local level of.sparsely populated areas or a lack of support
from state and district offices for local offices in these areas.

tThe survey reported that almost all states used special arrange -
ments (often consisting of a main administrative ?ffice and geveral
decentralized neighborhood offices in areas of high client concentra-
tions). TheSe arrangements wer4e reported by state personnel to
functiOn satisfactorily. The saine is true for special arrangements
for medium-size counties.

I
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COORDINATION WITH DESIGNATED a
_TITLE XX ORGANIZATION

":

Because Title XX concerns child welfare services, the child
welfare unit should be part of, or directly related to,, the designated

.organization administering Title XX.

.According to the survey results, child welfare services are pro-
vided by the designated Title XX organization in almost every state.
Those few states `in whiCh coordination was a specific problem were
those which used the special child welfare services division approach
to service delivery. Although contracts were established between the
special child welfare services division and the larger Title XX orga-
nization to provide Title XX services, organizational conflicts and,a
lack of coordination were spmetimes seen to exist. between two groups.
These conflicts reportedly hampered the deVelopment and maintenance
of positicrs interagency working relationships and, by extension, child
welfare services themselves.

0
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E. DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT.

In each of the 25 states, the survey identified and defined those
environmental factors considered to have important impacts upon thp
child welfare service delivery system. Knowledge of demographic
characteristics is-essential to understanding the individuals and groups
to be served by child welfare service delivery systems. Knowledge of
the state economy is essential to understandincthe ability of a.state to
pay for services and, to some extent, the financial pressures upon
families that may result in more or different types of children coming
into the delivery system.

This 'discussion of demographic and econpmic environments of the
survey states focuses upon a. number of overall observations and issues
that developed from analyses of the 25 state studies. 1 The major find-

,ings in this area include:

..Operat'ional forces, such as national history and vulnerability
to common national prob ems plus conformance to federal
mandatesresult in tensi ns in federal-state relationships
and conflict in priorities., \4 6,

. Large, diverse, and widely dispersed population groups
present logistical problems and frequently require special
knowledge and techniques to provide effective service.
However, heavily populated states have been able to
develop a greater range of services and more sophisticated
delivery systems. Voluntary agencies are usually well
established and play a stronger role than i'n_sparsely" ,

populated States.

. Urban staters tend to have higher levels of concern for human
services than the more rural states. ,

6

-st1The discussiOn of characteristics in the "Cluster Analysis" appendix
includes spepi data for each state, such as population, percent
receiving AFDC median family income, and4unemployment rates.
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. States with higher than average unemploymeNt are more
likely to be constrained by reduced revenues; increased

' public assistance 'costs, and higher child welfare caseloads,
as prolonged unemployment appears to have a disintegrating
impact on family structure.

A more detailed discussion of these findings follows.

STATE-FEDERAL RELATIONS

The extent to which the socioeconomic chaiacteristics of each
state are at once unique and similar quite.clearly has an impact on
establishing the environment in whicil child Welfare'services will be
planned and delivered. The vagarieD- of each state's political history,
population size and composition, and conomic structure tend to make
each state unique.

On the other hand, the conformance to the same federal legisla-
tion and mandates6, the sharing osf the same nationarcUlture, and thea..

vulnerability to the Me nationwide problems (albeit to different
degrees) tend to4orc a somewhat similar environment in states.

.1! e,

conflict between the'se two riircehas been observed to result
in tens s bete state 4.9d fedeq.l,pribpitie)s.'. For example, some
states voiced the generaf 'ihipn'that_in,order to fund service'delivery,
they had to conform.to fed al pridritles $aer, th own. These
factors influence the complexity offir child *elfa 4ervices delivery
system as efforts are made9to meet both steaanc fecleral4prforities.

gash' r.A
La

IMPACT OF,POPULATION SIZE

States with large populations are present*d with series of.
problems not faced by other states, First, `logistica.l.problems of
simply providing services to massive populations must be overcome.
For example, states such as California, New Yor, Texas, Pennsyl-
vania, and Illinois have larger populations than east °pet states,
and the large populations aee likely to contain more diverse groups,
and more members of diverse groups, which require special outreach
and'service deliveyy methodologies. 4lowever, ft.is:possible thatlarger,..--
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states may be better equipped to handle.''e caseloads generated by
these populations, in that many of them have'been able to develop a
greater range of available services and more sophisticated service
delivery systems. Historically, they appear to havebGen supported
by stranger private sector child welfare service agencies.

Further, according to the survey, larger states have the greatest
ranges of available,services4 including special services for their
diverse cultural and ethnic Minority groups. In addifion, private sec-
tor child welfare -rvice agencies appear to be more well-established
and to play a stronger role in these states, especially at the local
level and in the arger cities (New Y6i.k, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los

Angeles).

A ed service delivery systems, which-may include computer-
ized systems, outreach systems, and other elements have currently,
been implemented in a number of larger states with varying degrees
of success. For example, New York City's Child Welfare Informa- .

tion System (CWIS) and Texas' Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting and
Inquiry System (CANRIS) are examples of computerized 'systems which
were developed to manage the information-generated regarding child
welfare. (Examples of outreach ystems developed for large popula-
tions are discussed in the "Administrative Form" and- HO ianization"
components of this overview report.

N. URBAN/RURAL STATES

'he urban/rural iitature of a state car,I?e an important considera- -
tion in qletermining th4 nature and content of services "delivered. Rurai.

iti states were identified in part by the relatively high percent of the popti-
lation reported in the 1970 census to be living in places under 2,500
population. In addition, states were classified rural by the survey based -
upon observations of significant geographic areas that are sparsely'popu-
late& It was noted that 'almost all states have both large population
;centers as welt as sparsely populated areas.

=
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A listing of the states classified to be more urban by the survey, and
those classified to be more rural, appears below:6

°

Urban States 1

California,
Connecticut

4

4- Massachusetts
'Michigan
New York
Pphnsylvania
Rhode Island

Rural States

ColoradO
Georgia
Iowa
Louisiana
Minnesota
Missouri
North Carolipa .

Nort Dakota

Oklahoma
..Oregon
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin

.s
States which were classified by the survey to be "urban" appeared

more likely to view human service prbgranis in general, and child
welfare programs in particular, as important and productive community
concerns, and-this attitude was often reflected in the degree to which
services are available. Urban states also have large and organifed
interest grpups and privatetervice provider agencies-which supplement
state-provided services.

States classified by the survey to be "rural" did not have the above
attributeS to the same extent as the urban states did. For instance,
the survey validated- the perception that in "rural" states more conseva-
tive attitudes tend to dominate key groups, such as the legislatures,
and human service and child welfare programs do not have as high a
priority in, the community. Further, issues'of serving the sparsely
settled areas rather than the mote heavily settled areas dominated the
actual service delivery process. (Examples of special service delivery
methodoldgies for both urbanized and rural states are discussed in the
"Administrative Form" an"Organization" components.)

IMPACT OF UNEMPLOYMNT`LEVELS

States with higher dan average unemployment are more likely tobe constrained by fiscal kessures (resulting from increased demands
for public funds'and decreased income from tt.x revenues) and to have
higher child welfare caseloads, as prolonged unemployment has a dis-
integrating impact on family structiire.

Two important factors related to eniployment_were observed bythe survey. First, as state re,yenues.(taxe§) decline, -an-lough Icisses .of salaries and sales, state resource depletion accelerates, through
increased unemployment compensation expenditures. This simultaneous

e
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increase in resource demand and decrease in resource supply musrbe
balanced by diverting state resources from other state p.ogrartrs.
Second, unemployment is viewed as a stress-causing,,situation inmost
families, especially iniamilies which have not endured enemployment ,
in the past. This stress may lead to disintegration in families and an
increase in the number .of children in. need of child welfare services.

&About half of the statehad unemployment rates.belo* the national
average dUring September 1975, when baseline quantitative -data were
gathered. (See unemplOyment figures in the "Clustef Analysis" appen-
dix or this overview report.) A comparison of the data displayed in the
"Cluster Analysis" appendiX shows that, all things being equal, states
with lower-than-average unemployment rates also have lower-than-
average portions of their populatiOns included in AFDC programs.

IMPACT OF MEDIAN FAMILY INC;billE LEVELS .

Median family income levels for Families of Mir have been pub-
lished for all states and are used in reference to income-related fees
regarding Title )() services. These figures are presented in the
appendix, "Cluster Analysis."

The survey noted several relationships between median family
income levels aNd child Welfare programs. First, higher median
incomes are often an indication of higher and mbre stable employment
rates or a healthier economy, both of which have impacts on famify
stability. More stability in the structure of famillies may often indicate
a reduced need for child welfare services. Conversely, lower family
incomes suggest higher unemrillyment levels or a more depressed
economy. These factors add to stress within families, which can
result in faniily disintegration and the need for child welfare services
by additional numbers of children.,

SeCond, higher- family income bevels often indicate areas in which
the work fdrce is more skilled and ?ducated, and hence more likely
to view social welfare, programs, including child welfare, as important

.community concerns. Lower family income leVels can be expected-to
`indicate the opposite situations.
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Third, areas with higher medi ncomes ate often more capable
of supporting a substantial privat- sector child welfare- system, both
financially and philosophically. A significant private se or child
welfare syStem can add depth aid diversity.to good ba c prograths '
that are state provided and result in an effective pa nership situation.

Observations of the survey-and the Quantitative data displayed in
the "Cluster Analysis" appendix show these three hypotheses to be
valid:

NIMPAFT OF AFDC CASELOADS

AFDC caseloads and child welfare service caseloads may be
related, and they may contain Many of the same children, but they are
rarely Coterminous. The ,AFDC program has traditionally been the
social welfare program whidh contains the most volatile political and
public relations issues. Negative aspects of AFDC programs and
administration reflect upon otlier social welfare programs, including
child welfare, and re,sult .in publicly mistrust, misufrderstanding, .and

position.

AFDC rates, like uneinploymellt rates, serves indices of fiscal
co straints on a state: states with higher AFDC rates are more likely
to devote extensiv attention and resources to the multifaceted prbblems
associated with pu lic assistance programs, while those with lower
rates will not face he same constraints. Because this attention and
resource base is a finite .one, other areas of public welfare, including
child welfare, may be impacted by the portion of resources allocated
to AFDC. (However, because of a lack of consistent interstate data,
it was not possible to determine if states with higher AFDC rater spent
less per child receiving child welfare services.)

O

4w

AFDC rates for the states involved in this survey appear an the
appendix on "Cluster Analysis".
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C. PHILOSOPHY AND VALUES

Philosophy refers to the beliefs, concepts, and generally held
attitudes of individuals and groups. A value refers to relative
worth or 'degree of excellence. The discussion of values in this overt

deals with the relative importance child welfare services-have
for different groups in the -society:- The philosophy' and values of the
legislators, public agency employees, and most of all, the general
public provide the broad framework within which child'*elfare ser-
vices are planned, financed, and implemented.

PositiVe child welfare philosophy and values should protect chil-
dren's rights and support high quality, broad-based services.
National policies and the laws of many states emphasize that services
'should be accessible to all children without regard to incomq or other
restrictive requirements.- The philosophy and values should be

'.explicit in documents, attitudes, policy, and operation. This subsec-
ti?5'n wi discuss the expression of child welfare phiy)sophy, in written
documen s and legislation and its translation into operation and financ-
ing as w 1 as the expression of both professional and publio values.

The survey's major findings regarding child welfare phijosophy
and values include:

Almost half the states expressed a "sound" child welfare
philosophy. either explicitly, through legislation, or implicitly,'
in tDe attitudes of state' agency leadership.

)

.. Most often, however, this positive philosophy was not imple- _

mented with adequate funding and was counterbalanced by,
strict financial eligibility requirements for services.

Expression of values is fragmented among groups, many of
whom are interested only in a specific service to the exclusion
of others. Lack of professional leadeeshiP at policy -levels

' compounds,the,problems.

STATEMENTS OF CHILD WELFARE PEILIXOPHY

If a state's child welfare philosophy-n not stated explicitly in
program documerlts or' legislation, there may be ambiguity about
program direction among those planning, financing,' and delivering
services. The ,overall state philosophy should also confbrrn and'relate

=
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to the philosolihy underlying.the standards established by\the state for
various child welfare service areas, such as foster family care and
homemaker services.

For the 11 states which have exp'icitly written statements of
philosophy in legislation,-these statements generally expressFa com-
mitment to C-6-npliehensive services which maintain fafnily life and
provide for the weir-being of all children in the state, with' an emphasis
on the prevention of family breakdown. In about half the states, the
standing of child welfare services amonggther social services4was'
considered by state officials to have equitable status. In addition,
strtes reported afavored status for child welfare in comparisop to c-_-
nonsocial service programs.

OPER-ATIONALIZING QF STATED PHILOSOPHY

While more than half the states 'reported broad written philoso-
phies on the responsibility of the state lo maintain and enhance family
life, almost half of the states were considered by project observers
to be inadequately financing their_ child welfare services. 1_,egislattkes

hich pass bills for new pro'grams and then do not allocate the funds,
'are' a common complaint among department officials.

Is, Moreover, in almost` half of the states, service eligibility isolosed
on income. A few states;, base/eligibility for all child welfare ser- ,
vices on need, which reflects the philosophy of the state. Other states
employ a sliding scale,of fees for some serVices, such as day care,
'and yirovide other services, such as folSter care, solely on the basis oT
need. (Under Title XX, protective services and information and
referral services must be available to all on a needs basis.) .

0 , c,

, / .
.

,
On the one hand, citizens acknowledge the responsiSilityof the -I

state or tire genersal welfare of Children;*Qn the other, they believe
that parents "Should have primary, responsibility for their children's
care and well-being. These two philosophies are diffict to reconWe
in the development of service programs. ) .- -..

)

EXPRESSION OF CHILD WELFARE VALUES

A distinct splint 'e'ring of valuebvx,ists among groups in the child
-Welfare field, both among professionals and in the community. .1n,
Georgia, for example, very strorte pressures for day care and

rip
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services for th.mentally retarded have ,d3Oulted in t We overshadowing
of other needed child welfare services. eral Sates have state
councils on children and many. have active foster parent associations,
but these groups tend to focus on single issues and not the overall
fieldof child welfariboservices. .

.

The fragmentation problem is compounded by the itck of profes-
sionalsional leadership in advocating for child welfare*services atthe polidy
level. On the one hand, the expression of strong, positive profes-
sional ualues was noted in most Mates, even in states where the
"iegislature and general publft seemed inimical to a progressive child
welfare system. Yet the professionals tend either'not to advocate for
overall'services, for children, or to accept interest groups working

i for the initiation, improvemera, or enance of one or two ser-
vices. In two major states studied, voluntary agencies have acted as
'advocates for their own programs.

Interviewees often commented that child welfare carries the
stigma of public assistance; people see "welfare" and ignore the '
"child." -Several states emphaSized,a long history of community
interest in childwelfare services, lustially manifeSted in the early
establishment' of voluntary child welfare ageficies of various sorts.
Ho.wever.such a history did not always correspond with positive
community attitudes now.

t
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D. GOALS AND PRIORITIES

ieGoals are long-term aims focAked toward some end.. Priorities
arerthe ordering of goals and objectives to give preference t'o specific
activities:-

,
The eslabli'shment of'rational, realistic, and balanced, goals and

priorities for child welfare services should ensure all children the
right to optimum opportunities for care, development, and protection.
A formalized process involving broad community and professional
participation best ensures that goals and explicit objectives willbe,
integrated into the planning and operation of 'the child welfare-system.

'
This .section will focus op the processed goals and priorities of the

states and on the processes by which slich goals and priorities are ,

established and accomplished. The primary findings discussed in this
section include the following:'

The content of child welfae goals seemed appropriate in'the
majority of states surveyed.

Most states lacked a fornial goal-setting process; altHough
with the advent of Title,XX, 'states plan to develop such
ongoing processes. , . . . ,

In locally administered state's, local agencies played a more
important role in developing gOals and priogities.

In more than half the states, .stated- priorities relate directly
to goals.

,

Objectives are not usually quantified; therefore, determination
of whether they have been achieved becomes difficult/

-

'

C-ONTENT OF COAL. STAi\EMENTS ;

More than lialf 'Of the states include among oleo child :Welfare
or'ag their p ilmary goal theincrease Of preventiv& services,

such as counseling and homemaker service, to strengthen the family
--,and lessen the need for care of children outside of`their homes.
Other- goals considered important by states are the prevention of
inappropriate placement,. improvement of foster family care services,
and development of better, adoption-services for hard-to..pl.ce

as..4
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.children. Although the .content of the goal statements is notew' oi, thy,N

many quest,iOns were raised about the methods used for establishing
goals, setting priorities, and,planning for their accomplishment.

FORMAL GOAL SETTING
0

,

A few states have no explicit statements of goals, formal or other-
wise. Administfators were'able to discuss implicit goals only. Such
goals can, of course, be identified in budgeting, programming,- and
staffing. Yet, the lack of a goal-setting process and an overall set ..

of: goals from which to proceed suggests a-serious la`ck of direction.
Gaps in the delivery system, ignorance of the ,community'S special
needs, professional dissatisfaction, duplication of services, and ao
shifting of priorities to match sources of revenue, are a few of the
possible consequences of such a situation.

gi.

States which had no formal statements of goals or processes for
goal-setting prior to'Title XX often repeat the language of the federal
regulations to describe their goals and rationalize their services;
time Constraints.cjt not allow them to set up a thorough goal-Setting
process., 1 ,

About half-of the states haire,sorne planned method for establishint
goals. These methods range from somewhat informal' prOcesses of ob-,
obtaining input fronisa few selected staff memberspto'elabonate mecha-*
'nis-ris which involve staff from all departments and at all levels, .

public bearings, consideration of felAeral requirements-and funding, and
the legislature and communityltroups.

Two states appearto set goals solely on thebaSis of-funding and
legislative inteirest. Although this may be true. in other states as
well, thefinancial reporting was insufficient to document thi.

SOme states, such as Michigan and Wisconsin,' express goals. and
priorities- ina formal "Mission Statement" or, as in North Carolina,
in an "Annual Plan of Work." Illinois is currently initiating planning

'on an area Asis.

LOCAL AGENCY INPUT
1

Local agenby input in setting goals and priorities.is extremelY
important to ensure that the services-will meet the needs. Some
states develop statewide goals and priorities, particularly in relation

. .
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to mandatory services, and allow the loCalities to set other priorities.
Almost half of the states surveyed have a mechanism which allows
the localities to provide input into the goals and priorities. For
example, in New York State, among others, local districts establish(
their own priorities for using Title XX funds. A mix of staff and
community and voluntary agencies are involved.

West Virginia exemplifies other states in which'priorities are
determined centrally but:are directly related to the needs assessment
performed by area offices. In Virginia, among other states, certain
services are state-mandated, such as adoptions and foster care;
other services, such+ as homemaker services, are optional within
each planning area.
&

*-- .
o

. \ a ' - . A, -L ,...,., ...
RELATIONSHIP OF GOALS TO PRIORIT.IES,)
OBJECTIVES, AND FUNDING LEVELS Ar

In more than half of the states, -priorities seem to relate directly
to overall goals. Thus, a goal to expand preventive services might be
served through the priority of developing hdmemaker services or

`'counseling services.

In a few states, howev'titr, goals seem' rhetorical and unrelated to
priorities. For example, a state which specifies community outreach
and coordination of all services for children as major goals, then
lists several programmatic priorities, such as improvement and
expansion of permanent foster care and a concentrated adoption
service which, while laudatory, do not further the goals set.

Witlaout quantified objectives, priorities and goals can lend direc-
'Lion to a department or a program, but the determination of what
Constitutes attainment_can be elusive. Quantified objectives can be
monitored, evaluated, and measured against a long-term goal.
UnfOrtunately, only a few states have specified quantitatively what
they hope to achieve in a giVen.period of time.

.FOr example, Michigan uses management by objectives tb 'quan-
tify objectives. In West Virginia, where outreach and commuriity
education are_ prominent goals, progress is measured by the number
of additional cases served, the rates of referral of new cases, and
the review of Case records to determine the effectiveness of casework
and other services provided by individual worker.

1 o.
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The relationship between goal-setting and inadequate funding
lvels'cvas pointed up by.survey state respondents. Many states are

'experiencing a financial crisis; in several states, department personnel
commented that there was no point in setting unachievable gops, since
maintaining currept levels of existing services was all that could be
expected. New York aid Washington; among other' states, are cutting
back on services whin are currently prOvided.

A
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ORGANIZATION

Organization is defined to include the internal structure and func-
tioningof the child welfare services division at the state, district,
and local levels. In this context, organization is related to adminis-
trative form, but the latter is more Concerned with generalized
elements of government structure' in a state as discuSsed earlier in

c/ethis chapter.

The separation of public assistance from social services was the
uppermost organizational concern in state welfare programs.. The
separation has been a fede,rally mandated procedure*since 1972.
Although some states adopted this procedure as long as four years
.earlier (in 1968) when it was only federally l'encouraged, " separation
continues to have subtle 'impacts.

,

In some states, the staffs view these impacts as positive. The
opinion was expressed that more professional caseworkeA now have

the opportunity to concentrate on the demanding aspects of public
welfare and the delivery of social services, while the less demanding
aspecfS, inchiding the determination of public assistance eligibility;
can be left to paraprofessiOnals and/or less skilled or experienced
workers.

In other states, however, staffs expressed a less positive
position. Staff personnel 'stated,that the separation unnecessarily
widened the already existing.gap between the two integral elements of
public welfare, added to the complexity of public welfare administra-
tion, and presented clients with a more bewildering array of procedural
details and organizational units. (Survey team members were inter-
ested to note that these opinions were held somewhat intuitively by
state staff, and did not necessarily correlate to specific service
delivery features.)

A second important issue is the 1968 federally mandated coinbina-
tion of child welfare services with other social ,services into a single
organizational unit. It is clear that in many states, this requirement,
has resulted in the disappearance of the child welfare unit as such. tn
other states, an identifiable child welfare unit remains as an element
of the state leVel social services organization but in many instances
suffers from lack of adequate visibility or priority location in the _
social services organization. In some states, this organizational
aspect differs at The state, district, and local levels, ass is the case in
Pennsylvania.

11:25 61
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The implication of this lack of visibility has a direct impact upon
organizationrganization of workers who provide services for children at the

delivery leyel. In some states, services for children are provided by
the same workers who provide services for all other persons, includ-
ingthe aged, handicapped, and other adults.

In addition to these two issues, the major survey findings regard-
ing the organization of child welfare services divisions include:

. Most states considered that the placement of their child welfare
units allowed for integration with other services end planning
and decision making.

o

Some states have no Child welfare unit as such or no individual
who is responsible for child welfare; such a lack interferes
with the person-to-person.process involved in planning and

negotiating for resource conYderations. Other states report
child welfare is not organizationally visible but receives
appropriate consideration because top level personnel in the
department have child welfare backgrounds. Some states,
especially those with umbrella Agerkcies, have placed child
welfare far down in the .organization, which results in .excessive
distance front executive decision making.

Half the states indicated a lack of communication and cooperation
between child welfare,units and units providing management
services.

L'6'ally administered states appeared to have more problem's
with vertical communications among state, district, and
local levels than did state-administered systems.

Somewhat less than half the states did not appear to meet such
"good management principles as defined responsibility and
authority, and appropriate use, of specialization.

Considerable efforts have gone into organizing service deliVery
for major metropolitan areas and middle-sized counties-:-
which involve the majority orch'ildren; however, the states
report they have been less effective in the sparsely populated
areas:*

These findings are disCussed in ,detail in the remainder of this
section.
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ORGANIZATIONAL PLACEMENT
Or SERVICES

O

41.

For child welfare services to be administeredratiopally a.nd.con-
sistently with related social services, both should be locates] within
the state human services milieu in such a way as to make such admin-
istration possible and to avoid fragmented services.

The survey found.that child welfare services-are placed so as to
enable adequate service integration in almost all of the 25 states.
Even those states with freestanding child welfare service divisions
align thexn sufficiently close to other human service divisions to
permit integrated planning, management, and service delivery,
according to the survey.

ti

However, a few states did appear to have isolated child welfare
services. In these instances, children's services are 'significantly
separated from public assistance and /or other social services. For
example, in one state, services are administered by a health-
related agency. Although this has a! partial benefit (it rbmoves the
negative "welfare" ,nusfroni children's services), the survey found
that such a placement..e-moved child welfare services from the main-

.stream of a state's public welfare system.

VISIBILITY OF CHILD WELFARE SERVICES

The assumption that PMM & Co. /CWLAsused irothe survey was
that, within the state human services structure, child welfare ser-
vices should be organizationally "visible," so that their requirements
for state resources and priorities, could be favorably addressed.

Visibility is defined by two components, both of which should be
in operation for child welfare services to be assured of receiving
adequate resource and priority considerations.' First, the, child
welfare services division should be organizationally discernible at
least through designation of an individual to be responsible for child
welfare and through clearly defined administrative responsibility, so
that resource allocation and pilority-selecting channels are established.

A The second component is the fact that many 'current executive
staff members in the state social services hierarchy began their
careers in the fild.of child welfare. Although not all of these execu-
tive staff members-responsible for social. services are currently
involVed exclusively with child welfare,, many retain their interest in
that field and provide significant support for children's programs, per
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se, and in day-to-day' actions,' involving the integration of services for
children, youth, and their families. Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Georgia, Wisconsin, and Tennessee are among the states with profes-
sional staff members at the state le-val- who have such background.

The nationwide trend is towards consolidation of services, which
would integrate children, family, and adult social services. Accord-
ing to the survey, this trend has resulted i states combining child
welfare units into existing generalized solal service units. Although
notba negative development of its-elf, it' can have a negative ir*pact if the
unique focus and special 'character of services to children are lost.
The combination of family and .children's services, promoted by fed-
eral mandates, Was complicated by two hisAical factoi-s:

Traditionally child welfare services were the most highly
organized of the social services, with defined services,
target grodps, and staffing requirement6. I e.

In most states, services to-ra-milies were, at best; poorly
defined and inconsistently pl'Ovided and, at worst, were
nonexistent.

With this background, it was hoped that by combining child welfare
and family servic es, services for families would be improved and
services for children would provide for a broader spectrum, particu-
larly for those children in public assistance families.

r:14

RELATIONSHIP TO EXECUTIVE DECISION-MAKING LEVELS

As a corollary.to the two preceding issues, the distance between
the child welfare division and executive decision-makirig levels should
be minimized, so that child welfare can retain a high priority status.
This.may be accomplished either organizationally through special
placement of'the unit providing child welfare. services, or through
interpersonal working relationships based upon common interests in
child welfare by agency executives.

-LA
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0, 44In 'most states, communication channels .between t e child wel-
fare division and the relevant executive decision-maki levels appear
to be sufficiently simple and direct. States in ghich the survey did
reveal difficulties were mostly umbrella agency states. In these
instances, the survey found agency executives excessively concerned
with more actively supported social services and/or more volatile
public welfare issues (such as AFDC rates or food stamp' costs).

kit

Genera*l administrative concerns ste ming from managing an
extremely large organization also send t create a perceptable distance
between the child welfare services division and executive decision
makers.

..,

.,

RELATIONSHIP TO MANAGEMENT SUPPORT UNITS - .

The "Administrative Form" component of this overview provided
a general discussion of the relationship of the child welfare division
with support units, including management units. This discussion will
focus more on the day-to-day working relationship.

.

Within a day-to-day framewOrk. the important management support
functions of budgeting, case management, Monitoring, evaluation, man-

,zigement information, and reporting should be readily accessible to the
division which provides child welfare services to assure that these ser-
vices.

... :will be as effectively managed as possible. This accessibility is
't specially necessary if management systems are designed, implemented,
and maintained separately from the service delivery process.

There is' a relatively widespread problem of a mutual lack of .

understanding between social service professionals and management
suppok professionals which was identified by the Survey in several
states. One aspect 6f this problem is a mutual lack of communication,
in which both types of professionalsiail to appreciate each other's
problems and capabilities. In these instances, child welfare workers
do not adequately communicate their needs to management support
staffs, who in turn do not design an'implement management systems
adequate for child weltare'workef needs.

One possible solution to this problem (which, for'example, .141.1-

Oklahoma used HI' developing its computerized management informa-,
lion system) is to assign social work professionals to the management
support unit, thus providing social workers with an active voice in
the planning and development of management support activities.
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According to survey. results, the relationships between the child
welfare services division and the immediate management services
unit in only half of the states allowed for readily accessible manage-
ment services support for child welfare programs. In these states,.
for examplt, the program staffs and management staffs have Mutual
professional respect for and understanding of each other, and the
flow of administrative and financial reporting information regardifig
the children in care is timely, correct-, and available to workers
involved in case Management. `.

In the otlier alf of the states, program staff and management
staff relationsh' s are weak and tend to create and/or reinforce
misundelstanding, conflicts, and staff-level ignorance of, or,antag-

, onism towards, services or management depending upon the refer-
ence group involved). For example, management staffs in one state
were unable to discern between public.assistance and social service
programs. In another state, child welfare'staffs were unaware of
the potentfal uses of the data supplied by the computerized. manage-
ment information system.

*LOCAL OFFICE AUTONOMY AND DIVERSITY

Local offices, especially.in locally administered states, by their
very nature may be expected to exhibit a certain degree of autonomy,
and diversity. However, excessive autonomy and diversity can
inhibit the establiihment of consistent and comprehensive statewide
programs, data collection, reporting, and other aspects of serVices,
and management which are based upon interoffice consistency and
cooperation. 0

_Although noted as a minor probl em in a few state- administered
systems, local office diversity and autonomy is a far more 'significant'
obstacle to the development of program consistencyin locally admin-
istered' states. For example, in some'states, the state office will
mandate a Program or policy, but locdl officeS have the authority to
develop procedures for implementation as they see `Fit. This has-
led to instances in which local implementation could assure oi-plock
the development of These,*statewide initiatives, ba,sed on the.Prioriges
and methodologies of local offices. ° a 0-

Data concerning services delivered, caseload size and composition,
expenditures, and staffing level's are often unavailable to the central,
office in most locally administered states, since local offices either
dcf not report or do not collect the data or the state does not require it.

e
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The silk...feu consistently. identified significant problems of this type
in every one of the locally administered states but in few of the state-
administered ones. Examples of these data gaps,as well as.exem-
plarysystems are describe4 in the section on data Collection and
reporting.

e"'
The rights of local offices to remain independent was recognized

(but not always accepted) by state staff in locally administered states:
AcCoi-ding to the survey, however, each of these states is concerned
that autonomy and diversity, have/become excessive and that e. estab-
lishment and maintenance of consistent and comprehensive tatewide
programs and dla collection may not beTreissib

ST.eiTE/bISTRICT/LOCAL COMMUNICATIONS

It is clear that in order to establish and mainfaiK3 consistent and, $

comprehensive statewide programs, priorities, policies, and proce-
dures, communications and relations between the various organiza-
tional teVels across .the state should be fun ning adequately.

Th
1

e survey validated the organizational maxim that both "top-
down" and bottom -up" communications are impoitant. Specifically,
both communication directions have tobe utilized among local-offices,
district offices (where used), and the state office to establish and
maintain effective patterns and quality of services: More than half
of the states, according td the survey, do not appear to have serious "
problems in this area. In. additiorito creating an atmosphere in which
communications areran accepted aspect of day-to2day activities they
niake use of techniques such as WATS. telephone systems, computer .

terminals, and frequent intrahate conferences (especfally training
sessions of the k used in Tennessee before the recent cat in their
training budget) to the traditional communication problems
of clarity,. of roleS, overlapping functions, and authoyityiresponsibility
imbalances.

..... ',...
.

Sevetal states especially the loca*kadministere'd ones, ere
fOund to

0
have significant problems in this area of inti-a-akency ommunt-a,

. cation, according to those personnel interviewed. eInconsistent
.patterns of data collection, monitoring, evaluating, and service-

availability, as ,.well as inconsistent priorities, policies, and proce-
dures,. are not uncommon in locally administered state6 This appears
to effectively p]eclude any significant statewideness in p grams, as
well as in communication effectiveness.0
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'.APPLIc.A'TION OF MANAGEMENT PRIN PLES

.. , According to administrative theory, in any anizati ch as one
/ for the developmetat and provisiontof,child welfare services in a state,

a series of management principles must be considered toassure _-
effective management of any service delivery process. ExamPles Of

. those management principles which were considered by the manage-
. ment consultants in assessing the child welfare delivery systems

include the following: 4. ,
a

.
de ine d responsibility and authority;

.

clear definition(of chain of command;

specific channeks for activity concerning Child welfare within
the social services structure;

appropriate span of control; ->

supervtsoricaseWorker ratios which allow for adequate super-
vision, according to professionally*cepted standards;

grouping of like functions;
a

- ,

lOgical internal structure for child welfarte services organiza-
tion;

. -e-
. availability and use of,specialivtion or genelNalizations ine

organizing caseworker units; and
.. . t

availability of program specialists at the state or district
level to support local office genealists.

NZ

-)

According to the 'survey, half of the states appear to co9form to
most management principles:in sucha way as to enable the service
delivery process to be-rationally aeganized and.supported. For
example, Oklahoma atteritipts to maintain a narrow span of control
which appears appropriate. for the responsibilities of and geographical
distances covered by caseworkers:. whenever a county has three*
unassigned caseworkers, a supervisor is designated for them. Another
supervisor is supplied for each whole multiple of three caseworkers,
and thus-the statewide ratio is approximately one to five. (Examples
of other management principles are to be found. throughout this l'Organi-
zation"`component. )

S
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However, the 'survey indicates that the other half of the states;
mostly those with ,umbrella agencies, generally do not respond to princi
pies for successful management as listed above. This is particularly
interesting.since kart of the original impetus behind.the formation and
use of umbrella agencies was to,centralNe and improve service
delivery management: Survey information, in this area is not detailed,
but it does indicate problems concerning improper combinations of
responsibility and authority, excessive spans of control, and improper
balances and allocation of specialization and generalization. It appears
that in these states, child welfare service delivery is made to conform
to somewhat inflexible models of management of service delivery which
are designed, for all units under the human services umbrella age y
and which cannot accommodate the special needs of child welfare
program administration. Thi /may be a problem that any relativ ly

, small program faces when it is combined into an umbrella agency.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR SPECIAL POPULATION DISPERSIONS

lec-ause the partidular population distribution in each state is
unique, most states must dev.elop special methodologies for serving
populations in their large cities, counties of medium size, and rural
areas where the population is scattered.

According to the survey, all states which had majormetropolitan
areas used spe4a1 orga izational arrangemehts for serving these
cities. In general, tine e arrangements consist of establishing the
metropolitan_ `areas as separate substate district or local office and
using decentT-alized service delivery offices within the city itself.,
Some cites in which this approach is found include Chicago, New
York City, Memphis,. Lea Angeles, and Seattle, end a new decentrali-'
zation plan is under study in Detroit.

Also, according to the survey, most states which had numerous
Middle-sized counties have devefoped special organizational arrange-.
rnents for serving them. (These states included both those classi-
fied as rural, as well as those.classified as`urban byithe survey.)
These arrangemenq consist of linking adjacent middl,e-sized, counties
together as sribgtate districts and dividing resources between.the county
level fbr ongoing and routine service delivery purposes and the dis-
trict level for, special program consultation purposeS.° Almost any
state-administred state with an effectie,district organization could
be cited as an, example here. C,Ounty autonomy in locally administered
states hindered the practice from becoming, as widespread as it was
in state-adi-hinisIered states.

L
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. . 'et\ IAll states, even the ones considered highly urbanized (e. g.,, New ,.

York, California, Illinois, Pennsylvania,' and others), have sparsely.
popillated areas. The survey indicated that some states'have devel- .- oped specialized organizational arrangements fdr delivering *services

. in these areas. Several of the states (including, but not limited to, -
Illinois; tassachusetts, and North Dakota) appear to be more success- .

,,, ful in transcending individual county boundaries and are allocating
uivalent service delivery resources for equivalent catchment area

populations.
qN

p Massachusetts refers to these areas as Community
Service Areas (CSAs), while Illinois and North-Dakota term them area -,
offices." Other states, such as Oregon, prOvide services in each
rural county on an alternate day or a daily, butspart-time, basis.

Unfortunately, however, according to the' survey, some states
experience problems in serving sparsely populated areas, in'that
they could not escape the requirement for maintaining a service
delivery office in each county across the state. This practice has the
effect of diluting aggregate staff resources by anchoring staff members
in each county in spite of the fact that caseload size and caseload
management responsibilities were not extensive enough to warrant
on-site staffs on a constant basis.

The survey indicates that local officials in many of these states
are simply reluctant to surrender their hold over county delivery of
social services, in spite of the fact that this arranggment does not. .

permit the delivery of services to take place under the most effective
arrangement.

0.
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F. NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Nerds assessment consists of determining the nature of a specified
problem target group or condition and the type and quantity of services
that are required to resolve the problem.

Appropriate needs assessment for child welfare services should
use documented, tested methodologies based cin a clear definition of
concept and should provide,fpr identifying unique needs of special
groups dr geographic area's as well as for the state as a whole. Staff
should be designated'o conduct and coordinate needs assessment
activities. Since needs assessment is a basic building block in de-
Veloping a service delivery system, ft should be recognized as a
priority function.

This section will focus on the process of needs assessment activi-
ties at the policy and administrative levels. Assessment of .individual
need on a tase-byrcase basis will be discussed in the "Diagnosis and
Service Plan Development's Component.-

The following major findings, which are discussed further iri the
maic body of this section, 'grew out of the needs assessment part of
the 25-state survey:

. Until Title XX, little attention was given to (needs assessment;
even npw, few states engage in organized needs assessment.

Most states use informal processe's for assessing heed-for
servicies, which are dependent on the collective wisdom ands

6 expetience of staff.

. Most needs assessment is purs.lied in connection with special
'services or specific problems, not for all of child welfare;

. Lack of available inform tion'abouts:Tolume and cOstsbof services
hinders any assessment o eed. In addition, tack of aware,-
ness of what information A. equired sometimes results in es
little'use, of avqilable intorma on.

. .0\
. Visibility of need affects needs assessment. "Hard ervices,"

such ,as day care, are more ea understood and, therefore,
are'likely to.rtcei\ie More a 4 ''..4. ,

..--

4
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. .Most states recognize the importance of needs assessment but
do not.give it high priority because of their inabilitylo meet
currently identified needs.

. Most states allow interference by special interest lobbying
"groups in needs assessment, making the setting of priorities
dependent on political rather than progrtmmatic values.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT BEFORE TITLE XX

Overall, needs assessment, appears to be honored more in.the
thanthan in the performance, with few states having more than

pasmo'clic or localized efforts. The few states considered satis-
facTory were'those with well-developed Title XX plans.,

For instance, the Title XX plan in'Oregonoprov;ides for a task
force to study needs assessment. This task force will develop a
needs assessment plan in the.spring of 1976. Likewise, Tennessee
appointed 12 Title XX Regional and Urban County Task Forces as
well as a State Task Force to produce a Comprehensive social services
program plan. Needs assessment and services currently available
were covered by the task forces. t .

a

Before Title XX, the needs assessment process in Oklahoma
did not include extensive input from sources outside of the department.
Since Title XX, needs assessment has been significantly broadened to
include information from computer records of past services, input
from an intprdepartrnentall Title XX planning committee, needs
assessment statement's from state agenciesand various substate
and metropolitan planning groups, input from six regional public
meetings before preparing the Title XX plan, comments from pubLic
hearings held to discuss Ale proposed plan, and written comments
on the plan received during the 45-day public comment, period.,

. .

.'About one -half of the states have a 'needs assessment plan
specifiCally initiated to meet the federal Title XX regurr'ements'.
For most states, _this is their first real attempt aineeds'asset$ment.
Two states, North Dakota and California,. felt that these efforts; if
repeated next year,' could be-the beginning og,,a needs assessment.
system. The Title XX requirements ,provide for participation in
needs determination by interested members of thepublic through

',task forces citizens' advisory committees, and public review. This
provision has increased considerably the involvement of citizens
and community groups.

11. 36
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Most of the states use informal procedures for needs assessment.
and rely on past. experience. Very.few of khe procedures for needs
assessment go beyond the examination of past data, statistics, .

waiting lists, or requests fed- services.

Identification of actual need is necessarily dependent on some
uniform systejn for -defining needs and services. However, since
the necessar§. concepts and structures a'renot in operation, the
general,dependence of states is on the conventional wisdom of staff
from different 'levers used collectively. The accuracy and con-
sistency of conventional Wisdom is difficult to evaluate. In addition,
this perspective is based upon past service experidnce rather than on
examination of current populations who may be receiving services
or may not be receiving services.

Needs assessment is usually not carried out.as a process for
child welfare generally but tends to occur in connection with special
problems or, special services. Some examples of this kind of limited
needs assessment were found in 'states with specific interests that
had been well developed because of outside pressure's. For example,
Wisconsin has a long history of assistance to localities in rn-
munity planning and coordinating' service' in' the re4enile itiffice
sy-sterh. Louisiana, Texas, and West. Virginia believe they have
developed needs asses -fte. 'At procedures for: program areas, such as.
day care, protective services,, ,child abuSe, and emergency care for
children, which provide useful data on which to plan.

V

IMPACT OF LACK OF INFORMATION

Several states are hampered in their needs assessment 13S7- a
Serious lack of information and statistics onf volume and costs.

_Several have little voluntary agency input, and in most (with the
exception of those mentioned having Title XX planning and assess-
ment committees), -cotsumer input is minimal.

Even more impOrtant was the impression that any states lack
a clear concept of what information is needed. Fo instance,
little use is made of information that can be gathered from ease
clata--thatis,, demographic and socioeconomi,. data. Must .states
seem. t6 lack research findings, program information; and evalua-

,tions of current services.'

.
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Aside from organized management processes for needs assess-
ment, the groups with the Most input into informal needs assessment
are state advisory committees, advisory groups, and county advisory
'committees. Within the state offices, ta few have a distinct unit`
for planning, research, and/or evaluation:

In Texas, an analysis of service use and caseload size and
projections" based on demo aphid data is used. In Michigan, pro-
gram management by obje ti is in operation and has potential
use as a formalized metho olog In many states, district qffices,
county welfare departments, area offices, and program specialists'
reports are cited as sources of needs assessment. The lack of a
clearly defined responsibility assigied to specific staff makes the
information collected imprestionistic, fragmented, and unfocused,.

,CONSTRAINTS ON ASSESSMENT

Needs assessment is also affected by the ease with which need
for certain services are understood as well as by popular "fads"
in services. For instance, the survey revealed that in several 9.,
states, "shard" services, such as day care and homemaker services,
appe,.:. lobe in greater demand than "soft". services, such as
.counseling, beause need andoutcome of hard services are more
readily undel-stood. For the same reason, the need for preventive
services is genera* not well supported, although child abuse
reporting has provided'a clear indication of need in nearly every
state.

Sound assessment is in conflict with he "fad" apprzoach.
Programs which receive a great deal of publicity and publid support,
such as the recent adoption programs for Vietnamese children,
also receive priority funding: Opthe other-hand, programs such as'
institutional bare for children (in particular, resihntial treatment)

.--tend to receive neither the publicity nor the funding, although the
need for them has been doCumented.

Most states recognize,ihe necessity for .a sound needs assessment
system, and a few reported the lack as a recognized weakness in
evaluating their dwn-4programs. However, themotht frequently men-
tioned constraint is lack9of resources which means that funds would
not be available to finance additional services even if-the rteedsfer
them were identified. .

.4
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NEED FOR BALANCED METHODOLOGY

Despite the contributions they can make, public input thrbugh
hearings and comhaent is clearly inadequate as the only input needed
min planning. Hearings provide representation by different interested
constituencies who are supporting their own perceived needs. In
some states, groups are.,organized fbr particular interests, such
as day care or tit, aged, and lack the overview and the tools and
techniques that professional, systematic planning provides.

'#,As noted in Minnesota and Oregon, the absence of an objective
and structured needs assessment process encourages lobbying as
an alternative method, and thus the setting of priorities tends to be
dependent on politiCal rather than programmatic values. This is true
in statesewhere several active and diverse group's esp9,using narrow
interests have secured legislative attention which has-resulted in
various commissions with limited mandates and, in some cases, made'
service delikTery more complicated and inefficient.

Systentatic and fornialized need s ssessment processes would
contribute a needed balande to the impact of special interest groups
and other external pressures. ,

.0/
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G. PLANNING AND DECIS[ON MAKING

. '
Planning j.s defined as th projection of courses of action to

resolve sOme defined problem The planning function involves
generating, gathering, forecasting, and analyzing information con-
cerning near- and long-term trends and developments in progilams,
client types and numbers, as well as-the staff, financial, and other
resources which must be available to serve the future population,
The planning pi-ocess should be, an organized methodology, supported
bjs clearly defined structure, that provides for input through all 410'

administrative channels and results in an annu'al'or long-range plan.
The process should also include development of prograr'n concepts .

to meet the identified needs, deterrnination.of resource requirements,
and consideration of alternative responses to those needs.

Dedisfaia making is the process of making judgments to select .

actions which fulfill established objectives. It .is a process for de-
termining if, and how,. developed plans are to be carried out and involves
selection of pri2rities, determination-of resotrce allo_trnent, and

. .approval for ultimate implementation.

Planning and decision making are related to needs assessment in
the following way. Needs assessment should,produce clear -defini-
tionS of popidatio at risk who are not.receiving services as.well as
utilize data from e evaluation function to assess the adequacy o.
current services. Accordingly, needs.ss`sessment links evaluation
and research data to the planning function.

444,

Effective planning and decision making fo'r child welfare establishes
both the process and the structure that provide for, a wide range of
input from administrative levels and service providers, as well as
the consumers, taxpayers, and legislators. It requires feedback from
evaluation and monitoring and should command the necessary resources.

This discussion will consider planning and decision making at the
policy and- administrative levels by focu ing on the 'organizational
lOcation of the functions, the,proces* and the partiPipants in that
process.

Planning afid decision making on-a case-by-case basis will be
exploreCrin to 1Diagnosis and Service Plan Development!' component.

4
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Ti ie major findings with regard to planning and decision making
are summarized below and then discussed more fully in the section that
follows:

4'0

. The planning locus in almost half the states is within various'
bureaus of the state office, rarely including staff levels below
regional or district offices.

. Because of federal mandates in Title XX, many states are
establishing planning mechanisms' and a process for partici-
pation by consumers and citizens. Before Title XX, the .

emphasis in reluired annual state plans wa.s usually placed on
budgeting or resource provisions rather than gathering in-
formation, analyzing data, and determining program /service
objectives and limited goals.

. In nearly half the states, the legislature or governor is the
fiRal decision maker for programs as well as budget.

Decision making in almost half the states -is strongly affected
by lobbies composed of special interest gropps, such as mental
retardation, mental h.eatth, or aging, advocating programs 'and
appropriations and apparently carrying more political weight
than those advocating child welfare services.

Local leirels in state-administered programs gave linfited
opportunity to participate in decision making; while in locally
administered programg,significant decision -making power was
held at the local level.

PLANNING LOCUS

AIn almost half the states the locus for planning is within the
various bureaus of the state office. Staff levels below the regional or
area office levels are rarely included. The most common method
used is to hold a series of formal and inforMal meetings with depart-
ment heads responsible for programs, management, and fiscal ac-
counting and with allied bureaus that provide other human services.
In some states, the locus is in a single unit in the stat,e office estalalishJd
for planning. One unique arrangement was noted in New York State, , X
where thg Departnient of Welfare has established a nonprofit firin, .Welfare Research, Inc:, to carry out on a contractual arrangement a
major portion o4its planning and research functions. In a few states,
there was no evidence'of formal planning.--

I
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One exemplary plan is the Annual Plan of.Wol-k in North Carolina.
This plan is organized in a program planning and budgeting system
format and provides 'input for state planning from three important
sources:

. a local task force organized from among county directors
and practicing social workers to develop a list of social

. services and service definitions and to assist in 4evising the
planning strategy; *

an interagency committee composed of representatives
from appropriate public.divisions and agencies to advise on 1.
policies that should be incorporated in the service plan; and

a citizens' coalition for Title XX mall up of representatives
of a number of voluntary human service and public interest
organizations, including several local nonpublic funding sources.,

IMPACT OF TITLE XX

Because of the federal mandates .in Title XX, many state agencies
are establishing planning mechanisms and a process for the inclusion
of consumer and citizen input. The states have long recognized this
input as=needed, but lacked the s.upport to develop it.

.The planning process in Colorado_was reported as exemplary,
...and their Title XX plan reflects a 'great deal of imagination, skill, and

ingenuity in the techniques and processes used in its production.
(See the Colorado profile for details.) -he model thus established
could be incorporated into an annual process, which North Dakota
and Calif4nia are considering.

, .
Several states, such ais Massachusetts, have set up special Title

XX planning ,units to devote full efforts to producing a more adequate
Title X*' plan. The public hdarings in some states, such as Tennessee,
were credited with providing widespread community participation in
examining and planning for services. The Title X planning process
in Rhode Island i siddred exemplary not only because it produced
a plan, which iS, idered excellent by tifState, buf also because
it will serve" as t sis'for future outreach, needs assessment, and
child welfare servi. es program developrneht.
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PLANNING DEFICIENCIES
AND STRENGTHS

Although annual plans were required in most states.priorto Title
XX's passage,"the emphasis was usually placed on the budgeting as--
pects on resource provisions rather than on information gathering,
analysis, and determination of objectives and limited goals. Several
states admitted that broader involvement of the voluntary sector is
needed in planning for children's services to ensure fuller under-7
standing,. support, and use of the existing resources to meet the
determihed goals.

The planning process as described by most states is hampered by
a lack f information and research on which to base both current and
future p 'ections. In addition, the methodologies used are not
cleai-ly defined.

Several illustrations df noteworthy planning efforts were reported
in the state profiles. For example, 'Minnesota has devised-a system
of service ranking which lists mandatory, priority, and optional
services as part of their planning process.. These service rankings
are used in determining the final plan. few states, such as Michi-
gan and North Carolina, used a Management by objectives approach
in performing program planning.

Less sophisticated procedures include using stateStandards and
reviewirpg,plans from other states. Texas,. as well as some other
states,- has an active and definite administrative procedure for publi- -
cation and comment on all policy matters by any citizen. Texas also
has a planning staff decentralized to eAh of its district offices. In
Rhode Island, the survey identified the exemplary involveMent of
the community council and voluntary organizations in planning social
services.

Several states mentioned the use made of federal program
requirements and professional standard4 established by national
social service agencies in child welfare, for example, homelnaker,
day care, and foster care standai-ds, in ,planning certain services.

DECISION MAKING LOCUS

\
The locus of control for decision making *as nearly as diverse as

the number of states. In some states, decision making on major
4
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aspects of program and administration rests with a state welfare
commissiop, state or county social service board specific'
legally established commissions.* In some states, the primary

..control is in the regional.offices or county welfare departments that
also have responsibility for planning (where counties are supplying
th, majority of funding; this was even more pronounced)., In a few
states, the department of finance.or the program budgeting manager
is the locus of control, and in, a few states the department head or
commissioner makes the final intra-departmental.decision.

However, in nearly half of the states, the legislatur or goveylor\
was cited as the final decision maker for programs as 11 as budet.
In North Dakota, for example, the state legislature as .the ultimate
4cision-maktng authority since it controls most of the funds for child
welfare. In Oregon, the Children's Service Division ,decided the
clevel.vment tf foster fare resources should be top priority; however,
the legislature acted in, favor of day care, which had.a strong lobby.
The same is true in Virginia, where decisions on monies, staff, and
program, dimensions begin at the local revel, flow upwar ough the
bureaucracy, and eventually become part of the governor's budg t
submission to the legislature.

Decisions made bilegislators generally reflect strong local
priorities. In Texas, fundamental decision making regarding the
shape and size of child welfare algo rests with the legislature. .,Be-
cause.financing with public monies is suc46- a par-amount issue in any
welfar.e decision making, legislatures will continue to ylay a prominent
role.

In most States, however, decision making by the legislature is
more of a reactive than a creative process, since they make deci,siona
on budgets developed by the welfare departmeints, rather than de-
veloping these budgets themselves. Further, it is not uncommon for
legislatures to deflect part of the reactive role back to depart-x-1A'
administrators by cutting the budget but not, specifying the progr
to be cut, thus placing program administrators in the difficult p
tion of cutting their own programs and staffs. Another fabtor frequently
mentioned as a reason for the lackof a continuing base of support/
irk legislatures, for child welfare services is that children are neither*444

voterk..nor taxpayers.
4
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IMPACT OF LOBBYING

tIn almost half the states, other specia'l interest groups, such as
day care, mental retardation, mental health, oi-; aging, /I re'seen as is.
aggressively advocating for allotment of monies and generally carry-
ing more political weight than those advocating child welfare services.
The legislature often responds to'lobby zroues as they develop prioriti'
and make appropriations so that fundingidectsions may not reflect the
planned budgets which have been developed by the administrative branch,

. "tf,-
1Other gfoups reported as having strong effects on decision' making

ranged from the traditional associations of local welfare, directors,

LOCAL LEVEL PARTICIPATION ,

.

elected officials, and board members, to newer community groups,
such the Foster Parents Association iu Missouri and a Client
Involvement Committee in Virginia.

A

Other than proViding research and information,sppport atithe
local office and specialized program levels, extensive participation in
decision makifig was not reported from staff levels below state office
or regional levels in state-administered ,systems. This was true for
initial deci4on making as well as for any replanning or priority
rearrangement necessitated after legislativeuts or changes. Com--
munications among regiOnal and county offices an the state,welfare
departtnents appear well developed, however, tiwy do not measurably 4t
contribute to ongoing program direction and corresponding ,decision

(----- making. Illinois plan' sto move-decisions closer to direct delivery
P levels as quickly as their area offices can develop still and .capacity

to assume decision-making responthibility. ' ..

however, the pattern is somewhat different in lo-cally adminis7.
tered states. In these states, significant decision-njlaking power is
held at the local level, but this process does not always carry to the
state office. In most locally administered states, the slate office
makes decisions regarding statewide programs and policies,' but
equally crucial decisions regarding procedur'es for implementing
programs are 'made at the local level.- To assist the local department
in the development ofmechanisms to secure local input into the .
geographic area planning process, Miniiesota established a group, of
district facilitators to work with the counties and the State field
representatives. A .

4
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When local funds'are requir.to implemtnt- thee(s)tate priorities,
counties many times do not provide services-respe'cially optional
services:. On the other hand, a number of more positive developments'
were noted. For example, California has mandgted that proper
records:will be kept on children, and that these children will be .

I tracked through their treatment, rn responding to this,mandate,. Los
Angeles Ceturity is developing a computerized management information
systeln which, has, a client-tracking capacity and which includes a
children's services module, and San Joaquin Co linty is develOping an
automated social service information systern.

1
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H.. FINANCING

.
Financing thy, mechanisrh which provides the funds to support

child welfare services and 9rogi-aihs. The financing mechanism
should also be capable of identifying the following: e'

sources of .,,funds (budgeted and actual);
. -

service and prokrafnmatic.disiribution of funds (budgetedand
actual);

cost per child served (projected and 'actual); and
saw

overall adequacy of the funds to provide the needed child
welfare services (projected and actual).

017
. This ove view of the financing component will concentrate on the'

survey findin in the 25 states for fiscal year 1975, fegardinglhe
sources used, and adequacy of funds. The process by which allnancial
budget is prepared will be the subject of the "Financial Budgeting" ele-
ment of the "Management Services"- componen,t. The process by which
the actual revenues and expe,nditures are collgcted, processed, and
reported by the state will be discussed-in the 'Data Collection and
Reporting" component, as will the collection, processing, andnreporting
of case information. The adequacy of the funding for child welfare'
services-will be discuSsed in most components of this overview to the
extent that financing impacts the respective components.

eased upon the findings presented in the 25 state .profiles, financing
for child *welfare services is'generally considerzed inadequate_to meet
the known needs. For most of the states sum-reyed,, the available'
funds can meaningfully actdress only the needs of Title XX eligible
children and not the total child population of a.state. (E-ven the term
"Title XX does'not provide ,a consistent definition of target
popufation among states, shaqk the Title XX plans present different
definiticins of an "income eligible" client.).

Based upon the data reported_in the survey, we were able to discuss
the followingmajor financial finding's:

, ) ,
Financing for child welfare services
inadequate to .meet known needs.

A

V

.
is generally considered
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Information on sources of revenues and expenditureS fOr child
welfare services as not c;nsistently available among the
states.

. State government financing appears to be relatively more
significant in Mate-administered systems than,in those which
are locally administered. 4

Title I\;-B. federaundsscontribute 5 percent or less of the total
funding for all but thr,e'e of the state..s.'The Title XX plans for
FY 1976 revealed that.the most important federal funding source
wi1,l be Title. XX; the second most important is Title IV -A
(for APDC - fOster care)..

The major expenditures of funds were identified for services
0 expected to have a significant volumeof pur.chase'd services,

e. g. , day Care services andingtitutional care.,

,.

. About one7thind of the states reported that funding for child
welfare, services iri relation to funding for other social-sek;i6es

.was adequate.'

Financing level was observed to haVe a major impact on almost
all of the other components of the system.

7

The absence of consistent expenditure and program data tn,akes
it impossible f-Or states to determino..4ost.per'unit of service,
an essential data element for sound planning and budgeting.

CHILLS WELFARE REVENUES

Twenty-one ofthe twenty -five survey states reported on the prirn4ry
sources of child Welfare revenues for fiscal year, 1975, and eighteen
reported on the usage of those funds. Threi states reported neither,,1
the sources nor Uses of revenues, four states reported only sources oA.
revenues, and one state reported only uses of revenues.

Th6 shiotints, -sources, and uses discussed in this section are
based, entirely upon the financial information disolOsures made by. thto
respective state. Time did not perii the survey team either to?` .t

the provided data or -evaluate its reasonableness.
0,
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Revenue Sources Information

Eachof the 2'5 survey states was requTsted to provide the survey
team with the primary sources of reventies to fina ublic child
welfare services' within the state., The sources andVounts by source
(in 'thousands of dollars) are summarized in Table II-1. Table II -2
presents the same data as a percentage of the total child welfare'
revenues for each state.

As noted in the.tables, four °tithe states did not provide informa-
tionrelated to the Source of revenues for child welfai-e services. Two

-states reported amounts which included reventieS for both child welfare
s.ervices and other social services. Two reported amounts
Nxh i c h were either totally or, partially 'estimated, and one state reported
fiscal year 1974 data.

It wass, difficult for the survey team to reach definitive Conclusions
because:

time did not permit the survey' team to validate the data or
evaluate its reasonableness;

financial data are inconsistent among the responsive states;,and
401°

amount of local and other: financial participalon is incomplete.

mime-

.

\/"Data which',weie reported by the survey states,] however, do provide
a reasonablAasis for some genera/ observations.

Based upon the, data reported, the overa 1 repOrting of revenue,
sth{,rces for child'welfare services 'was not l er for loc y adminis-1
tered states, even though 1d6altinancia,1 ?participation wa more.
frequently reported for those states than for state-admini ered
systems. "As-examples, significantly less ,detail about the specific
Sources of federal funds was 'reported in the Locally administered
states. In addition, the two states .which reported combined data n

'child welfare .services and other social services were locally administered-'
states. In state-admihistered states, 'local financial participation was
gentrally. not reported.

Seven of .the ten states which ire categorized as having locally
'administered child Nelfare service delivery systems' prpvided infor-
mation on local government financihg, while only tour of the 15 states

.
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TABLE 11-1

25-STATE SUMMARY OF'CHILD WELFARE REVENUE SOURCES BY STATE AND SOURCE

it, Fiscal Year 1975 . 14. 4

(Amounts in-$000s)
N

As

STATE
t

Total A

'
, .

_ Feder I
, Non-Federal

'rotal Title IVA Title IV-8 AFDC/FC WIN Other State Local Other

,

.._

"
,,

$99,000
9,600

14,000
24

,295

,4,018
7,700

4 800
53,

37,065-
_

16,884
3,600

35,000

26,736
4,360

21,060
' 6,131

20,1112

15,101

14,200

37,486

.

11'

f'

°

$ b

9,000
b

19,641
41,876
3,296.
3,500. .

40;600
46,000
35,688 a

. ,b
2,700

31,500

20,994
3,725

14,000 aC....5,000
4,834

18,955
11,737
13,67

b'

.$ b

600
b

1,292
2,135

722 " .

1,000
1,000 ,
1,900

b

''

. b

200 rr'

700
e

745
266

a'

429
087

771

527
. .

b

'

.

V b
0

b

2,284
% b

3,200 d
1,700 '

5,000
b

,,,

b.

600
b

4,997 '
23$

,

2,000 a
483

b

1,964

b

$ .

1,561

. 1,700

',428

100
900

4.

'

'379

629

b

b

b

b
.

b

b

i
b

b

-
b

i:,

b

b

b

13

$ b

b

b

2,391
b

13,

. b

3,800
1,000=

949

b\
b

,1,900.

b

130

b

6
! b

. ' b

b

b

$20,000

7,200
14,700
4,619

40,065
6,641
5,660

14,200
44,600
10,322

.

6,217
800

34,500

39,109
5,075

9,985
,900
o 8,442

I 17,558
2,622

12,160

$24,000
4,000

r
2,087 c
3,782

4 "...)

b e

b

18,750
' 27,623

I
5,882

500 a
b

29,487 a
-b c

8,068
b e

8,629
b

. b e

$4,000

b

'b \,

b
../

,,b

3,300
1,000 1 a

b

t89
b

b

b

17

' b

$6. .

b

b

b

. 13

California a
Colorado
Connectic

Georgia
Illinois
Iowa

Louisiana
° Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota f
Missogri g
New York g
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon g
Peqnsylvania

Rhode Island

Tennjssee g
Texas h
Utah
Virginia'
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

-

t

$147,000
20,800
28,700)
31,591

90,142
. 10,663

12,700
66,300

118,250
75,010

29,572
4,900

69,500

96,332
9,452

39,-6 a

9,097
37,213
32,659
16,822

,49,646

SOURCE: Reported by state during survey

NOTES:

Amounts are approximations reported by the state.
Information at this level was not available.
Local funding is not required by the state.
Includes state and federal sources.

Reported by the state as AFDC funds.
Arrepoited the/state, thesetrafinclude

nonchild welfare service -

g -2Data not repprted by the ;tie.
h Fiscal year 1974 data provided by the state.
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TABLE 11-2
. . - ,

25-STATE SUMMARY OF CHILD WELFARE REVENUE
SOURCES AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CHILD WELFARE

REVENUES-13-y ADMINISTRATIVE FORM AND STATE

STATE
Total
(000s)

-
Percent of Total

°federal A
NonFederal

Total Title IVA 1 ,Title IV13 AFDC/FC WIN Other Total State Local Other

State Administered .

Connecticut
Georgia

$ 28.700
31,591

49
79

a

.2
, a

4
a

5
a

8

a 51

21

51

15
a

6 b
j

Illinois 90,142 51 4. . 2 a' 3 a a 49 45 4' Iowa . 10,663 3 1 . 7 a a a 62 '62.Louniana 12,700 ol 8 8 25 c a a 39 39 . .b aMassachusetts . J.) 74 1 1 3 3 6 26 21, a 5Michiga 18.250 .46 9 .. 2 4 a 1 54 37 16 1 dMISS OW I

Oklahoma 69,500 50 45 1 a 1 3 50 50Rhode Island 9,452 46 ' 39 3 3 a 1 54 54 a bTennessee
.' Texas 39,053 54 d 36 4 13 d 5 d a , 46 125 21

.
Utah , ^ 9 7 67 53 5' 5 33 32 a b 1Washington 3 4.6 : 36 2 6 2 54 54 a aWest Virginia

e

1 822 84 ., 81 3 a 16 16" a a

Locally Administered .

California e ;147,000 67 'i- a a
. .

a N 33 14 ., 16Colorado 20.800 46 43 ° 3 a a a ' 54 a5' 19 ,Minnesota 9 -75.010 , 49 48 h II a 51 14 37 aNew York
North Carolina 29.572 57 ..- p a ... 43 21 20- 2North.Dakota . 4,900 73 55 12 2 27 17

.'
10Or ". It, . 1. .Penn Ivanta 95s.V2 28 .22 5 a a 72 41 31 d aVirgin 37,213 54 51' a a 46 23 ''' 23 p

Wisconsin t 49.646 76 a, a a 1 24 24 a . b a1

SOURCE: Reported by state during survey

- NOTES:

L.

4
4

a iftformation At dtix level was not available..
b Loyal funding is not required by the state

.c Includes state, nd sources. .
d AmoUnts are approximItions reported bth'estate.:' 1

'-.Data not ieportal by the states
.1 Fuca year 1974 data provided by the state.
g As reported by the state, these may include non-child A

. welfare Service funds. -
) .

h Reported by the state as AFDC funds, s
a

*.

aka
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categorized as state administered provided thks information. It is
not clear whether this depicts a difference in t)4e actual funding patterns.
or a diffe9ence in the datalcollect8d, and therefore reported,. by the
state,

, .
Since four states categorized as state administered reportedly

do not require local financial participation, arid-several which are
state, administered do not have loc'al delivery offies in eachcounty,
actual differences in the funding pattern might reasonably be .expected.,
For example, the absenc of a delivery office in each county
reduce the awareness of the countygoverritnent about the financial needs
for child welfare services and therefore' their desire to provide
financial assistance. However, in several state administered systems,
the counties are.allowed to supplement the state and federal ftnds for
their county, ,vhieh is being done by some counties.

Of the fou'r locally adihinistered states folr which the sources of
' the federal dollars for child welfare services were not reported, onet -

has not used all the available federal funding because the county govern-.
ments have.not.aggregated sufficient matching funds, .

State goernment financing appears to bre proportionately more
significant in states with sate - administered 7s'ystemstha'n in those with
locally administered systems. This might be an expected difference
in the fupding pattern since state-adminiStered service delivery systems
may either require no local financing or allow local fina'ncing at the
option of the locality.. In addition, there may bea formal delegation
of financial responsibility to the local governments in a locally ad,-
ministered system.

State-administered systems appear.to receive larger proportion
Of the to4?.1 child welfare revenues from..federal Sources than do lbcal-
ly administered systems, perhaps because of the ability of locally

° administered states to provido a larger financial base through the,
.combined efforts of the state and local governments.

, . ..
While the data reported indicated a difference

0

betwe4en staie- and
.0locally, administered delivery systems in thelr4.relative reliance

upon fedeal, state, and local funding, ishese.differences did' not appear
to a'ffec't the adequacy of

.funding as discussed 6elow.' -

e

.e,
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Title IV -B FUnds

Table 11-3 shows the Title IV-B funds reported by the survey
states as ,revenues for fiscal year 1975 and the aPportionments as .1

reported by SR.S,..DHEW., With the exceptionof two sates, the diffkr-'
ences between the amounts reported by the states and SRS can generally
be attributed to rounding.

a

Title IV-B apportionments as a percent of the total child welfare
revenues reported by the states are also shown in Table II-3. As
indicated, Title'IV-B contributes 5 percent or less of the total funding
for all but three of- the states. ,

r 'Ten states reported how the Title IV.- funds are currently- being
used. Of these ten states, only one state ecifiect training of child
welfare staff as the primary use of the fund . Nine states reported
that the finds are used for prOgrarnmatiC purpbsesprimarily day
care ioLnd foster_care. This represents a significant change from the
previous use of,these funds, which was primarily for training and
special .projects.

3
AVAILABLE EXPENDITURES DATA

al survey- states were requested to report the mount of the
fiscal year-1975 expenditures for the follQ,wingr

adoption service;
day, care service;
day treattnent;
foster family cafe;
group-home service;

. .homemaker service;
in4titu-tional pare for children;_
residential 'treatment;
protective services;
shelter care nit- children .in emergency;
social service for children in their own home;
social service for unmarried parents;
other s'ervides;and
adMinistratlw,e and indirect*costs:

a

.

- Sev states did not report expenditures andr6r repootedly could
not -rep t bgrammatic cost data. The states which did report

.
-.-

same'expendi res did not corisistently report data at e same ser4vice/program,
'to

. .s
I "`

., .
. ..

6
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- 'TABLE 11-3

'25 -STATE COMPARISON OF TITLE IV-B REVENUES
PER STATES'AND PER U.S. SRS APPORTIOAMENTS

FISCAL YEAR 1975 ,

4

STATED

iFiscal'Year1971
Title 114.131000's)

Per U.S. 'F-1S----

Total Child I
Welfare

> Revenues (000'4?

;rite IV -B Per
U.S: SRS a4

Percen't of TotalPer State* p

Califinia
Colorado
Connecticut
Georgia ,

Illinois
Iowa

_ Louisiana
Massachusetts

Michigan .

Mihnesota

Missouri

New York ,;\'`
North Caroliha

7 .',:blorth,Dakota
'bklahorria
,OregOn

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wiscdnsip

a .

600 :
a

;292
2,135

722

1,000.
1;006 ,
1,900

----' a

d-

d';"
. a

200 .
700

d

.745
- ..266:.

> ;Li ,
5,060 ^ b 14'.

429 , ;;., . -''

1;\-1,187
'!

'77) \ ..!.
521 .!.4

0. a

$ 3,786
631 '
560

1,314

2,104
-727

_ 1,160-1
1046
1,966

959 .. ,.
;.1,116,
'II 402

1,428
239
710
559

2,457
65

Y ,

..'

. 1

13 % 0 i

-; 429 .

1',.1872,
' .
.., \771
-Ks'.: 27

45141

(

.

'

v

:

.

.

, ' f

147,000

20,800
28,700
31,591

90,142
10,663

_i2,700
66,300

/118,250
( 75,010

1

29,572
4,900

69,500

95,332
9,452

39,053
9,097

_ 37;213 ,

32,659
16,822 '1
49,646 \

It-

c

d

d

c

d

;

b

.

4

.

e

I

,

J

.

'

-

3

3

2

4

2

7

2

'2
1

.

5'
5

1

3
3

8
5

3

2

3

2

-

.

'
.

:

,

,

0..,,,

.

t*SOURCE: Reported by state during suiNeY.
.4,,

NOTES:
.;

a Information at this level was itqtapilable.
'b Amounts streapPrOximations refiriteit by the state.
c As reported by the state, these may non-ch ild

Intelfke, service funds .;. _ _ ;,.,
'Data not:repnrted by the 'stirlfq..

a Fiscal yeir 1074,41ata prnvidedby the state's

.
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levels. The state/local administrative form.of the states did not 1

appear to impact significantly either the reporting of expenditure data
or the trend of the data reported;

Expenditures were most frequently reported for the services areas
which would be' expected to have a significant volume of purchased,
services, e. g., day care service and institutional care.

A
on

pioportion of the child welfare funds appears to be
on out-of-home care for children, such as foster family care and

institutional caret: Concern was expressed by child welfare program
planners insev'eral states that out-of-home services are being used
xi-tore frequently or for longer periods of time than are actually
necesTary. This concern was documented in the survey state pro-..files. For exampled

"To increase preventive .service.s,_ fio_use_Bill 214 wou ct
change the formula for reimbursement of local.child
welfare expenditures by raising the state share of costs
of community-based services to 75 percent, and reducing
cost sharing,pf care in institutions to 50 percent. Cur-
rently, 25 percent of children receiving child welfare
services are in institutions, and such care is cpstin
about one-half of the total budget. If institutional cdre

t costs can be reduced, by reduction in use of such care,
it is expected that more funds will be available to serve

..greater; numbers of children in their own.homes."
(Pennsylvania)

4

"Furthermore," resources appear to be directed toward
removing, children:from their own hornets and placing
them in foster care. All too often-, no permanent plans
have been made and.childi-en have existed in a state of
impermanence for along time.

"A Division-of Family Service TaSk Force on Alternative
Methods of Treatment for Families at Risk has completed
its deliberations and has recommended that the ptograin
of services to familic and children be viewed as a whole,
and that 'resources be committed io develop ways to main-
tain children in their own homes. If this fails, permanent
plans Must be Made for the child as quickly as, possible."
(Utah)

II. 55
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ADEQUACY' OF FUNDING

The adequacy of funding for Gland welfare services within a state
has several interrelated aspects which may be discussed separately.
These aspects are (1) the adequacy of funding-in relation to the §er-
vice needs (overallaadequacy), (2) the adequaoy of funding in relation
to other social services (relative adequacy), and (3) the effects of
funding on services (impact).

A dequacy, for Service -t

44:

The 25-state survey indicated that in 14 states the:finan'cing of
child welfare services in relation'to service needs was reported
by the states to be generally inadequate: In two other states, fuiiding
was reported to be generally adequate only for priority services.
The funding for child welfare services was reported to be generally
adequate in five states, and no opinion on the general funding adequacy
was reported in four states. t.

',-)
The general adequacy-of the funding for child welfare services

did not appear to be affected by either the state/local administrative
form .of the service delivery systems or the absence of required local
government financing.

. The reasons presented for generally 'inadequate funding of child
welfare fervices reflected some commonality of the causative factors.
The primary factors reported were:(

. ehild welfare services were notleonsidered a state priority
within four states..

Certain services, and especially .purchased services and/or
non-child welfare services, received what was reported as
a more than proportionate share of_the available funds becaUse
of special commUnity or advocy interests in six states.

New or expanded services were mandated in state legislation
without Additional- state appropriations in four stats°.

The general economic environment in the state has resulted
in decreasing real, if not absol'Ute, dollars available to finance
the operation of the ,state government, Which negatively impacts
the ability of the-state- to fund child welfare services adequately.

II. 56
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(Also see the subse4fon entitled "Demogr
Envirornent.") '

1 _
. ,

As illustrated in Table 11-2, federil fin ncial support provides a
significant proportion of the-child wel fare funds.,reported in the survey
states., The child welfare service delivery staff in one statvreently. a

doubled because of a significant increase infuse of federal dollars far
*

child welfare servtces.
r / $

, .-

One locally administered state. which considered funding as-
generallp-inadequate reportedly has not used all of the available
federal funds because the local governmental units have not appro7
priated sufficierit matching funds.
. ,.. . ,i. ,

: ,, .. .

Four states which considered the
,

financing of child welfare ser,-.,vices as generally inadequate also, were reported to have reacned . a'
4

their respectivesgederal Title,,XX funding ceilings. -eis a, short -term .

result, any additional funding cvill have to,be provided by State and/ior local government appropriations. ,
, Z

. , .

5
.

, .

The current economic environment' within most of the survey states
(see "Demographic and Economic Environments"), hbweveriappears to
limit significantly the immediate potential for increa,...es in state, and/o?
local funding fOw child welfare services. To ma c,Cntr-dgy,_ the current,
economic envitonment implies tha't increased Competition for fundsi.4
among all government activities may reasonal3ly be expected. Six,
states reported that the proponents of child Welfare eer-vices May
consider themselves succes ul if they can 'maintain ifhPe'cUr0 rent level

'of funding and avoid reducti .. Even in orie;State in tvhich.funding *
was considered to. be gener adequate, the, funding'Zpat'ternwras
reported to be const iant n a olute doll'arsAlut decreasing in.real;?"
dollars. ,. . - .. A. .

. :, ,
'1

hic acid Economic

.
- . The reasons presented 'for genePally a.dquate financing of child,
'weVare_services reflected conditions unique to the five indivilial f--
states which indicated such adequacy rather than to conditions common
among the states: The primary. factors reportedwere: ,

level- of financing directly related to general sales tax Col.-,
. .le CtiOnS; 4 j 4 .

f
. r

.

relatively. low percentage of the child populatibn identified
,,

as'needing child wefare setvifes financed throligh -the stater , .

. . .... s

A

-
,

. I

'
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significant increase in the amount of federal financing avail-
able for child welfare services; and

. tradition of -adequate state finane'irag fQr child welfare services.

Adequacy.in Relation to Other Social Services

As presented in the preceding section, child welfare services
reportedly were not viewed as a priority area within four states,
which was at least one reasonwhy they Were not adequately financed
in relation to the needs for the services*. . In eight states, the funding
for child welfare services in-relation to other social-services within
the state was reported as adeqUate. In these eight states, however,
this relative adequacy did hot translate into: adequate funding in relation
to service needs.

The reasons for this 'disparity appeared to be the same as those
for the adequacy of financing in relation to Service heeds, as follows:

. the priority status/for the ftinding'of social services in
general within a state; and

. 1

whether the available fun'ds are sufficient to adequately fund\
,social services in general.

/Imp'adts Upon Other Delivery System Components

The financing bevel for child welfare' services (including changes
to that level in terms of either absolute or real dollars).impacts upon
almost all of the other components of a child welfare service delivery
system. The discussion of Other components in this part Of the sub-
section on financing will refer to positFe and/or negative financial

. .impacts upon the respective component.

The financing level is also impacted by other-system components
within a state, primarily the economic environment and the philosophy
and values concerning child welfare services: - Regardless of the phi-
ldsophy and values, the state economy can become an. overriding fac-
tor u on the adequacy of funding.

.
The tates which rspOrted a stable economy considered the funding

of child w- fare services to be generally adequate. In states which

- 3 0
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have experienced significant native impacts from the combined
recessionary/inflationary economy, the following observations are
typical:

s .

"The depressed economy, which is unable to provide
sufficient res urces, is felt to be the primary weakness."

"There is cons' erable uncertainty about financing sources.
This stems partly from a number of causes: the state has

\reached its Title XX ceiling, the state economy -remains in
a relatitely poor condition, and tax revenues are limited."

......,-

"The funding of child welfare is not maintaining)) stability in
light of increasing competition from more artid4ate and
well organized special interests in other human services."

The adequacy of funding appears to most significantly impact 'staff-
ing and the quantity of available child welfare services. Weaknesses
in these areas,can have a negative impact upon the quality of services
provided, espeCiaIly if they remain constant while caseloads and/or
service needs increase. '

Constraints on Delivery Staff

,In 14 of the 25 survey states, the- staffing level was reported by
the states to be insufficient in relation to the c -, and the funds
were not available to increase the number of sework rs. Hiring
freezes have been imposed in four states, and in two of those states
the hiring freeze has been essentially in effect for as long as four
years. Personnel layoffs were reported to have occurred in two of the
states because of state financial problems. An inability to increase the
staffing level stifficientlyiwas reported as a system constraint even in
one of the states in which the funding of child welfare services was
considered generally adequate.

The following are typical of comments about the financial impact
upon staffing:

"Hiring freezes due to fiscal constraints are reflected in a,
depleted staff complement."

"Fisc.al constraints have made it more difficult to increase,
staff sufficiently to decrease caseload size. In other words,
personnel increases at about the same rate as clients with
the result that caseloals remain high.'.'

II. 59
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. "Funding limi atrons have meant thii) sufficient staff has not
been available to strengthen 'servi, in rural areas."

v .
'Affected by inflation, recession, many new community
pressures, heavy demands on state nds from all govern-
ment program areas have resulted in staff cutbacks."

Constraints on Programs

Fifte,enof the states surveyed; including a few in which financing
of child welfare services was considered to.be.generally adequate,
identified financial constraints as an impediment to the development
of new or expanded programs. The following comments i1.14strate the
interrelatiOnship of financing and services: .'

"A primary weakness is inadequate program: funding, to a
degree which limits the capacity of the local service delivery
offices to rovide a balanced child welfare program."

" The lack of financial resources hampers' efforts to elicit
the support of the general public necessary for such services
as adoptions and foster care."

. .

L1Because tJjie ,fed eral funding ceiling has remained constant
inflation and other factors have decreased its impact, and
delivery of services has been reduced by about one-third."

DATA ONCOST.PER CHILD SERVED

To project the quantity of individual services provided by a certain
amount of funding, a state should be'able to determine the average
cost per- unit of service delivered for each of the service areas. Based
upon a review of the 25 state surveys and interviews with state person-
nel, only one state can compute the average aggregate cost per child
in a reasonable manner for fiscal year 1975,

As indicated previously, cost data were not reported by seven
states, and for four of those states, the,cost of child welfare services
was reportedly not available. For most of the states, an unduplicated
"count of the number of children who received service was either not
reported or pot available. As a result, the average aggregate cost
per child served for all services combined could be reasonably corn-
puted for only one of the survey states. In addition, the average cost
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per child for a specific ,service and the average cost per unit of service
could be reasonably computed for c ly one of the 25 survey states.

FlOwever, a partial cost per unit of service .is known in most
states for at least some services, primarily for services which are
purchased-from Private, providers. For example,'a fixedrite or
schedule of rates may exist ill a state for a unit (an hour, day, or ..

.4 week) of institutional care or day care. For these services, however,
the expenditures of the public agency, such as salaries and rent, may
not be allocated to service areas. Therefore-, the total of the purchased
and nonpurchased expenditures for the service is not available. In
addition, the unduplicated numbek of children served and the-total
number of units of service delivered during a fiscal year may not
be available. In either of the latter two situations, the average cost
per child or cost per unit of service delivered cannot be computed in.
a meaningful manner.
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I. PROGRAM RE SOV RC E MOBILIZATION

Program resource mobilitatidn'includes thoge functions that are
necessary to identify, develbp, and maintain programmatic capabil-
ities required to suppbrt delivery of child welfare services.

Adequate resource mobilization for child welfare service delivery
is a support fuution which must assure personnel, facilities, and ser-
vice providers in sufficient numbers and quality, melded together

%

into functional activities or units, with which to meet established
_needs. It incl,udes recruitment, screening, selection, and develop -
Ment of foster and doptive parents, homemakers, and facilities;
development of regulations, guidelines, and standards; licensing or
approving '4f service providers; development of interagency agree-
ments and purchase contract; provision of consultation; and the
recruitment and 'training of personnel.

These activities are a complex group of interrelated and interde-
pendent functions which themselves are related and dependent upon
other aspects of the system, primarily financing, needs assessment,
and planning. These functions are best performed by designated
personnel acting in a formally organized manner which allows for
sufficie'nt flexibility to meet the changing needs of children requiring 4-

service.. -

Following a general overview on organization and staffing, these
functions will be. loosely grouped into thre segments for more detailed
discusVon of Strengths and'weaknesses, although such, grouping does
not suggest any lessening of the interdependence of the functions. It
should be noted that, in the opinion of the study team, weaknesses
appeared to be more predominant than strengths. The three groupings

)are

system-ta=systern functions, which include relationships'
withother agehpies, standard setting and libensing (or
its equivalent), interagency agreements, and contracts;

resource development functions, which include recruitment
and selection of foster and adoptive parents,andhomed-nakers;
development of facilities, and assurance of a range of services
in an appropriate mix for the populatiOn; and.
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. within-the-system functions; Which include establishment

of:standards and guidelines for operating- units and for .

licensing purposes, deyel6pment and of pro-
ams, 'program consultationlo operatingunits, and the

training, and development of staff; /- .
,., ..

, . `°. ,
The findings for each of these thr.ee egMentS are .surnniar4zed after,

Vthe introduction to each segment. #; . '' . '.' .

ORGANIZATION AND STAF,FING- , .,

,
-- + . , .

. In all 25 states, the various :respurce mobilization functions-are .
. -.

shared among the various levels of the operation, from the central ,

state office to the operating office atthe-loCallevel, and often mid-
leveiregional or area office8 where they exist.' As mahrbe expected

.in locally administered systems, more o?the functions are performed
at the local evel; in state-ad-ministered systems, more are handled at
the state level. . A S.se...

4i

A

-..
Almost half of the states have specially designated staff, often

with specific civil service classifications for some of the resource . ..,
mobilization functions. Only a few' states are able. to sup-ply full-4414.e.-
equivalents for personnel. performing all of the fu'nctions.44Most 0
states could 6espetific about_the num-ber orpersonrrel assigned to')
one or two ofa the functions, Such_ as licensing or the preparation of

%.*/

guidelines and manuals. In general, the larger offices in urlD'hn or 1
regional locations-appear more likely tb have deAignated personnel,
while in smaller offices' the functionS are more likely to'be pekormed
'by the 'front -line Arorker together with client contact assignynents. . :-

Most states °expressed some indication'that'indufficient persohnel
, and skill are devoted to these functions, often because mandated

ma t obligations, the demand's of crises a,fixed staff with increased
caseloads, or reduced Staff dfain personnel from mobilization

''"0 functions: 'A few of the states indicated that the absence of special ,

. classification's for resouret, developers makes it difficult to,recriiit
perionnel With suitabletkills and knowledge.

^ ..

The difficuliieS in keeping .front-line, direct. service personnel
fully infor,tned of available resources are viewed. as a constraint in
most states. Problenasinsthis regard aye related to the communica-
tion loop,amorig" needs assessment, planning, resource mobilization,
and .service plan development, .

II:63 .
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In about half of the states, a variety of 'qutside organizations, such
as associations of foster or adoptive parents, day care council's, dr
voluntaryagencies, 'are particl.pants in some aspects of resource
mobilization. Some of this invoLvement is .quite infOrmal. In otlaer

tif states, explicit agreements have been developed or the sharing of
fun.ctigns between the public child welfare organization and-these
other entities.

,

9

N

SYSTEM-TO-SYSTEM FUNCTIONS ,

')\System-to-system functions utistbin resource mobililatio consibt
of activities to create, increase, or enhance linkages with ex ernal. -
systems for tila purpOle of increasing or improving -the delivery of°
child welfare services in either system or both. '-External systems.
include juvenile and family courts, voluntary child welfare agencies;

v - family service agenCies, community and mental health centers, and'
other voluntary agencies which provide or could, provide s,erl:rices
to children. 1xternal Systems in this context also include other public-%.
agencies wh:<-th are external to the child welfare services delivery ik
system in the stat. These might include, for 1 examfile, departments
of mental health and mental retardation.

. , wsw.

Q '11-System-to-system functions were found most likely to be performed
by and to be the sole responsibility of the state office, even in locally
administered systems. if some of the tasks are performed lo_.cally,
the guidelines, Policies, and procedures for their condUct are usually,

state functions.

- Other findings in this area inplude:

' , > Although some interagency relationships used for'resourcet mobil4atioh are informal, formal relationships do exist in40,

purchase of, service; interdepartmental agreements, and-placing,
. outposting of 'child Nelfare personnel in schools and hospitals

to ease the:making and acceptance of referrals.
,

areStandard setting and licenSing of agencies are generally lodged
at the state level; however, only a few states consider these
functions a 'major strength..

While licensing of institutions, g.rouptomee, and Other..voluri-
tary and proprietary services'is more often handled by'the
central office,. foster homes and family day-care. horne's may
be licensed by focal -staff, according to state reciutrerrients.

,
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All states perform some licensing function but its organizational
'placement is in a state of flux, with most states following
one or these options:

. ,

all licensing functions placed into an independent organi-
zational unit;

. -licensing of some services, such as day care, placed in,
a,,different department; or

closer integration of licensing and the s ervice delivery
prograth level.

Relationships With Other Agencies

The development of r elatikships with other agencies is often
informal. Such development commonly occurs through membership
of individual staff members in professional associations or contacts
between operating units and other agencies among which frequent
referrals are made. At the same time, the formal development of
purchase, of service contracts is playing an increasingly major rol
in the relationships among agencies. The formal and contractual
relatiOnships prevailing in purchase of service andin a wide variety
of interdepartmental agreements are partially directed at the clarifi-
cation of roles, responsibilities, and relationships among agencies.

Another formal method of developing interagericy relationships
is the outposting of personnel in schools, hospitals, and similar set-
tings. Such lirikages with other agencies were reported to expand the

1, variety of resources available. In exchange for an outposted worker
who accepts referrals, a hospital, for example, may increase or
facilitate referrals from the child welfare agency.

Standard Setting and Licenling Functions

Standard setting, a tool used to ensure or improve the quality
of services*: is generally the process of officially designating the
minimum requirements for adequate service deliVery. It may also
inclu.de the delineation of optimum conditions toward which service
providers are encouraged to strive.

Minimurri requirements for adequate service delivery are
expressed as regulations and may be the basis for licensing. Licensing

.0 II. 65
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of agencies and service providers is the legally mandated respo,n-
sibility tlb grant or withhold the 'right to deliver services, depending

- upon whether minimum standards are met. _
. ..

s s

Impact of Standard Setting on Services

. The development of standards or regulations was foUnd to be
practically always a state function, and a number of states report
an extensive system for public exposure and involvement.

A few states,cited quality standard setting and licensing as their
major- strength in upgrading service. Enforcement functions; as
well as consultation to provider agencies and training opportunities for
vendor staff and administrators, 'were viewed as having significant
impact on upgrading services in a number of states where this
-approach is developed.

1
oThe North Carolina system of seeking the involvement and,

approval of the loal director& association regarding policies,
procedures, and standards is one mechanism for securing broad-
ba-sed support and understanding of resource mobililation efforts
of the state. Other states have developed other mechanisms serving
sirnilar ends.

4Weak or inappropriate licensing laws and regulatibns were viewed
by a number 'of states as a serious draWba4Ck to safe, high - quality ,

service resources in adequate quantity. The application of school-
or hospital -type life and safety codes to foster family homes was
given as an example of regulatiori viewed as inappropriate by pro-
gram personnel, although such codes often have strong political
backing. ,,

-Organizational Placement of Licensing

All states perform'some licensing function in relation to some
classof service providers. The organizational placement of licensing
and standards enforcement functions is in flux. ,,,There is a tendency..in a number of states to separate all licensing functions into an
independent organizational unit, as in New York State, or for licensing,
of some services; .such as day care, to be in a different department
instead of as a unit within the same general organizational unit as
child Welfare services.

. .
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In several' other states,, the shift ha:sbeen'away from a separate
organizational unit or a separate section within child welfare to
bring some aspects of these function's closer to the service' delivery
or mid-level prdgfam consultation level as a way to integrate the
licensing activities with other consultative and oversight functions.

The implementation of'regulations for at least some services is
/ a local responsibility in nearly,half Of the states. In the others, the'

state assumes the full responsibility for standard development and
licensing.

4n the case of shared responsibility, congregate facilities, such
asp institutions, group homes, and day care centers, are more often,
handled by the 'central office, while foster homes and family day care

'homes,maybe lic nSed or approvediby the local operating unit, usually
n a ordance wit tate regulations.

st states have specially des,ignated staff for licensing functions,
'especially for congregate facilities. Specially designated staff for
foster and adoptive home approval are more frequently roundin larger
operating offices in the more densely populated areas. 'These functions
are,frequently-lust. one duty of a front-line 'worker in smaller offices
which are generally locazted in the more sparsely populated areas.

'RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONS

The following mayor findings regarding specific resource develop-
ment functions are discus,sed in this subsection:

Recruitment of foster homes isgenerallg considered to be satis-
factory in quality but quantity is insufficient; this is especially ,

the case for recruitment of homes for seriously disturbed and -

handicapped children.

. Recruitment of adoption parents for hard-,to-place children
requires much more community education and skilled work than
recruitment of homes for the rare healthy baby.

.. -Adoption service is less likely than other services to be decen-
tralized and frequently enjoys a higher level of consultation
for staff.

11.67
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Four states have exemplary adoption ,subsidy programg that
.have helped to expand adoption resources for hard-to-place
children, but legisla-tiorrand_available financial resources limit
the *programs.

The increasing emphasis given-to permanent planning for children,
is straining the capacity of staff to seek, select, and prepare
adoptive parents for children needing-placement. Although
skilled assistance is needed in helping, adoptive parents, inade-
quate training of most staff limits a state's ability_to rec
appropriate applicants and provide the needed service's. ,")

Recruitment of homemakers, in contrast to recruitme3xE of
f9ster and adoptive homes, is ,a responsibility most likely
to be delegated to a nonpublic oi-ganizatiOri,

Techniques for recruitment were reported to be satisfactory in
most states, but problems occur in relation to the number of
ho'memakers ayailable, geographic dispersion, and differences
in philosophy as to how and for what purpose they are used.

Development of Foster Homes and Adoptive Parents

The development of foster homes involves recrilitinent, selection,
and upgradint through,specialization. (Training of foster parents

-discussed in the sebtion on training and developmeneof staff.) .

In most` of the states, this development function is generally con-.
sidered satisfactory in quality although- the quantity of hordes recruited
is insufficient. In a few states, the quality of the homes is considered
unsatisfactory. `The su'vey revealed a serious weakness in the dearth
of domes for seriously acting-out children, the multiply handicapped,
or others with complex needs. New York and_severarother states
have_developed specialized or skiThgrad_ed foSter homes-by using tech-
ni-cTues such as differential rates and specialized training. A few states
have demonstration} projects involving courts and community agencies
which seek to develop alternate qving_arrangements for youth such as
status offenders or recehtly,-deinstitutionalized children.

.

States also iepOrt that recruitment of-adoptive pa.K.ehts require s'
aggressive community educationand skilled work with the prospective

*.

parent,s,since most children now needing adoption are considered
hard to place and healthy babies availabrebfor 'adoption are a rarity.

.
. , '17
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Centralized Adoption Services

The survey found that adoption services are less likely to be as .

decentralized as are other set-Vices-. In addition, they tend to receive
a higher l'evelof.consultation to direct service staff than is provided
for other services. These arrangemeriots usually-result in a higher
level of trained staff involvement in. adoption Services. In a number .

of states, the staff and administrative arrangements are different for.
adoptiOn than for other direct services. Sometimes this occurs as a
sole state responsibility when other services are-state and locally"
shared; on, as in Illinois, ft is generally an area office responsibility
while other direct services are conducted in much more widely dis-

/ persed field offices. Other states have developed different ways of
addressing issues related to the special skills, techniques, and pro-
cedures which are believed best suited to adoption services.

Adoption Subsidies

Laws which permit the compensation of parents for specific
expenseS associated with the care, of a child afteit anadoptiOn is finalized,
(generally referred to_as a subsidized adoption) are a potentially use-" -
ful tool for increasing the poor of prospective adoptive homes. Such
subsidies may be funded bcspecial appropriations or may have to come
from other appropf-iations. o

.Developing Adoptive homes.ror.children with special needS and
providing the supportive services to.sustain ad.oiti-ve parents and
bard-tc-place childreta.throughout-thee process and beyond the final
decree are barriers confronting Sulps ized adoption programs. Adop-
tion subsidies were cited as ere r in four, survey states. However;
the programs suffer frog either laek'of a specific' appropriation or
restrictive enabling state legistati:on.
.
: ,-- -.Role a Operating Units

-, 1 , ,,,
Thq increasing emphasis by manystates on. the permanent pl.Ate-

ment of hard -to -place children into adoptive hOmes offeu ,*trains the
1 capacity of the 'operating units to seek, select, and prepare adoptive

Applicants for the type of children needing placement. The match between
applicarles4IttrtWailable children has never been worse, according to
rnost states.

0.
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Many 'spokespersons indicated that the public needs to be educated
about the kinds of children that are available, and prospective adoptive

,parents need skilled help in dealing with both the negative and positive
aspects of adopting a hard-to-place child. The inadequate and nonspe-
cific training which most personnel have is reportFd to be a serious
constraint on the ability of many states to recruit appropriate adoptive
applicants and to perform other tasks related to the *adoptive platement
of, the hard -to- place. children.

In a feW states, the development of active groups of adoptive
parents, 'which express varying philosophies concerning "transracial and
critycountrk\adoption, is Seen, as a new force in adoption field. ,
Some states; lacking experience in 'working with advocacy groups,
have uneasy relationships with such groups.

Recruitment of Homemakers

In resource mobilization, the recuiting of homemakers is the
responsibility most likely to be delegated to a nonpublic organization.
A majority ofKthe homemaker services which are available appear toie purchased/from voluntary or proprietary agencies whickrecruit,
train, and supervise their own personnel. A few states, at least in
some" ..,,)erating units, have both public staff homemakers and purchased
homemaker services. Staff homemakers are generally recruited by
the same procedures, as otherversonn-el, that is, civil service testing,
classifying, and so forth. Homemakers are more frequently funded
by CETA or are classified as extra-civil service under some exceptional
procedure than are other classes of direct service personnel.

The tethniquey..used for recruiting homemakers were reported to
be satisfactory in most States and'unsatisfactory in several. The pri-
mary issues revOlve around the quantity of homemakers available, the
geographic dispersion, and some philosophical differences concerning
'how a homemaker.is.used, that is, as a parent` surrogate or as aoteacher-.
aide. to a poorly functioning parent.

At least one state (Iowa) operates a 'statewide homemaker ,service,
and North Dakota has developed a homemaker training curriculum
which is considered exemplary. One of the - constraints on more adequate
availability of homemakers,, especially for '24-hour,assignments, relates
to unresolved iSsueslof the applicability of wage and hour and fair labor
practice laws`to such services; Program staff in some Mies expressed
frustration at their inability' to demonstrate, in cost-effective terms,
the merit of.using homemakers for child welfare purposes.
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ITHIN-THE-SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

. For resource mobilization Functions within the system (which
inc ude provision of consulting services and traitiiug and development

'of staff), these are the primary findings:

One-third of the,states considered Consulting s.ervi4s siOr,om
"outside" expert's to12e satisfactory, while almost half
believed that program eons.ultation to operating staff was satis-
factory. Few states ex peessekl satisfaction with -the amount ..,r 'range of consulting services, especially legal services,'
a ailable to direct service personnel. '

.
: i\Io t states consider training and development of staff to be

ina equ'ate. Most 'available training is focused on generic
social services or on implementation of policies and procedures.

k
. .

2) num er of states provide special training for adoption staff
or staf providing protective services, but these special efforts
are not atched in other program areas. FOster parents may
receive ecial training but the staff assigned to work with
them is n t afforded adequate training. e

These findings are discussed more fully below.

Provision Of 'Consult tion Services

Two important components-of irogram resource mobilization
involve obtaining consultative services from outside the department for
all levels of the department, and providing expeqconsultation to
operating units within the department. The former area was reported
in, the profiles to be generally satisfactory in about one-third of the
Mates. The provision of program consultatidn to operating units was

:'reported satisfactory in almost half of the states. .

In mere than half of the states; these functions are performed by _i.
the state office for local units or by regional area units fdr local one
and only rarely at the local level, fdr local units. Several' states
report, however, increasing efforts to decentralize these funttions,0
while a few plan to centralize,to a greater extent. Outside expert '
organizations; such as national clearinghOuses, speoialoIzed centeTs
(e.g., the Denver Abuse Center); or major voluntary agencies with
particular expertise, are often used to provide significant consultation
in special program areas. ,

d
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In the second area of consulting services, very few states
expressed satisfaction at either the number of consultants or range
of consultation available to direct service personnel, despite a range
which spread from legal to nutrition to home management and mainte-
nance. The most frequently mentioned.lack was for adequate legal
counsel for staff.

Training and Development of, Staff ,

Staff training and dpvelopment involves the- provision of educational
opportunities to staff to acquire the knowledge and experience necessary
to perform adequately. It also includes the provision of opportuni-
ties_to dekelop expertise beyond the minimum knowledge necessary
to perforn1 one's function.

Most states considered their staff training and development as
inadequate. This is felt,by states to be a critical-problem because
the level of experience and educational qualifications of personnel

beinghired are much lower than they were in the past, which places
.14

I, a greater burden on the training personnel pf the agencies.

Adequacy of Staff Training

Only a few states have any specialized child welfare training
available to staff. Most training available is related to generic human
social services, or is directed more toward procedures and policy

'implementation than toward skill and knowledge. A number of states
have specialized' training for one or more defined groups, such as
adoption or' protective service workers, group homes or foster parents
(discussed below), or homemakers. However, these special effor-ts_arlt
generally. not matched by a similar level of specialized training for
other program areas the same state.

/

Staff training is a shared state and local responsibility in most
states, and a local/regional or state responsibility in a few. Certain
defined aspects, such as educational leave stipends, may be solely a
state responsibility while all other apsects are shared.

Only a few states were able to supply specific information con-
cerning the number of personnel. assigned to training functions. More
than half of the states report having no personnel whose sole .function
is training. Often the 'first-line supervisor is practicallythe only
source of in-service training, supplemented by generalized courses
at lo,cal community .colleges or other education'al institutions.

, r
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A few states have established units whose function is the develop-
ment of a sophisticated training curriculum and the media presenta-
tion of the material. In Texas, the -regional offices are each given a
Title IV-B gi:ant of $10, 000 .to purchase consulting or training
tesources and are expected to set their own prioritieswithin state'
guidelines. Information on the use of volunteers by staff and fees fort
national experts to provide information to staff are examples, of
priorities mentioned in Texas. In Oregon, county workers spend four
one-week periods in the state central office, foll.Wed by four weeks
at the county office over a period of five months. Department officials
feel that the combination of state-level and county-level training and
exposure enables new workers to gain an'uinderstanding of their own
job as well as how the job fits into the agency as d. whole. This
understanding., they feel, enhances worker effectiveness.

Less than half of the states have an educational leave program
functioning at thiS time, and a number of those reported a marked
curtailing of efforts in this area, partly due to cost and/or hiring
freezeg. More than half of the states report some part-time leav,e
or tuition reimbursement arrangement for e conraging workers t'e.
increase their own skills and knowledge'. Jj

A few states arrange for all training, eyond the most elementary
instruction - in procedural matters, thro h____,chools of social work or
other educational institutioTts. These arCrlangements include purchase
contracts, informal cooperative agreements, and major joint).nvolve-
ment in the development of curriculum. In onestate,.a University

under contract to develop the state's training plan. Concern was
voiced in a number of othe,r states that much of the training available
froth schools of social work does not, prepare staff to work productively
with the involuntary clients who make up the bulk of the child welfare
caeloads in many states.

. Rather significantly, while training opportunities (or the-lack
thereof) and the level'of staff training were among the Weaker compo-
nents of the system in the 2,5 states, .a considerable number of strengths
and exemplary features were identified. Examples include a post-
graduate course in California focused on multidisciplinary approaches
to service delivery, a handbook for family day care providers in
North Dakota, sophisticated media training packages in Texas, and.

14 the rotation of new staff throughout the system.to broaden knowledge
and.perspective in Oregon. 40 .
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Opportunities for Foster Parent Training

In spite of several exemplary efforts, over half of the ,states
reported a lack of sufficient, appropriately focused, training for foster
parents. Lack of fjnds and/or personnel and uncertainty about Title
XX regulations concerning such training were cited as reasons for
slow planning to fill this need.

Training opportunities for foster parents, usin nationally or
locally developed curricula and materials, appear t be on the
increase, howeljer, motivated in part by the activities of organized
groups of foster parents andthe Federal Government. The Minnesota
Foter Pajents Association, fbr example, approached the University
of Minnesota, Department of Continuing Education in Social Work,
about an extension course in foster parenting. A planning committee
of representatives from the Foster Parents Association and local
agencies developed a 10-session course. So far, more than 200
oster parents have been trained.

fi
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J, MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Management services are defined to include thosesupport functions
of an administrative nature as compared to those of a programMatic
nature) which must be in operation to deliver child welfare services.
These functions will be found in any large7scale public or pri.Vate.organ-

, ization and are generally considered to include:
'3>

planning;
organization;
staffing;

. direction and decision making;
coordination and communication;
reporting;
budgeyg;Ane
evaluation.

.,;

Several of these functions are dis'cussed in other components of this
ovrti.ew report. Therefore this component will discuss- the folloWing
activities as ey pertain to child welfare service delivery systems:

personnel administration;
financial budgeting;
purchase of service administration; :
facility administration; and
monitoring.

For each of these discrete functions, the survey identified several
issues, which must be addressed in establishing and ;maintaining manage-
ment services which will help maximize tht quality, quantity, and avail-
ability of child Welfare services within each state's constraints.

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

Elements of personnel administration to be discussed in this
subsection include:

recruiting;
employing;
compensating;.
performance standards;
workload standards;
union impact; and
civil service.

IL. 7 5
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Other related elements are discussed in other sections of the

Service Delivery staff qualification's, staffing patterns,
training, use of paraprofessionals and case aides, and use of

report:

staff
volunteers.

Program Resource Mobilization -*qualifications and training.

The survey reported the following findingg in the personnel adminis-
tration area:

Recruiting efforts are generally inadequate.

Employing practices ditter many competent job candidates.

. Child welfare salaries are not always competitive with
comparable positions in other human service programs
or the private sector.

. Performance and workload- standards are not widely used:

. Unionization is increasing and' has both constructive and I
detrimental impacts on chilct.welfare service delivery.

. Civil service systems were viewed as constraints.

Recruiting 1

The continuing ability to attract new child welfare workers to the
state system is important since normal attrition reduces,the availability
and number, of staff. A poor recruiting process can severely constrain
service delivery by providing insufficient staff to support the service,
delivery process.

The survey viewed the recruiting process in several states, but in
only one sate were the results positive. Texas had beeh able to hire a
large number of new staff because of a budget increase. According,,to

/ the survey, all of the remaining states for which recruiting information
was gathered are experiencing recruiting difficulties, which often center
around the recruitment of inappropriate or too few individuals. Exam-
ples of inappropria,te indiViduals include those with inadequate educa-
tional or attitudinal backgrounds to indicate that they would be effective
child welfare workers, or those who do not appear to possess the poten-
tial of being long-term employees of the child welfare services division.

)
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..Empleyment Practices.

Employment practices are those activities which commence at the
time of initial contact between the candidate and the social services or

child welfare'divisiori, through screening, selecting, and processing,
and 'eulniinate with either employment or rejection by the personnel.
system. s

The survey identified conflicts concerning the employment process
within locally administered states, in that both state and local units
claim authority over local staffs, and court suits have,been,brought
concerning this question. Locally administered states,whic are able
to espond ut this problem effectively and establish a statewide personnel
sy tem to whlich lOcal units have tlie option to belong. The experience
of these states has been that larger local offices maintain their own
system, while smaller on often use the state system as a state
provided resource.

The survey viewed em loying practices in half of the states and
fouhd almost universal pro lems. First, maiiy states are suffering
from hiring freezes because of budgetary constraints. Second, civil
service procedures and practices in the area of hiring in some states
are so lengthy and complex that competent job candidates who com-
mence the process often receive (and accept) other job offers. before
the child welfare division has been able to make and aat on a decision.

Child Welfare Salaries

Obviously salary is often an important factor in an individual's
decision to take or keep a job. Competitive salaries for workers in
a child welfare division, therefoi4e, must be equivalent to those avail-
able to,individuals of similar 'background in private or public sector
child welfare agencies-or other social service units' in order to enhance
employee stability. 'Competitive salaries can significantly reduce
staff turnover.

The survey viewed compensation levels in half of the states and
fAi'd a mixed reaction. In some states (Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode
Island, Utah, and Wisconsin), the salaries appear to be competitive.
In others, however, the salary level's av'hilable for child welfare posi-
tions appear too low to be competitive with comparable positions in
the ,state's other human service programs and/or with comparable
posftions in the private sector. (See state profiles for examples. )

a
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Performance Standards,

Performance standards are used to'rneasure the general and spe-
cific outputs or prodliction of staff and, indirectly, the impact Of

training and staff development programs. Alost Often, Jihese standards
muse rely upon quantitative measures, such as the number of inter-
VieWsexpected, the number completed, and the number, of home. studies
completed. Qualitative measures are also available, but they are.
used more to evaluate individual performance than specifically to 'suppr,'

sport personnel planning and service delivery.)

Performance standards-are not widely used,,and thus, ,the survey
was not able to observe them in a sufficient number of states to make
specific, reliable findings which can be generalized' nationwide. The::
survey did not identify and states which appear to use Successful per-,
formance standards on 6. statewide basis.

Workload Standart1

Workload standards are measures of the time needed to complete
a variety of activities required to fulfill, some defined purpose. . In 40

child welfare, "workload", 'standards may be differentiated from "case=,
load" standards, in that the' former consists of a ntiii:ther of time Units
for which a worker.is responsible, while the latter consists of a number
of cases, usually of different types, which take varying amounts of
effort. Workload standards, based upon empiri al studies of/the time
required toconduct the many - activities involve n delivering child
welfare services, can be developed for differen combinations of child
welfare activities so that cat'eload equivalents can be developed.

The survey was able to vi w workload standards i'n several states.
According to-the survey,proc ses of setting and measuring workload
standardsvaried,aornong the s tes, and nationwide, trends were not
clear.' instance, some 'states` had alternative systems under study

f

and had neither selectedone for implementation nor begun using the,
inform'ation they had. However, Utah and Milikaukee County have estab-
lished and imp1lemented automated Workloa tory 'systems includ-'
ing the ass*nment of caseload equival,pnt to workers., in several other
states, attempts to develop workload dards- are reported,, althpugh
they are not empirically based; hen)) , theft' utility is notclear.

- The need for workload standards in child welfare is emphasized by
. the fact thal worltrs must interact with multiple' clients- -the child, the
natural parents, aie foster parents or institution, collateral contacts,
and the cciUrts;,, Furttiery insome agencies, workers specialize in
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finding fo,s\ter homes or in adoptionlign other agencies, Torkers.include
child welfare in their gene?al social services caseloads. Thus dif-
ferent types of workload standards may be,required, de sing upon
worker specializatian/gen.epalization. . ,..

0"

Impact of Unions

.More and more states have statewide socraf worker unions (and.
in some larger cities, local office:unions). The purpoSes'i5f tl*se'
unions'often change, and may vary from loose professionalor state
employee associations to more activist organizations that ai-e. deter-
mined to play a role in service planning, adinglistrAtion, and delivery,
according to members5 perceptions of their priority problems at any
given time.

The survey viewed fhe impacts of activist-type-,unions Qn the
various aspectS of service delivery in several states. In e*ch Instance,'
these impacts apparently have both constructive an' detrimental aspects.
Acc-ording to the survey, these unions have been puc c es sf ul in raising
professional standards and in raising salaries ins several states. Other
constructive aspects include/ for example, active involvement of the
union in Massachusetts in the development of a weighted caseload system.

Detrimental aspects of unions reported,by state pusonner include
the forced abolishing of a significant number of vacant positions in one
state to provide benefits for other jobs. In other states, frequent union-
sponsored projects appear to require extensive caseworker time' and
thus disrupt the normal day-to-day service delivery arrangements and
procedures.

Impact of Civil Service Systems
z.

An integral part of any governmental pe-rsonnel administration pro'-
i

.*gram is a civil service system, whicl-i-riay vary significantly in-its
impacts and compleity. These systems have been established on the
'valid premise that standard and routine procedures.should.bedevel-

%oped and implemented to administer controls over th funCtions of a
large group of -workers who have different backgr'oun jobs,
and job-'requirements. These controls are designed top eft Against- *
the "spoils" system of public employment and to replace it w ,a
merit system.

Unfortunately, according to the survec civiLservice does not
\always function in the positive way in which itvas intended. The 'g r-
vey viewed effects of the civil service systems in half the states and .ft
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discovered serious-end widespread problem's. The policieS an pro-
cedures for hiring, classifying, and assigning professional st ff appear
to be, almost uniformly inflexible, especially in cases where rapid
action or special exceptions to rules are required to hire, retain, or
promote an outstanding worker. Position classifications are especially
rigid a,nd seem oriented more toward positions requiring less complex
operations and situations, such as clerical or mechanical positions,
rather than toward positions such as child welfare workers.

The civil service systems could not effectively address issues
relaying ;o screening and testing job applicants. Frequently, accord-

( ing to the survey, only general-knowledge rather than special- knowledge
tests are used. Often only the top three scoring individuals are con-
sidered for employment, according to many civil service, systems,
although other individuals on a civil service register may be better
qiialified for child Welfare positions. ,

FINANCIAL BUDGETING

Financial budgeting is that process of estimating personnel, finan-
cial, and related resources which must be available for use in providing
services within existing, altered, or planned programs to an apticipated
client base. The survey identified a number of issues regarding:the
financial budgeting process, including the following:

Both program'kdgets and line-item budgets are used,
according to the pattern which exists in each state.

Although advanced programming and budgeting techniques
were in use by some high-level state administrations; they
are applied to-child welfare programs in only a few states.

In many states sound procedures are foLind for participation
in budget formulation by most levels of the'aTency.

Budget forgiulation in locally administere9 states was ;
viewed, a§4more difficult task as title state office must'
wait 4ntil local governments plan their expenditures.

Multi-year budgeting was viewed as having both positive
and negative impacts.
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Line-Item and Program-Budgets

States most often use either a line-item budget,. which lists specific
identifiable items for which funds are to be expended, or a program
budget, which integrates,line items to identify, on a more coimprehen-
sive basis, the aoual expenditures for each given program.

The survey viewed the budgeting process in half of the states and
found equivalent numbers of line item gang program budgeting states.
The program budgeting states appear to be effectively' using this budget-
ing technique to comprehensively organize and compare their activities.
However, it is interesting to note that the states using line-item budget7
ing reflect both positive and negative impacts of this type of budgeting;
according'to the survey. On one hand, the identification of -each speci-
fic expenditureiterri might constrain state legislatures from cuttingthe
budget substantially, since each budget item listed is a key element to
overall service delivery. This position is partially supported by the
observation that program budgets are more eaSily,cdt by legislatures,
since entire programs4which are not viewed as priority areas by the
legislature can be eliminated.

This benefit is subject to the countervailing fact that line -item
budgets are subject to the traditional-problems of attempting to identify
comprehensive program expenditures and related data from budget line
items which are not consistently divisible by program area criteria.

Use of Advanced Programming/Budgeting Techniques'
, .

A variety of advanced techniques of prograrhming/budgeting, such
as management by objectives'(,MB0), planning-programming-budgeting
systems (PPBS), and, zero -based budgeting, are u,sed,in many areas of
public sector activities and would be quite applicable to managing child
welfare services.

Although the survey found that a vanced techniques are in use by
some high-level state adminiastrati nt, they are not often applied to
child welfare prog-r . The sury y was able to view few instances
where these advanced techniques e used for child welfare. However,
when they are used, they r to ire providing more specific and
useful information to program planners andimanagei-s. Examples
include the use of MBOin social service programs in Michigan and
zero-based budgeting in Oregon and Washington.

The survey identified a potential problem that is likely to grow
more serious as the use of these techniques becomes more widespread.
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All states will have to recognize, accept, and apply a standard set of
definitions and operating criteria for these techniques since it was
cle.a.t.-that not all states currentlydo. A standard set of definitions and
operating criteria will also be required on an intrastate basis in, locally
administered states. Without this 'assurance, the generation and con-
sistency of comparable dads across states will continue to be unrealiable;"

Lb.cal Office and/or Line Unit Involvement
in Budget Formulation

- Because budget formulation is a Cumulative process and involves
several layers of organization-within the bureaucracy, the Various
layers should have a voice.,in_tlie_budget_frniulation process to assure.

:thatithe budget properly reflects tfte organization as a whole.

The survey considered the budget formulation process in almost
all of the states. According to the survey, local office and/or lire unit
involvement in the b'udget formulation' process appears to be effectively.
used in many states and results in well-developed budgeCs whichjocal
offices, line units, program managers, anddivision executives can
support. This was made possiPle by ongoing dialogues among local
offices and line units, and the budget decision maker%,before, during,
anok after the formulation\of the budget document. (An example of this
approach is the Budget Analysis Committee in Oklahoma, whose niem.:-
bershliP is comprised of line unit managers, which helps assure
that line unit considerations are addressed in the budget.)

In' other states,%however, the budgeting procejs does not allow for
a two -way dialogue. For example, some instances were cited in which
local offices online units Made budget requests but were-not aware of
the actual resources to which they would have access until a.mich later

---
date. In, other instances, some local offices or line units do not partite
cipate in the budget formulation process ,atall. These local offices or
line units are simply allocated a bloc,k-of resources by the larger
organizations and have to operate under externally imposed resource
constraints.

Budget formulation in locally administered states `seen to be' a
more difficult task than in state-administered ones. In locally admin-
istered states, the state central office must wait.until all local offices
plan their' expenditures and then assemble these sub-budgets-for the
rest of the .program at the' stay --level.,
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Impact of Multi-year Budgeting .

In planning and adminiStering ongoing programs, such as child
welfare service delivery, the application of multi-yearapproaahes has
the potential of enhancing program continuity and effectiveness, since
significant' annual changes in programs would theoretically cease to be
an issue.
4

The survey noted that several states, especially those perating
under biennial legislatures and budgeting cycles, use two- afrplapning
and budgeting, In some of the states, positive impacts were noted,
such as':

the annual crisis and conflict period attributed to one-year
bildgetink is eliminated; and

prograrnplanning and implementation continuity become
more feasible.

However,- according to the survey, several other states appear'to
be constrained by two-year-laudgeting because they" cannot estimate
their caseload demands sufficiently to arrive at accurate estimates of
what the second :year.respohsibili4es-will entail. These States also
appear concerned over federally mandated program changes and intra-
state program initiations which would impact,ekpenditures of funds
all6cated for other purposes in a close-ended bieial budget.

FACILITY ADMINISTRATION

Almost all,all states have institutions for the residence and care of
dependent, neglected, or3delinquent children. In some states, all such
institutions are managed by the .state orlo.cal governments; in sonr,
they are all privately .managed, while other states have both publicly
and privately manage, institutions. ,AlthoT.igh deinstitutiotalizadon,
combined with the further development of community-based facilities,
isa current goal in child welfare practice, institutions remain a
sglficant part of the child welfare service delivery system in many
sites.

According tO, the survey, almos't all states haves formulated plans
fcir maintenance and perliodic-'surveys 'of child welfare institutions for
b9th Client monitoring and conformance to safety or 'related standards.
The periodic survegg- and the planned and implemented maintenance
appear to help keep institutional administration in Conformancer--
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with general program, administration, although the traditional con
straint of inadequate, funding for institutions often limits the scope and
quality of some institutional programs.

An emphasis on deinstitutionalizatiori in the states is bringing
about major shifts in program focus and facility requirementS. A
critical question is whether children should be taken out of institutions
before there is assurance that community facilities exist to accommo-
date them, especially those with special needs. In many states,
serious and fundamental tensions prevail among and between social
workers and private groups concerning this issue, its validity, how
it ought to be implemented, and its short- and long-term impact.

PURCHASE OF SERVICE ADMINISTRATION

/ The range and extent of services which must be provided for
children in every state is the basis for the extensive purchase of ser-
vice arrangements in most state or local governments. Private child
care agencies and/or other governmental units are involved in provid-
ing services, and these services are Ourchasedby the public child
welfare services division. The survey fourid two major issues: the
variation in the use of purchase agreements and the lack of uniform,
well documented purchase policies and procedures.

The significant range in the amount of services purchased is a
function of the following elements:

..;

. Traditional role of private agencies T in New York City
and Philadelphia; with their long her'itage of many active
private child welfare agencies, .approximately 80-90
percent of all services are pr8vided by purchase.

. Availability of adequate private sector resources in
states where inadequate private sector child welfare
agencies exist, the state (or local) office has little choice
but to provide most services directly.

Adequacy of staffing and/or funding - in states whee
staffing and/or funding has been adeqUate, there is less
need topurchase a large arhoUnt-of service. (An interesting
example is Oklahoma, where only 5 percent have been
purchased in/the past, but where a hiring freeze has ,been
imposed causing a greater' need to purchase services.)
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Because purchase of Aervice is a method of service delivery used
in increasing numbers of states, and because the policies and pro-
cedures surrounding purchase -of service can become quite complex,
specific policies and procedures for administering purchase of service
shouldbe documented and Used.

The survey noted that purchase of service policies and procedures
have been established in most states. .However, the degree to which
they are documented is often a function of the portion of services which
are purchased. In a state which does little purchasing, the policies
and procedures are not as sophisticated or well documented as those
in a state which is heavily involved in purchasing or has had a long
hiStory df purchasing services. .

Many voluntary agencies contacted during the survey were critical
of state delivery of service procedures., Among the complaints were
the following:

Full costs of services provided.are not reimbursed \and/or
payment is slow, causing cash flow problems for private
providers. . .

There is a laik of statewide uniform plans which results in
different loCalities paying differ'ent rates for the same service.

Increasing accountability requirententS of Titles IV-A and
'XX are demanding a level of program and cost information
which "is difficult and `expensive to produce, and which the
states are not recognizing as a bbna fide experise item for
private providers.

Increasingly, th e additional accountability requirements
mean that the agencies tnitst set up automated systems to
produc needed data.

. Differ- t purchaiing agencies have different prograria and
cost re irem ts, fiscal rears, and reporting formats.

It now appears that Title..XX, coenbirie,d with staffing freezt will
result in increases in the amount of purchase in-many stat s, some
of which do not have purchase- experience. Several states are in the
process,of upgrading and automating their purchase procedures.

The increasedvamodn't of purchase is alSo changing thesrole of the
workers. Some workers who fornierly worked closely with children
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are now spending an increasing amount of their time in contract
negotiations and monitoring activities.

1

q

-MONITORING RESPONSIBILITIES AND METHODOLOGIES

NIonitoringis defined to include activities directed toward estab-'
lishing process objectives and schedule targets, collecting information
on actions taken, assessing compliance with schedules, and taking
corrective action in a timely manner. Therefore, monitoring issues
are often viewed as being of special concern to the child welfare ser-
vices delivery division as well as part of the administration of purchase
of service.

Because a number of individuals and/or organizational subunits
may be involved in the monitoring process, it is clear that this process
will be more rationally and effectively administered if responsibilities
are documented. The survey noted_ that monitoring responsibilities
are documented in half of the states: Although they appear to function
adequately in many of these states, survey results indicated that this
documentation was insufficient in other states to the extent that they
rendered the monitoring process ineffectiVe: For example, some
states simply, term monitoring a supervisory function and expect case-
woinc supervisbrs to perform monitoring, but do not specify how this
function is to be integrated with other supervisory tasks..

As a corollary to this point concerning documented responsibility,
the establishment and maintenance of objective, organized, and docu-
mented methodologies for monitoring are essential to an effective moni-
toring process. The survey noted that the monitoring process is
backed by some type of objective, organized, and dociimehted method-.
ology in half of the states. Although= they appear to support the moni-
toring process adequately in may of these states, survey results
indicated that the methodologies are insuEficient to support the'estab-
lishment and/Or maintenance of effective monitoring processes. ,As
noted above, some states consider monitoring as a supervisory func-
tion but do not provide adequate methodologies for carrying out this
function. ,

Some states fail to establish or specify targets and schedules as
part of the monitoring process, which results in.an unbalanced and
inherently indffective monitoring- process. Documented methodologies
which are not associated with schedules and/or approaching targets
.are essentially useless. The absence of schedules, and targets pro-
hibits'any assessment of the effectiveness of the methbdologies.

-r.
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Once a methodology for monitoring has been established, it should
be tested, in actual practice to determine its efficiency and usefulness.
The surve indicated that few states have been testing their monitoring
metho gies empirically or for a significant length of time. This
in itself is an interesting finding, for not only does it point to an area in
need of further research, but it also tends to suggest that many so-
called methodologies used by states for Monitoring do not lend them-
selves to critical analysis and testing, and this may not be scientif-
ically structured monitoring techniques, at all-.

A major purpose of monitoring is to develop information concern-
ing the efficiency-and impact of the various sercices delivered and
to use these findings asinput to both the needs assessment process
and planning for correctiv-s_kctions. This type of feedback loop con-
stitutes a verylNactical elerrNnt of supporting the full service delivery
sy'stem.

According to the survey results, fewestates were observed to have
developed operative links^ between monitoring systems and needs assess-
ment and corrective actions. In part, this situation stems from the
fast that few states have developed monitoring systems, especially of
the automated type, which are capable of generating quantifiable and
consistent monitoring data.

An example of a system which does produce useful monitoring infor-
mation is the Child Care and Placement Information System (CCPIS) in
Michigan, which indthates missed targetsZ-or schedules, as well as
relevant corrective actions,"dor worker use in providing subsequent
services. Another example is the Oklahoma automated Services Infor-
mation System (SIS) which includes a "time to accomplish," objective
against which a "tickler" system produces reports for workers and
others in the system.
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K. OUTREACH

Outreach consists of s series of functions to (1) cofnmun4cate
the need for and the availability of services to potential users and °

'the general public, and (2) assist high-risk groupg anted potential Users
in using the agency's services. A number of functions were identified
as outreach, but th.ee outreach functions are considered critical and
essential: (1) cultivating referrals from high-risk groups; (2) educating
the community; and (3) organizing casefindi5g, efforts in priority areas.
Other functions include public relations, publicizing service availability,
formal procedures for public releases, preparing literature on ser-
vices,' and making the public aware of gaps in service's.

These outreach functions in support of child welfare. services can
best be accomplished by designated staff within the framework of' a
formal structure. This subsection will focus on those activities
within state systems which serve an outreach funct ion relative to
child welfare and the organizational location and staffing pattern of
those functions:

The above listed functions of outreacliare frequently related and
usually performed by the same local staff, with the exception of a
few states that have hired public relations staff. No distinct staffing
pattern was found for any of the activities. In almost half of the
states, varying numbers of staff are assigned to perfofm one or more
of the outreach functions as part.of their total job responsibility. In
a few states, information and referral are considered an adjunct to
outreach. An-information and referral systemcan reach many potential
clients before a critical or chronic stage and thus serves as a preventive
'service.. In a few states, 'outreach is tied to resource mobilization,
particsularly in adoption and foster, home recruitment. The media

_

campaigns, interagency*program -development, and community
planning efforts are often jointly directed at raising the level of
understanding of children's 'services, increasing resources, and case-
finding. In nearly all states which emphaSize only one outreach -func-
tion, the emphasis is on public relations,' rather than the functions con-
sidered crucial to a viable outreach--that is, casefinding, cultivating
referrals, and community education. .
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The major findings in the outreach area discussed in this section
include:'

With the exception of a few states, outreach functions receive
low priority. A fevi states expressed reluctance to undertake
an outreach program tbecause current leVels of applications
for service exceed the staff's ability to respond promptly and
effectively.

17- A,

Few outreach activities are directeI toward cultivation of
referrals from high-risk groups and more than half the states
reported no activities in this area. t

. Community education is generally neglected.

. Several states have projects designed for specific areas of
caSefinding in protective services of pre delinquency, but

- only one state has begun a broad program of identifying and
reducing high-risk.groups.

ra

Most states reported they were concentrating their outreach
efforts on public relations; hoever, recent recession cutbacks
have seriously curtailed or in some cb.set-eliitinated this
attivity. .

_

PRIORITY OF OUTREACH

Outreach functions are a low priori h almost all states. One
states rates, its own outreach as inadequate and failinwto generate
understanding and support. In vfew states, advertising services are
not emphasized or even discour4ed if an agency ha more cases than
it car} adequately handle. State personnel corhmented, "To advertise
services which cannot be proivided creates' false hope and is counter-,
productive."

.

For example,, one stateQ.Ised television spots to reCruit foster
homes without sufficient staff-to respond.. In another, state, current ,

leVels of applications exceed the capacity for sprohaperesponse and
resource planning, and another state expressed "reluctance" to under-
take a sizable outreach program fOr the same reason. A few states
consider the cost of printing and other media as too expensive.

,
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CULTIVATION OF REFERRALS

Cultivation of referrals involves contacting potential referrailt ources
in communities or areas targeted as high risk and encpuraging referrals
to the agency's appropriate services.

Very few specific activities were identified that are directed toward
accomplishing this task other than including the cultivation of referrals
s part of the worker's ongoing job of service delivery. A few states
avedeveloped protective service "hot lines," and a ,few mentioned

general information and referral services that worked well, such as
in Washington and Iowa. In Connecticut, a statewide voluntary agency

.maintains an information "hot line.." One state devotes particular
attention to reaching Spanish-speaking clientele:

Special mailings are used by a few states. For example, one
state sent a special mailing of service availability brochures to
individuals and organizations that deal with high risk populations,
and another state sent a mailing to all parents of children in care.
Many st *es focus on child abuse as a special target. Texas, for
example, has an outstanding multimedia program, aimed at getting
tors, lawyers, police, and neighbors to make referrals: However,
more than half of the states report no activities in this area.

COMMUNITY EDUCA ION

The community ,education functiOn is aimed at interpreting prob,-
lems and the reasons for problems as well as publicizing community
resources available to help.

One state descrign its activities in this area as "as time and
opportunity provide," which sems to characterize the general. efforts
being made in most states. A\few mention speeches and appearances'
by publicswelfare officials, county directors, and staff before con-
sumers; potential consuipers, providers, and the general public.
Radio and television announcements and newspaper articles are in-
cluded more under public relation's efforts and are related to a specific
program, such as child abuse.. A family aay care paraprofessional

. pr6jept in West Virginia included in its budget specific funding for
the 'community education aspects4 the project. This multimedia,
statewidp program is geared towards educating the general public -

'argiut normal child development and how to recognize special problems
as they occur and affect, a child'sgrbwth.

6,
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Although not viewed specifically as a method of community educa-
tion, a strong volunteer program (such as in Minouri) can convey
effectively the goals and programs of the agency o a certain segment
of the public. Utah has a clearly defined concept of the importance of
providing public information about the agency. Certain agency personnel
are assigned to spend time with key personnel in parent and teacher asso-
ciations, schools, clubs and fraternal and consumer groups to acquaint
them with the availability and nature of service. In addition, other key
staff are assigned to maintain continuing contact with' state legislators,
county commissioner's, and other decision makers to inform them of
tl\e changing need of the high-risk population. Deliberate emphasis is
placed by Utah on cultivating organizations and fulfilling requests for
speaking engagements on specific issues.

CASEFINDING

Casefinding consists of the activities of an, agency to identify.
individuals in need 'who have not yet asked for service, on a case-by-
case basis in priority problem or geographic areas.

While the survey discovered that general and ongoing casefinding
was limited, a number of noteworthy casefinding approaches were ';
identified. Illinois has a field team responsible for casefinding Out-
posted to cover certain geographical areas. Utah- has begun a'unique
method of casefinding tv,using a listing of current clients' zip codes
to target high -risk areas within a district. The assumption, not yet
evaluated, is that with-an aggressiye.outreach program directed a ie
target areas, the agency. will find people in need of services similar
to the current client population.

\I 1

In several states, the most specific casefinding comes from the-
°child abiise reporting law, which is an automatic method of case-
finding. For instance, Massachusetts'reported a 400 Percent in-
crease in protectiVe services cases since the new law wenit>.nto effect
in 1973. ,

Casefinding in certain prescribed areas, such as predelinquency,
frequently comes from court referralor,-,,s in New York. City,
from a liaisbn person assigned to the family court to id ntify new
cases. A few states(have projects designed for specifi area's of
casefinding. For examples Parkersburg, West Virgi ia, has a pro-
ject to identify cases for which predelinquendy and protective ser-
vices are needed. Texas has let a contract to identify predelinquent
youth.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS 'r,

1

, The publia re-tionS function,vonsists of informing the public
. about the agency, the types and purposes of services, how they can

be secured, the importance of the agency, and what the agency' is
doing to benefit the community:

4,..,..t4
.

In contrast to the above-me ltioned Critical eletnerits in outreach,
most of theStates reporting outreach efforts concentrate on the
"public relatiop.'," functions--publicizing services, affecting' public
awareness about gaps, and producing printed or other visual materials
for public distribution. In more than half the states, the outreach
functions, including public relations, are described as limited to pro':vi'thctive services: This/1S greatly nfluenCed by the state mandatory
reporting and the attendant publicity to make known the reporting.

Publicity for programs, such as child abuse and delinquency
prevention, which are heavily funded from federal or other sources
tends to be-carried out with television spots and programming,
"hot lines," photography, posters, and other media methods that
are considered' too-expensive to be funded from an aiency's:regmlar

- 1 operating public relations budget. The, sate feder-al encouragement,
and emphasis is given to early screening and diagnosis, developmental
day-tare, family planning, and infant stimulation in a few states.
Publicizing service availability and preparing materials about a
program are frequently viewed as luxuries rather than as an integral
part of a Service delivery system. For example, in one state, the '
entire public relations staff was eliminated in the ,program budgeting'
process as an econop4\ measure. ,

.Public relations functions are dependent on leadership in the .
state offices, district offices,.' and counties. Colorado includes the
furiction as pa:rtof the job assignment of community organizers *,

assigned to the populous counties. Several other states split the
function between county and state personnel. Texas has a state
offi4e media unit with the capacity and Skill to produce its ownpro-
fessional, high-quality film and training modutes.,

Several states, including North Dakota, California, and Illinois,
have colorful, attractive, and readable brochures to describe their
services. Widespread distribution is inade.to offices, schools,
hospitals,, and.'efen airports and other prominent places. , Many,
states use monthly newsletters,,or magazines, such as Case and

it7
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Counsel (North Dakiofa), Tennessee Recbrd, .and Sparks (Illinois), .

which receive national as well as state distribution. Almosthalf the
states report that the public review process required for TitI.e.XX
(with the attendanct newspaper printings of the state plan and news
releases) has provided- greater visibility to their entire program.
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L. CLIENT RECEPTION AND REFERRAL

Client reception refers to the way in which consumers are
introduced to the provision of services, including agency efforts to be
accessible and helpful, or to screen people before they become .:
part oT the system. Referral is a service provided by an agency to
direct a client to another part of an agency or to another agency which
can provide the service required.

Adequate client reception and referral for child welfare services
should assure statewide, 24-hour accessibility, and prompt provi-
sion of appropriate services The reception and referral arrange-

_ments should reflect the im diacy of need in the case of suspected
neglect and abuse as'well as the unique nature of child welfare, wilaich
involves a service in behalf of a child rarely able to ask for it directly. -

Formalized-but flexible procedures best assure adequate performance
of these functions.

Client reception and referral were not, observed directly by
project staff, and consequently this overview does not deal with
matters such as the, physical comfort of waiting rooms. However,
information on aspects which are crucial to adequate client reception- -
accessibility, intake procedures, ana 24 -hour availability - -is pre-
sented first, followecrt)y a discussion of cl ent referral.

The suryey's overall fin,dings on reception and referral include .

the fp.11.ow4ing major issues:

e.

Accessibility of services is a problem, especially in sparsely
populated areas witlack of public transportation..

In most states other than the three with separate child welfare
departnients, intake for child welfare services is not handled
separately except for protective services.

e

Availability of service 24-hour basis s exceedingly limited.
Almost half therstates report",-;.24 -hour 'coverage but many times
this is for reportifig eriferiencies-'only, and backup services are

.scarce..
Referr41 of clients is handled at the local. Level and usually
according to standardized agreements' with other agencies.
However, most states reported a lack of follow-up in thft
referral process priniarily beiayse of the limited availability
of staff time and inadequate procedures.

o 11.94
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AGENCY ACCESSIBILITY Ci

The accessibility of the agency can help the client to feel welcbme
and accepted. Accessibility can ,also be an implicit screening device
by effectively rejecting clients who are hesitant about requesting
service or who cannot deal with the barriers to service which the
agencyy sets up.

,

Problems of accessibility vary according to the Size of the service
area. States reported that in sparse areas, the lack of public transpor-
tation and the fact that people are,spread our geographically make ,
physicalaccessibility very difficult. In mole densely populated areas,
agencies may be more conveniently located for potential clients, but
there may be a lack of visibility of services, or a stigma to receiving
.services. )Another widespread problem is that, although 24-hour
emergency service is often available (see below); ongoing services
are often available only during working hours, thereby excluding work-
ing people who are unable to take time off from their jobs.

E2

Several states have decentralized some of their offices or are
in the proCess of doing so. In one county in Minnesota, a social
services office has been located in a shipping mall and has attracted a
brOad spectrum of consumers. %Some areas in Virginia have opened
neighborhood offices. In Utah, some workers thaye "detached duty"
and are "stationed" in other agencies, such as schools; Co facilitate,
the reception of referrals. Illinois field teams assigned to a specific
geographic area are the primary caseffnders. They rela e to the
press, community agencies, and health and welfar-e-c ncils and use
other meant of publicizing service availability and cu tivating clients.

...)
INTAKE PROCESSES

Intake processes varAconsiderably within almost half of the
'states. The difference depends mostly on the size of the office, which
is based on population density. Larger offices have intake workers
or intake units; in smaller flees, caseworkers rotate the intake're-
sponsibilities.
>`

-
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40.
The three states'with separate child lfare departments

(Illinois, Oregon, and Connecticut) have separate intake process for
child welfare services. In others, intak for child welfare services is
generally not treated separately, except for proteative services. In,
about half' of the states, protective services workers perform tntak6
and case (plan develppment, and cafry alit services in cases of sus-
pected abuse or neglect. In a few states adoption services -are also
treated separately.

AVAILABIJ.-ITY OF 247HOUB. SERVICE

Almost half of the states reported 24-hour emergency "coverage"
throughout the state, many reported coverage in some parts of the
state, and a few have no coverage.at all after office hours. However,
the definition of "coverage" varies. Generally, a worker is "on call"
to the police and hospitals., Sonietimes a special telephone number
is publicized. Back-up services_, however, are usually scarce.

Many states Pack emergency shelter' care and emergency foster
homes; emergency homemaker-services are a rarity. In sOme states
small counties' use county jails and arrange for informal and minimum
security facilities. for negl cted or. abandoned children. The Com-
prehensive Emergency Ser ces System of Nashville and Davidson
County,'Tennessee, is a 24-hour service which/includes complete back-u
services for the worker who receives the call.

di

, REFERRAL SERVICES

-Mr

As previously defihed, referral cs-a service provided by an agency
which directs a client to another part r4 an agency or to another agency
which can more appropriately provide the required service. Sound
referral requires documented procedure, updated resourt,e information,
follow-up, and cooperation With the other agencies.

.In most states, standardized agreements, usually verbal, exist
with other agencies regarding pro'cedures for referral and service
coordination These agreements are gsually handled at the local
level. In Luisiana, special assistance, including escort service,
is giveri to persons referred to other agencies.
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4
Hennepin County, Minnesota, has a computer - assisted resource

file_for the use of public and voluntary agencies. In most medium-
sizedqbd large communities, a health and welfare council publishes a
list of resources. These lists, however, are of limited value, Since
they are often outdated.

Generally there is a lack .3f follow-up in the referral process,
rziostly because.of lack of staff and inadequate procedures for doing
so.

414
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111.- DIAGNOSIS AND SERVICE PLAN DEVELOPMEN'T

Diagnosis is the determination or analysis of the course or nature.
of a problem or situation. 'Service plan development is the determina-
tion of a course of actions designed to ameliorate or-remedy the
prOblem or situation. Appropriate diagnosis and service plan develop-
ment for child Welfare should provide for sound decision making
processes by qualified personnel with access to specializ'ed consultation
and should be subject to appropriate review andmonitoring. Decisions
should.be ba.Aesi on adequate information and knowledge of resources.

The information gathered by project survey teams is of a general
nature. This section fasuses on respurces available for diagnosis,
the assignrnentof and approach to the case plan development, and
devices for supervision. .

41

The following survey findings regarding diagnosis and service
plan development are- discussed in greater detail in the remainder of

.... ..this section: .

ID.

. Although a critical part of child welfare, the diagnosis process
is generally reported to be weak in the 25 states, primarily be-
cause of the inadequacy of staff training.

. ,

A. r

. A few.statesWave diagnostic centers, but these facilities cannot
serve all sohildren nor can they accessible to all parts of a
state. - .,,,

-

. Service plans are usually 'developed informally between worker
. and supervisor. In only three states was there.a formalized

method of developing and implementing a case plan. Super-
vision of service plans; except in those three states, is an

. informal process involving only the worker and supervisor.

Caseloads that include many kinds Of cased reportedly have
proven to be a problem especially in Carrying out service .plans.
Differences in eligibility requirements, available resources,
and reporting requirements make the span of.knowleggie required
difficult to encompass andetain. -

'll. 9
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DIAGNOSIS
. .

'In all states surveyed, both diagnosis and initial service plan
development are the responsibility of a lineWorken, usually the intake
worker. In 1..'r4er offices, thecase is transferred to a Service
worker, who takes responsibility for the ongoing service plan. The
caseworkernakes decisions in conjunction with a supervisor. A
few states have 'Personnel with master's degrees in _social work at the
supervisory level. In general, however, the quality of training for
online staff (both caseworkel's and supervisors) and its speificity to
child welfare are ncit)%liticicnt for the kinds of diagnostic decisonsthat
they are called upon to Make. (For a further discussion of staff quali-
ficationS and training, see ,"Program Resource Mobilization.") Special-
ized case consultation is available to direct service Workers in a few
states.

About half of the states have special diagnostic services either
Through centers operated by the social services department or other
state departments or through purchased services. However, these
services are not always physically accessible to the local offices.
Specialized diagnostic services are particularly helpful in cases of
emotional disturbance, mental retardation, or health problems. In
Michigan, a network of group homes and community-based facilities
are often used to permit observation and assessment of the child's
needs.

SERVICE PLAN DEVELOPMENT 'AND IMPLEMENTATION

Arrangements for implementing the service plan are usually by
informal agreement between the worker and the supervisor, although
some states have more formalized methods. In Louisiana, the case
manager approach is used; it is a goal - directed, problem-focused_
method of determining barriers and services requested or needed.
Co4tinuing services ark reported to the supervisor at the end of the
Month in which delivered. Noncontract (noncontinuing) services are
reported within week of delivery of the services. In Utah, the client
has the right to check on hiS planofor service. Illinois uses,a formalized
"Service Plan Agreement," which provides for scoring or coding of
achieved and unachieved goals, goal-setting, and action planning
betwen worker and client. Such agreement's will be required under
purchase of service contracts as a monitoring device.

I,I. 99
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Almost half of the states use a different approach,to service plan
development for protective services,whi ch are carried out by special
units of workers. No other problem or service area appears to re-
ceive this kind of specialized approach, with the exception of pur-
chased services which vary considerably from state. to state.

Supervision If Service Plans

Supervision of service plan development is a process by which
persons other than those , t ho develop case plans review cases on a
regular basis to thezl-' on uality of decision making and planning
and ensure accourrtatitityln the carrying out. of service plans. Ideally,
supervision should b'e a formal, regular process which is carried out
by someone other than the case worker or immediate supervisOr, since
the immediate supervisor initially approves the service plan development.

.

Service plan supervision in most states generally involves worker
and immediate supervisor; occasionally a periodic review of randomly
selected cases is undertaken by an administrator. The survey re-
vealed that, except in more formalized plans for implementation
mentioned above (which may be considered monitoring), the process
can be described as generally informal and possiblinadequate.

The component of diagnosis. and service plan development is
critical to the child welfare services delivery systems in the states,

'and yet the amount of information available at the state level was
inadequate to answer the following basic quegtions;

. Is the knowledge of resources adequatp to develoNesservice
plans?'

. Are resources usedLcreatiVely in service plans?

. Is the decision
regard to resour

to place or not to place, Without

Are there definite arrangements for the implementation of
a plan?

Is there monitoring of the plan?

II. no
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The significance of the lack of state level information reflects
the almost universal lack of adequate statewide case monitoring 'systeYhs.
These questions 'bill he examined in the indepth studies of .five states
in this project. .

Impact of Mixed Caseloads

rz"r"
The problem of mixed caseloads was brought up in several states.

It is considered a serious constraint in the efficieht implementation
service plans, .since differences among programs in eligibility

*standards, resources, and reporting requirements make the span of
knowledge and working relations required of individual workers diffi-
cult to encompass. Mixed caseloads may also deter the development of
expertise in child welfare, especially among workers who were in-
adequately trained to deliver services initially.

%.
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N. SERVICE DELIVERY

Service delivery includes those processes wtych make available
resources appropriate to fulfill established objectiv Quality child
welfare delivery should have a wide array of programs a ces
available to assist the client in resolving situations or problems in
accordance with flexible, but clear goals and objeCtives. Child wel-
fare service deliverty includes all .those activities directly concerned
with providing services and programs to clients,on a case-by-case basis:
At the'operations level, services are provided in three ways: (1)
direct provision, (2) purchase, and (3) arrangement with other
organizations.

Strengths regarding service delivery tended to Abe reported by the
surveyed states either in the generL terms of leadership, good
community relationships, and commitment to high standards, or in
terms of one or two specific programs or`services which were illustra-
tive of goals or objectives which the state had enun6iated. Experienced
and committed chikd_welfare professionals in high-level positions of
the state administration are reflected in the development of organizational
structures and the command, of the resources necessary to deliver broad-.
bases'_. comprehensjve services to children, youth, and their families.

.
As in the case of other components, almost all of the states found.

it easier to identify weaknesses and constraints thain to specify
strengths and exemplary features., 'Constraints mentioned in several
states include low visibility and advocacy for*children; differing philo-
sophies among variouS'lobby groups and programo interests, Title
IV-B.funds which are no longer reserved to highlight special efforts
or for training uses; a crisis, rather than a preventive, orientatio to
the program configuration, d coordination, accountability, and
reporting demands which rain time from direct services. lJn-
realistic or incompatibl rates, poor transportation, and inadequate
organizational structure o ent were also mentioned as con-
straints in several states.

Insufficient funding,is perceived to be the underlying cause of
most of these constraints? The constraints are further,seen to be so ,
interlocked as to be nearly inseparable; for example, caseloads not
cov red because of hiring freezes and inexperienced staff contribute
to c is after crisis- with little attention paid to preventiveeffortS.
New m ndates without additional staff or appropriations spread existing
perso el and resources even thinner. Fragmented and overlapping
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programs and eate ries take increasing time and expertise to
coordinate while reduced personnel levels lead to less availability
of time and skill. This,composite.piiture was portrayed by many of
the states.

Specific constraints which hamper adequate-service delivery
will le addressed as part of the individual subsections.

This section will address the fo g interrelated topics:

. Services,- focuses on the .array of services, mix and
geographic distribution of resources;:

. Special groups - examines the definition of special popu-
lation groups, available specialized services, arid the
processes for identifying and serving exceptional groupings
of children;

Eligibility -'examines qualifying criteria and related.
procedures; 1,,

r

Staffing - describes configurations of personnel including
the mix of disciplines and levels;

External Coordination - focuses on the prOcedUres and
processes for coordination.activities,with other organi-
zations; and

.- 'Other Providers s- footiseon organizations and indiViduals
serving a commonpopulation and the mechanisms and
relationships of coordination. '

'SERVICES '

E To understand the types of services provided under the rubric
"child.welfare,".a listing of the following 12 ser.vices (with short

-. definitions) was presented to the states:

. adoption service;

. day care service;.-

. day treatment;

6
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. f ter family care; 'N

. gr up home* service; '

. ho emaker service;

. in titutipnal care"for children;

. residential treatment;

. -shelter care for children in emergency;

. social service for children in their own home;

. protective service; and
social service for unmarried parents.

All but one or two of the above services are considered child
welfare in most, states. The services most often not considered child
welfare were day treatment, residential treatment, and day care,
in that order.' Treatment services are considered as mental health
services in several states, while day care rr7-y be considered an em-
ploymeht or family service. 40P

Other findings on'the number, location, and assessinent,pf services
includes:

. In addi tion to the traditional child welfare services, some
states engage in mental health services and services for status
offenders and delinqu'enis, and maintain detention facilities. e

Although states may be expected to provide additiorial services
they report that they often lack the necessary resources and °
expertise to do so.

e

Almost half the states reported marked variations in geographic
distribution and quantity of services. Availability and accessibil-
ity of completely adequate resources were perceived to be unt
reachatk goals in most states.

Neither states nor the survey team could assess quality or
quantity of overall services provided because of lack of ne9s
assessment and effectiveness measurements.

These are to be discussed in further detail below.

. Additional Child Welfare Services
. .

Some states provide additional services, such as certain mental
, health actMtis. Or delinquency and Court services. Wisconsin,

Oklahoma; WashingtOn, and Utak_provide social services for the courts
in.their state. .Delinquency services, Child- guidance clinics, :

P4
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residential ntal health care for Children, as well as traditional child -
welfare services, are provided by a single organizational unit in
Connecticut. New If&rk City operates broth secure and nonsecure
detention facilities as an integral part of the child welfare program.

A number of states report that they are being expected to provide
increasingly more comprehensive services to status offenders, although
they often lack the necessary resources in terms a funds,. personnel,
and expertise. A service delivery organization that has the necessary,
resources for these wider ranges Of services can facilitate brovision
of more comprehensive services. Many spokespersons believe that
such complex service delivery, however, demands ahi h degree-of
adminiStrative skcill, organizational planning, and intern 1 and exter-
nal communication to function effectively.

A wide variety of additional services are considered child welfare
in one or two states. They range from transportation and camping
services to delinquency prevention, rehabilitationservices, family
pluming, and educational services. These services ace provided
directlAy purchase or agreement as.with the mort traditional child

'welfare services.

The impact which Title XX will hal.'re' on child welfare is unclear
according to many persons interviewed in the various states, since
it will influence such aspects as resource distribution and eligibility
criteria.

Most states reported that time limitations ,prevented ore than
superficial changes in their existing plans, leoause state udgets are
well established for at least most of the first Title XX ye r. As a
result, many states are only able to restate their programs in Title.
XX language. \

In general, the survey found that public awareness and under-
standing of socia`1 services are enhanced by the Title XX public
information requirements. However, a number of states feel that the
public was misled into believing that there .would be greatly expanded
service programs--far beyond what the funding ceiling will permit.

Geographic Distribution and Quantity

Almost half of the states reported marked variation in their
states regarding the geographic distribution and quantity of services
necessary to meet perceived needs. Sparsely populated areas seem to

II. 10.5
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to be the least well provided for in ,the case of both the mix and the
quantity.

Several states reported acceptable quantity and distribution
of one/or two services. Foster family care, adoption, and protective
services were the most frequently mentioned. No state reported
acceptable quantity or geographic distribution for shelter and/or
emergency services for treatment (either day or residential) services,
or for homemaker services. In a few states, the available data were _

either conflicting or insufficient, making an assessment of quantity and
distribution most difficult.

46.

The availability and accessibility of truly adequaste resources
were perceived to be an unreachable goal in most states. Comments
were almost always prefaced by some caveat on the relativity of
"acceptable" in the real world of day-to-day operations.

A number of states reported that services which include 24-hour
care,' such as residential placement or foster care, are less difficult
to.provide for children from sparsely populated areas even though
it may require a child to be placed some distance from his own
cdmmui1iity. Howevei-, day care or day treatment services, which
involve regfilar attendance d b.re dependent upon transportation; are
difficult to prbvide in sparse populated areas.

Ar
Over-half of the states use out-of-state residential placements,

and some use a great deal. At, least one state-has no in-state
residential resource at all.

Assessment of Services

Neither istates nor the survey team were.able to assess adequately
the quantity or quality of services provided because of the lack of
needs assessment and effectiveness measurements as/discussed
elsewhere.' .

However? specific programs (sometimes those:conducted a*
demonstration projects)'were identified as exemplary features or
as having evaluation procedures integrated into their activities.
Michigan co/ltracts`lor some programs designed to divert youth from
th.e juvenile justice system which include evaluationcomponents.
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Many specific Programs, sometimes statewide but more frequently
in at smaller geographic area, were singled out as of high quality. The,
types of services most frequently identified were adoption, develop-
mental day care, and services to teenagers or status offenders. Exam-
ples given by states include skill-graded foster homes in Utah, a state-
wide network of services for runaways in Michigan, comprehensive
emergency services in Tennessee, and developmental or therapeutic
day care in a number r.f states.

Single examples of many service programs reported by states
to be exemplary suggest high levels ordbffort and investment in some
special locales and program areas. Many,of these programs receive
special federal funding.

SPECIAL GROUPS

Most states reported that eligibility and provision of services for
exceptional children, whatever the nature of their difference, was the
same as for any Cher child within the' state. The survey found that
child welfare syst s, aii,;eady'conkrained by limited numbers or
staff d-fi.scaarestraints' on program expenitures, find provision of
spec alized services most difficult. Many states are u'nable to' provide
ade ate levels,i1rtiainint for t hicd-Rellare workers,_ and' thus are even
less t. le to pro ide speqa0r. ajfiiing forose&ic' e workers to ,assist them,
to work more effectivel specialgrlAups of efiildren.

, L,

In a corollary finding, several states recper '',ivery.'high levels of
services for some partici!lar 004, frectilentlyiKetiO'ved tO'exceed those
services available.tb the nonexceptional chilo ,The,higti level
of services, often including both educational ....to medical services,

4z;was reported to correlate closely with advo!kcy groups lused on
such conditions as mental retardation or b indness.

tip .74 ,The exceptional child definition inclul&b those with health- related
conditions, such as visual, auditory, or neurological handicap, as
well as those with a wide range of behavior-related characteristits
requiring or receiving special services. , tib

0,
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A wide range of other groups are considered "special." 'hey in--.,

chide racial minorities; such as black clr native Americans, and
those whose primary or only ianguagffs not English, The Spanish
speaking were the major non-English speaking minority, but Arabic_
and Portuguese speaking groups were also mentioned. 'Native
Americans were mentioned in a number of states as requiring special
attention because, resources that can accommodate the child's
cultural and language needs are frequently unavailable. Active trial
courts have been effective in some states in highlighting the special
needs of these children andc their familie. /r-

Practically ery state indiSated that the multihandicapped child
is the least we 1 served of any group of children, no matter what
their, classify' g characteristic. A few states, such as Connecticut,
are movin way' by policy, from labeling children and toward a
single sy em of service provision.

ELIGIBILITY
4.-

Traditional child welfare concepts have promoted need for ser vice 7
without regard to income, as the basis for eligibility. The survey ...--Nt
found that eligibility is currently based entirely on need in only a few
states. In the rest of the statesi. eligibility is based on some mixture
of need and income levels, en with a fee. Fees for .
service are more common i day care than in all the other services
combined. Eligibility for child welfare services varies from state to
state and often frorh service to service or county to county within a
given state. -

In several-state, fees for some child welfare services are
being instituted 'und4- the Title XX 'plan for the first time. In many
states, the income levels for eligibility for some services, if not for

>all, are set below the maximum income level allowed under Title XX.
This effectively eliminates a Large segment of the population_from
receiving services who would be eligible on a need basis. A few states
expressed-an adceptance of restrictive eligibility requirements because
of the lack of available resources.

Many states feel constrained in providing supportive services,
(such as developmental day care, education, in parenting, arid home-
maker services) in protective service, cases because tight feder 1
definitions, restrictwiloch supportive services to income eligible

. families, even though there is no income eligiibility limitation on
protective services.
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Eligibility for services is determined by the direct service
worker in most states. In a few states, eligibility is determined by
workers in othef." departments, especially in states where the child
welfare agency is notthe.Title -X). organizational unit. Less than
half of. the states report that they have developed some "procedure for
delegating eligibility determination functions to vendor agencies

e contracts.under the provisions, ofOurchase of service
4

STAFF ING

1,

Staffing patterns or configurations vary widely, both within and
among s{ystems. Only a few states have jtb classifications specifi'ca1ly
for child welfare functions, and several states use-one or more of
their higher level classifications for some or all child welfare
functions. The remaining states hate no special classifications.
In many states, workers have child welfare functions as well as
other service area and age group functions. ,

The 25-state survey resulted in these other major findings lin
the area of staffing: .

..-

. .

. Frequent departmental reorganizations have resulted in a
dilution of the child welfareskills because workers now
providing Child welfare services frequently are drawn from

\staff experienced only in other service areas:

. In many states,, hiring freezes have prevented the replace-
. ment.of skilled staff wh9 have left, Trid frequently the least

skilled remain to provide services.
_ (-----

. Almost half the states-report a commitment to professionally
trained social woricers for at least the supervisory and/or
administrative functions in child welfare, but fulfillment of .

this com.mffment is often unclear..

. Several states bxpressed concern about an increasing trend to
substitute experience foneducation. ,

..,
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The use of case aides (staff whose education(is below bacca-
laureate level) in -delivery of child welfare services is uncommon
in all but a few states. Where they are used, their need for
constant 'supervision and ori-the-job training takes time away
from an already overburdened staff.

Many states report too few specialists giving consultation to
local units in certain program areas such as adoptign, -foster
family care, and protective service, especially.in view of the
minimum level of skill'and training of the front-line workers
and supervisors. Mid-level field consultation 'and specialists
have been eliminated in a number orstatesfrequently'for
fiscal reasons.

General Child Welfare Role

According to, many of those interviewed, frequent reorganizations
and mandated shifts in 'delivery modes have tended...to dilute the level
of skill and knowledge-of child welfare workers.' In some cases,'
workers performing child, welfare function's have been drawn prom
income maintenance, adult, or health services and are ill-equipped
to fulfill the roles required of them.

, Some job functions, such as resource development (for example,
recruitment of specialized foster homes or adoptive homes), are .
technical jobs that require skills other than those usually included in
the civil serAce description for direct service personnel. Since
separate job classifications do not currently exist, social workers are
performing jobs which are not technically social work, although they
may be classified as such. More precise clastifications would permit use
of other disciplines and more efficient use of specially trained staff.

A

Many states were unable to report on the numbers, classifications,
and qualifications of their personnel. In many states, hiring freezes
have prevented the replacement of staff who have left, and often the
least skillfUl are left behind.

In a number of states the pattern of staffing is for general units
to provide generarsocial services, among them child welfare functions.
Some larger offices have child welfare units or some program units
(e. g., adoption or protective services) within ,a general social service.
Workers responsible for generic caseloads must have a broader base
of knowledge and skill: than i8 required fOrta specialized one.

no
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Almost half of the states report a mmitment to professionally
trained social workers for supervisor and/or administrative
functions, allhough ftilfillment of t commitment is often unclear.
Specialized training and experie e,in child welfare are a prerequisite
to employment in only a very few situations. Several s ates expressed
concern about an increasing trend to substitute exper nee, often of
a very generalized-nature, 4'oi4 education at the bac alaureate level
and below. Career ladder concepts -which would facilitate lateral
and vertical personnel movement are not well-developed in'most
states. ThuS staff are often denied advancement within the system.

Case Aide Roles

Thee survey indicated That staff with education below the baccalaul'
reate level, but with the skill to.carry out certain as-signed tasksunder
supervision, are not often used in deliverilig child welfare services.
However, several states have developed special classifications for
personnel with minimum, high school level training, and these .aassi-
fications are reported to be very effective.

States have'experimented with teams case, aisles (particularly
for foster family care or day care) -assigned to a..caseworker to ac-
complish tasks such as home studies. These persons may assist case-
workers in following up on inquiries by sending'materials or by,ma king
a home call to explain the general: requirements Lfor licensing. Check-
ing references and school records Ofchildren and arranging for films,
brochur=es, and plans for group meetings for applicants are a felt' of
the tasks assigned to such case aides..

In Illinois, a.nmultipurpose practitioner" is an ungraded clerical
position with some professional responsibility, including reception
of clients, initial intake, information, and referral. This position .

also provides upward mobility and responsibility for capable employees
in loWer, nonprofessional classifications. West Virginia curriently
has a Section 1115 project funded by DHEW to demonstratehthe use of
paraprofessionals in training family day care mothers.

Interviews with states using such staffing 'raised questions among
state personnel regarding their use'. The most common problein is
that the tasks have not been'sufficiently delineated between social
worker and case aide so that a job description can be acceptedwd e

classified by civil service. The case aides' need for constant super- \
vision and direction and for on-the-job training takes time away from

.an already burdened staff rather than freeing time. Since pular
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staff positions and qualifications for them are already being, downgraded,
there is little incentive to create additional classifications calling for
minimal skills and training.

Specialist and Consultant Roles

SpeCialists giving attention td.dertain program areas, such as
adoption, foster care, or protective services, are fairly common in
a number 4of states. Other specialists in a wide range of fields, such
as nutrition, home management, family planning, legal, issues, and
research, are also scattered throughout the systems in many states.

Many states report too few such specialists" (both in range and
numbers) to provide adequate consultation to direct service units,
especially in light of the minimum skill and training level of many
front-line workers and the limited child welfare experience 'of many
supervisors, even those-with graduate, degrees.

The mid-level field consultation and specialist-revel personnel,
who are often stationed regionally, have been diminished or eliminated
in a number of states, often- for fiscal reasons. Direct servideiunits
thus handle large caseloads with complicated social problems, without
adequate program support from the administrative structure above
them. e k

0 a

A number of states are involved in formalized efforts to assess
the effectiveness *of different configurations arftl of the creative use
of resources, tedhniques,, and program modalities to maximize the
use of the available .staff and financial resources.

EX, ERNAL COORDINATION
-a

External d'aOrdination,with other agenFies serving a common
population is most frequently informal. Referral procedures and
various resource mobilization functions (discussed elsewhere in this

. report) result. riidome. coordination. A few stated report formal
efforts directed toward integration of services with other agencies,
oftengiealth ormental health related; however, over half the states
identify severe weaknesses iri this area. Seoveral exemplary programs
involving coordination with courts werer,eporti by,Wisconsin, Utah,
and a few other states. Tennessee acid Connecticut identified coordi-
nating councils and interdisciplinary approacheS to. service which have
enhanced relationships among tl1ose serving' common populations.
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Other major findings ,in external coordination, especially with
the courts and the voluntary sector, include the following:

The most frequently cited pr6blem was difficulty with the role,
philosophy, and relationship. with the courts.

..

-1' 4
any states gave a mixed overall assessment of their

Coordination with other agencies. A greater degree of
productive coordination was reported in states in which,
voluntary and public services have developed together.

c

RelationghliS With Courts

that
c

Obsex-xers found that theattitude of the courts in assuming greater
authority in ordering special placement anthtreatment plans for children
is creating problems for both the public and voluntary sectors, The
court frequently makes the crucial decision as to whether a child
enters the child welfare system or the'corrective system. Unstruc-
tured docketing, lack of uniformity in legal interpretations among

and delay in judicial decision Making are barriers to effectifve
hild welfare service delivery. These problems are extramely.diffii-

' cult to deal with because of lack of clarity in the roleg of the courts -
and the agencies vis-a-vis each other, differing philosophy, and priori-
ties, and pressures to comply with various and often conflictingivil

-rights requirements.

In some states, . the courts are fu ed to operate a separate child
welt/axe service delivery' system. Th s situation was viewed by state''
persotmel to be a major .deterrent to the development of comprehensive
children's services. In other states, the social services of the court
are actually provided by the child welfare agency. In some states, the
court seeks involvement of personnel in the child welfal-e stem to

4establish eligibility for certain un mg.

Relationships With the Voluntary Sector
,-

A few states reported that they htid positive coordination and
relationships with voluntary agencies, and a few.reported that such
relationships were strained and often counterproductive -or
conflicting. .

Many states either did not specificklly indicate an overall.assess-
ment of coordination with other 'agencies or reported a very mixed.
picture with goal coordination .quite dependent on circumstances and

.)/ e .
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individual efforts and personality. A g ater degree of productive
coordination was reported in states in which public and voluntary child
welfare have developed and matured together than in states in which
one sector greativershadows the other in size, resources, leader-%
ship,' and ,histor0.cal foundation.

PURCHASE OF SERVICE

States were. about evenly 'divided between those who.repprt piri4
chase of _considerable services and those which, report purchaSe of
just a small amount. The general findings were that the potential of
purchase may not be filly used and that-ntw resources should be
developed:

Those slates which depend less on purchasefi-equently.report
residential care as the primary service purchased. Many states.
-report policies which permit a wide range of purchase but, as a'
practical matter, very little is purchased: Fiscal constraints cir
lack of available service provider'Sfrom whoM to purchase wee the
most frequently mentioned reasons for -this. A few states are ex:-
Recting the purchase power of Title XX funds to provide an impetus
to voluntary agencies to develop new -or expanded services.

Few -states anticipate having the staff and other resources to
provide as much cons'ultatiOn,, training, or supportive services to,
provider a 'cies as they wish. Several states feel that there'is
tent:al fo the dtvelopment of Purchasable services in.their corn-
aNnities if they had resource development skill and staff to exploit

:,that potential. Some states repoxted more attention is being paid to
the monitoing and accountability aspects of purchase thanto the
program development aspects and the coordination with needs
assessment.'

fi
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'0. DATA COLLECTION AND' REPORTING.

Data collection and reportint involve th,e systematic collection,
processing, and reporting of finandial.and programmatic data. An
effitient-system generally requires a reasonable level of effort- from
staff and provides data on a timely basli,_ meets internal and external

,requiren?ents; provides appropriate 'reports for the users, -.and collects
, only necessary data.

. As a'support function in a child, welfare service delivery system,
data collection and reporting procedures should provide basis for
financial and programmatic planning and decision making; monitoring
and evaluating expenditures, services, and staff; and assisting all,
levels of staf? to perform their respective responsibilities.

This section addresses the collection, processing, and reporting
of financial and programmatic data from the source, of the data
to the reports'Which are prepared. This section also includes observa-
tions about the potential usefulness of the reports'. (The,actual usefUlness
of current reports is discussed in the subsection, "U4efulness of Reports".)

The25-state Survey indicates some significant differences,betwee,n
the Financial and progrann'atie, data currently'. available to 'a state child
welfare division and the data which will be required under the 'itle XX
Social Service Reporting Requirements (SSRR). According to the State
profiles in some_states, changes are being planned to improve the at,Aail,
able data, including the Title XX SSAR data. The survey did'not seek to'
determine Title XX,.SSRR compliance. and therefore is not described in
all profiles.

Most of the survey states appear to be producing regular statistical
reports on programm,atic data., As reported in the profiles, almost
half of the states cannot report actual expenditUre data by program/
service. As'inclicated in the discussion pertaincng.to the financing component,
the cost per child served or per unit of service deliver-et cannot' be

-reasonably determined irk the absence of adequate programmatic cost
data.

.
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FINANCIAL DATA
'A

One of the significant issues that emerged from the 25 state
profiles is that complete service cost data by program are not available
in about half of the surveystates. This situation exists in seven of the
ten states which are categorized as having locally administered child v,
-welfare service delivery systenis and in about one-half of the states
with state-administered systems.

The survey found that this lack of data availability seems to aril
, -.from three major factors:

r

lack of interest expressed by state p ersonnel;

organizatiOnal location of the financial and reporting unit; and

organizational level at which data are collected,(in locally
versus state administered systems).

In th4ory, the lack of cost data by program /service may also be
attributable,to either (1) an accounting 'system which does not have the
capability to collect cost data bk program/serviceor (2) high-level child
welfare administratorS who consider such programmatic cost data to..
,be unimportant. Three.stateS a:re currently rev1isin5Oheis. accounting
systems so that at least the SSRR will be available, if not more detailed
programtnatic data.

The profiles also indicate that the personnel in some states do nott
consider programmatic cost data to be an essential elefnent of the current
service..deltv,6 rr system. An ekample of thispattitnde was expressed in
one stale profile: "State pers-onnel interviewed expreSsed only a minimal
need, for programmatic cost reporting."

In Some states, the organizational location of the financial account-
ing and reporting unit appears to significantly affect the general philos-
ophy of the purpose of the accountingsystern. For example; in those
states in which the accounting system for child welfare services is
operated by a unit in the child welfare division, programmatic,00st data
are generally requested by the administrators and incorporated in the
accounting system. <conversely, in states where the accounting system
isoperated by another state department that serves all state,departments
and activities, the accounting system is generally designed to provide

,cost data by depeartment.or by division but is not intended to provide
prOgranarngic cost data.

'
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The point at which the source datale. g., invoices) are collected
also appears to be directly relatedto the administrative form of the r
child welfare service delivery system and is related to the
lack of programmatic cost data. The collection and processing of all
,source financial data are zenerany performed at the state level in state
adrhinistered delivery -systems.

In locally administered systems, however, only some of the data
are colkected at the state"level, with much of the source data being
collected and processed at the local level. The local delivery office
periodically reports on the child welfare expenditures to the state. The
state unit combinesithe reports from the local delivery offices and the
state accounting system to present statewide reports. The introduction

k 'of a4:tional accounting systems (one for eich local delivery office)
re u esithe):os`siiiility tli4all'of the accounting systems will be 'able
to (1) collect and report pi.:Ogrammatic ostid."-ata and (2) provide data
which are consistently collected, processed, and reported by all of
the accounting systems. For'several of the survey states which are'
categorized as having locally admicistered systems, a laCk of complete
or consistent data from all of the local ,delivery offices is reported as
a weaknesS.

0

For political and /or economic reas9ns, state administrators of a locally
administered system maSiopot be able to require all local delivery offices
to having accounting systems which collect, process, and repOrffinancial
cost data in a consistent manner. This may restrict the potential for
significantly improved financial data collection and reporting on child
Welfare services in those states, despite the desire of the state admin-
istrators for such improvements.

'According to the state profiles, the timeliness of financial reports
is'considered a minor issue. Of the.few 'states which did discus's the
timeliness of reports, the reports ar.e usually issued more than one
month after the end of the report period. As a result, the reports
cannot be used effectively a..s a management tool for monktoring and
control'

PROGRAMMATIC DATA

Programmatic data are those data which directly pertain to cases
and/or clientb, All but one of the 25 survey stafgs collect and process
case data and prepare statistical reportston the number of casesiclients.

II. 117
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where they ,are, why they need service, and wha t services are being
delivered. Generally, the collection and processing of case data are

. separate anedistinct from a financial accounting system, although some
states provide a limited interface between the two, usually through,
computerization.

Three primary issues emerged from the individual survey state
profiles:

Almost half of the survey states and reported to have either
inaccurate or incomplete case data.

At the time of the Survey, about half of the States were in
some, Stage of minor revision to the case data collection and
processing procedures.

Statistics abOut what has happened are available through the
case data- reporting procedures, although the quality of t. pat,
data is questionable.

The la k of a meaningful interface between the financial accounting
systems and the procedures for collecting and processing cas data can

.1t also be viewed aS an issue. The problems created by the lack of such
an'interface hate been presented in the "Cost Pe,r Child Served" dis-
cussion of the "Financing" component and the receding "Financial
Data',' discussion. \ .1 -

Computerization

M st state-adryrinistered systems have computerized the collection,.
proc sing, and report* of data on each case. Most locally admin-
istered systerAs, however,, collect only periodic reports about the cases
from the local delivery offices, and these reports are manually con-
solidated into statewide statistical reports.

The survey did not foes on automated systems at the county level
in locally administered states. HoweNier, several of the ldcal syjrns
were identified as candidates for further study, including the case
management systems for social services in Milwaukee and the Child
Welfare Information System (CWIS) in New York City.



The procedures for,colle'cting, processing, and reporting case data
4n about half of the 25 survey states are in some stage of revision. The
changes are reportedly the result of a desire by the child welfare service
delivery system administrators for better child welfare statistics, the
need for additional data to fulfills/Title XX SSRR, or a combination of
both. The reports of modifications were distributed about equally between
those categorized as having state and locally administered delivery
systems. Most of the states making modifications are altering existing
computerized procedgres, althodigh several states 'are replacing one
computerized system with another.

Data Accuracy
I

Doubts were expressed about the accuracy of the data in a few of
the 'survey states, most of which are categorized as having state- admin-
istered delivery systems. Based upon the survey findings, most, state-
administered systems have computerized procedures for collecting,
processing, and reporting case data with all case/client data input to a:
central state computer for processing. Case workers prepare the input
document, and clerical staff enteir. it. Frequently, inaccuracies in the
data contained in an automated procedure are the result of inaccurate
input: Inaccurate input data may be the result of simple human error,
inadequate training, a lack of desire to prepare and/or enter the
input document accurately, an insufficient input edit routine, or in-
adequate definitions or instructions,. .

Another source of inaccuracies, as was reported in one state, is
insufficient file maintenance. In the example cited tolheisurvey team,
a child is placed on a foster care register when first placed, in foster
care. If the child is subsequently removed from foster care placement,
however, the child is not deleted from the register. As a result, a list
of children on the foster care register includes all children who
have been placed in foster care at any time rather than just those who
are currently in foster care.

In one locally administered state which reported inaccurate' case/
client data,. the case /client statistics a(railable,are reported to be based
upon estimates from the local offices.

I
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Data Comprehensiveness

In. a feW states, more than half ofwhich were categorized as having
. .

locally administered delivery systems, the case data available are
reported as being incqmplete. 'She survey found that most locally admin-
istered systems do not include centralized data %llection on each case
as in a state-administered system. Instead, each local delivery office
has its own' case data collection and processing procedures from which
periodic, reports are prepared for.subMission to.the state office.

As discussed.in the "Financial Data" section above, complete child
welfare statistics are not available in some locgly admipiptered systems
because consistent data are not available, data at the same level of detail
are not available, or, in, one, state, data are not reported froln all of
the-local delivery offices.

In anothey state categorized a,s having a state-administered system,
statistics are reportedly unavailable/for all services because the child
welfare division is using the computerized case data ct5llection, process-
ing, and reporting system. of another state division, which does not
include codes for all of the child welfare services. Reportedly, the fiscal- re-
sources are not available either to revise that system or to create a new one.

4

Types of Data Rppor4d

The case/Client statistical reports prepared in the survey states
appear to present primarily statistics about what has happened.to cases
and/or clients. The reports -may summarize what happened during a
specific period or the status of the Cases/clients as of the end of the
period.

In some of the state-administered systems, the case data1process-
ing procedure generates exception reports'that highlight actions which
need to betaken by caseworkers: for example, a report of cases which

,are overdue for review by a caseworker. Locally administered systems
/ cannot produce exception reports at the state level, since the detailed

case/client data are processed in each local delivery office.

The scope of the 25-state survey did not include a review of opera-
tions at the local delivery Office level.''As a result, the ease data

.collection, processing, and reporting procedures used by local delivery
offices in a state-administered system were not reviewed. However,

JO'
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the CWIS in New York City is reported-to be aosuccessful example of a
case data collection, processing, and reporting system at the local
delivery office level.

The types of case data repots-which are prepared by auto.mited
information systems include:

. open cases'as of the end of the month;

cases opened during the month;

cases closed during the month;

case goal achievement;

resources available;
. cases due for redetermination in a future month; and

cases overdue for refetermination.

These reports can either be detailed listings or counts ob cases and/
or clients by client c aracteriSficS, service, goal, caseworker, local
delivery office, dist t e, statewide, or a combination of these
-factors.

Usefulness of Reports

The usefulness of the data reported is related to the completeness
and accuracy of the case data collected. *In several of the states, the
case data statistics are reportedly useful for program planning and
financial budgeting purposes. In a few of the states, the case, data
reports are reportedly helpful for, the caseworkers in fulfilling their
responsibilities and/or managing their cases.

I

Procedures in most of the survey states are either being revised
or are reported to contain inaccurate or incomplete, data. As a result,
we could not evaluate, the actual usefulness of these procedures at
this time. However, they were described by most states as being
potentially useful.

-As described in other sectionsof this overview, the needs asses's-
!, meat, planning, and evaluation components are generally considered

weak in the child welfare service delivery systems of the 25 survey
states. TheseWeaknesses possibly can have two significant consequences
for the data collection, processing, and reporting Procedures of a
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/delivery system. Fir St, the related components .could be so underdeveloped
that their case/client data needs are not clearly defined. One result is
that-the data- needed for these related components may not be collected
and/or: reported by the case/client data procedures. Another resAklt is
that the revisions currently being made to case/client data procedures
May not adequately anticipate the undefined data needs. Further revi-
sions may, therefore, be necessary once these data needs have been
clearly defined.

.

The second consequence is that case/client data m'ay be available
but underutilized. Development of the case/client data procedures may
have adequately anticipated some or all of the data needs for the related
components;.however; if the related com onent is underdeveloped, the
potential usefulness of the case /clientt d4ra may not be fully realized.

Some of the case /client data which are being used meaningfully
include, for example, information from UtAh's,,case data reports;

One large [local delivery office] reported that itis starting
to use'a report generated by the [Social Service Delivery
System] which identifies clients by the zip code to identify
the high risk areas within the district. Once hese known high
risk areas frtv.e been identified, the [local de very office]
performs an ggressive outreach prograrn in thoseareag,
under the assumption that there are also a large number of
Unidentified people in those areas who need services."

Exemplary Systems

The ease /client data collection, processing, an&eeporting proce-
dures in five of the Survey states were identified in the profiles as
being either strong or exemplary. These procedures are presented
below in alphabetical g'rder by state and are briefly discussed.

The 'computerized Child Care PlacemInt Information System (CCPIS)
in Michigan is used as a case tracking systemjy the Office of Children
and Youth Services, Child Welfare Diyision, the courts, and residential
facilities. As further described in the profile:

"-CCPIS is based upon individual client transactions, as
reported by caseworkers, aggregated to form a data base
for the child welfare system. . . . Caseworkers,. super-
visors and program p nners are able fo use CCPIS-
provi,ded information a an aid to assure that the needs of.
each child in the system are being addressed."

ne.
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at. 44The CWIS was developed primarily for. the use of voluntary and
public agencies within metropolitan New York City. As-presented in
the state profile on New York:

"The objective of the CWIS effort is identical'with the
objective of all information systems., manual or automated:
to provide information from which sound decisions can be
made . . . . It wal reported that CWIS readily and accu-
ratety provides detailed data not pr viously available with-
out the use of elaborate, expensiv , and time-consuming
retrieval projects."

The CWIS operation is unique for two reasons. First, the system
directly processes and reports data for both-publir and private child
welfare organizations. Second, the system is operated by a service
bureau on a contractual basis. (A service bureau is a company or
organization which provides computer and related facilities to different
users for use.in datapi'ocessing or scientific problem solving.)

The computerized, Oklahoma Services System (OSS) was desci-ibed
as follows:

'loss is amanagement information system and a client track-
ing system, and provides information on the type and status
of clients in the caseload. OSS is an on -line/ real-time
system, and as such, is best used for client-specific, random
moment, and/or one-time reports, . . . Further, the
flexible OSS data base may be required for special one-time
reports at anytime relating to'any one or more,of various
research questions."

The computerized Social Service,Management Syste,m (SSMS) in
-Texas "collects various data about the characteristics of a client,
planned services, and .services delivered." The SSMS is further
decribed in the profile as follows:

"This sytem supports a data-tased concept which facili-
tates the preparation of a ly.rge number of statistical and
analytical reports. Despite the large amount of informa-
tion maintained by the system, its input requirements'are
relatively iodest-- . . . This system is capable of pro-
ducing reports on caseloads, service objective analyses,
prOblem impact analyses and goal achievemeht."



0

0

AAough pe rsons interviewed in Texas did not consider the reports
currently prepared as reliable, they anticipate that the system will
provide useful information after the current revisions are completed.

The Social.Service Delivery System (saps) in Utah is a computer-
ized information system and contains the following elements:

client files maintain data on client characteristics, goals.,
and services;

worker les, which are an inventory component of SSDS`,e
provid quarterly data on 30-minute units of caseworker

Mime budgeted and assigned to cases; and

provider files maintain (1) data about contract providers,
baSed upon contract issuance, and modification and upon
usage data input by caseworkers, b.nd (2) payment data. *,

OV
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P.L- EVALUATION

. .

Evaluation is the assessment of programmatic or" management
activities to determine theit- effectiveness, quality, and/or efficl.enCy
as measured against predetermined objectives a rriggo standards.

e'"

Evaluation may consist of one-lithe or special studies or of ongoing
systems. Whatever form evaluation takes, collection oT data and the
feedback of assessment for planning, needs assessment, and decision
making are essential ,to und service delivery. Modern ma Bement
and research concei)t phasize the use of objeicti!.ye and quantitative

ondata in a systema4ic p cedure. Evaluati is d' ''rentiated from monitor-
ing, in that monitoring is irected toward assessing compliance wit,h pro-
cess and schedule targets an ing corrective action in a timely manner.

S

In this section, the discussion ocuses upon eval ating programinatic
effectiveness. In a child welfare se vicedelivery systeni, a good service
effectiveness evaluation component s ould include a defined and docu-
mented methodology, the criteria agar st hich actionsorAwsults are

,

to be measured, an egicient prOCedure ecting data, established
responsibility for cofducting the evaluation, a .d feedback to other corn-.
ponents. The compent should provid for bdth ongoing services
review as well as the capability to perf rm special reviews. Special
reviews may be conducted, by the child welfare' agency-or by an outside
group. However, an ongoing evaiva system' should be administered
by the agency itself with safeguards built in to assure independence of

.

assessments.
0

Evaluation f social service effectiveness is generally 'considered
by the states to be an'essenti,al component of a child Welfare service
delivery system. .However, 'lict state has implemented` an ongoing system, ,

even thdugt several states have implemented elements of'air evaluation
system'from time-to tithe. Cureent financing priorities do not appear
to encourage'use of funds to develop evaluating syiterns; The Milviaukee"
County approach, although not a statewide system, suggests Ways in
which many of the state-oi-the-art-ploblems*-can be resolved. Evalua-
tion'is clearly an area requiring further development.

c
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, .Zhe, three major findings in the area of eva
following, which, are discusied further in this sec

n inc
ion: -

. Although the need fax service ev4I tiation was expressed in
most of the states, one-half-of the states lack any kind Of
formalized service evaluation program.

1

o
. Development of evaluation systems is notviewed as a priority

by most of the states. ,Two important constraints are technical
problems which are unresolved and'a lack of funding.

The concept of evaluation varies among the states, some
states equating sit with the worker's case evaluations, while
other states are working with broad Title =goals which are
so generalized that caseworker reliability is questioned.

FORMAL SERVICE EVALUATION 8YSTEM

A.primary finding of the survey is that, although most states
expresse,d the need foF service evaldation, half of them lack anyildndof formalized service evaluation pr.ogra,m. In addition, service eval-,----tiation is not consistently defined.

Twelve of the survey states reported that they, d4..tiot have a formal
service effectiveness evaluationsystem,, nine reported, some forit of

toevaluation, and two states reiSorted,that they have a form'al statement
of evaluation procedures. This, thtv survey appears to indicate that
-service effectivetess evaluation is one'of the weakest components of

. the child welfare service delivery systeqS among the states surveyed: Al.-

,In light of the lack's of actual establishtnent of servicg evadation, ..it is significant:that a service effectiveness evaluation system is viewedas a beneficial component pf a delivery system by 19 of the 25 surveystates. Some" evaluation &fart or specific steps toward an evaluation 'system were reported in these states. The efforts varied from an
implemented `system inMilwaukee,. Wisconsin, to another state's draft -idocument seeking to quantity a broad ra ge-of previous effectiveness

ci,measures which areovague or 'simply c ceptual in, nature, and written
,spme \time. ago .

to
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While persons interviewed said tha".t service effectiveness evaluation
would be a beneficial management tool, operating evaluation systems
do not appear to bp imminent for most o4k the survey states. The current
fiscal constraints upon child .'welfare resources, w )iich are discussed
under "Financing, "-suggest' that the development of a service effective-
ness evaluation system will not be a near-term priority. In support of,
this observation, oneof the state profiles reported the following:

"While the need for evaluation has been re cognized, it is not
a current priority. [The state] appears to be several years w
away' from uniform implementation of service effectiveness
evaluation Measures."

West Virginia recently initiated a federally financed project to
develop an ongoing evaluation system based upon Title XX goals.

.' '`

LACK OF INDEPENDENT EVALUATION
.-.;

In nine of the survey states, however, the term evaluation is equated
with a caseworker reporting achievement of case objectivei" without in-
dependent verification. (The caseworker establishes the stated ease/
client objective and then indicates on an evaluation form Whether the-,
Objective has been achieved.) These states are then collecting, process-
ing, and reporting the data as part of the evaluation component of a case
management informatio systerh., Without independent verification of
whether objectives lifer achieved, however, the yglidity of achievement
repoits coulik be questioned. ,

lob , ..

In some of these states, such "evaluation' represents the comprehen
-sive evaluation systeM; 'tn others, this procedurels viewed as only a
'step toward meaningful service effectiveness evaluation' rather than as

(
complete. ,.

Several states reported that their approach to evaluation consists of
teams of Case readers reviewing case records. Although this effort
may be helpful in as4essing'a particular worker, the'results usually
cannot be combined to represent an overall assessment of 'agency
effecti.v.eness.`,

0
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SCOPE OF EVALUATION EFFORTS A

Of the nine survey states in which some form- of evaluation was
reported, several service effectivenessevaluation efforts were identi-
fied which displayed either a currently or potentially,strong evaluation
component. A' fully implemented evaluation system was identified for
oily one county of one state. The'Milwaukee County Welfare Department

it ently'is operating an ongoing social service effectiveness system
that includes all its child welfare services. The Milwaukee system is
based upon the definitions of-its workload inventory system and is
integrated into a computer-assisted case management information
system. The effectiveness measures are quantitative in nature and
have-ben reported in public annual reports for, several years.

Other noteworthy evaluation efforts include those in Texas and
Minnesota. .Neither is a fully operating system.

In the profile of Texas, a protebtive service.evaluation was
described as follows:

"For example, a recently completed evaluation of protective
services in one county produced a highly definitive analysis
of the quality, quantity, and supporting organization of
protective services in that county, and made a number of
recommendations which. should be of great value4to the
county, the region, and the state.:"

The methodology oithat evaluat'ior\ was described as follows:
ill*"Dat were collected through case readtlig and interviews

with staff. . . . Random sample's of-both cases and 'staff
. were pulled. . ."

In Minnesota,, a social service consumer survey in February 197
appears to have,the potential for becoming a strong gervice delivery.
system component (More recent.data were not r-dported). The survey
was addressed toward allsocial service's rather than specifically to
child .welfare .services. However, the procedure, as' reported by the

\ --
state, could fol"m` the basis fox:. an evaluation of child welfare services.
The survey Was described in the profile as follows:

11.128
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"The-Survey directed a series off' questions to consumers
relative to the social services provided in Minnesota
This Survey addressed the consumer's impression ofthe
effectiveness of the [county welfare department] social
services."..

,. .
. .

A readily apparent difference betwlen these procedures ani procedures
which would be expected for a comprehensive service effectiveness eval-
uation was described in Minnesota's profile as follows .'.,,

1
. .

' , Thedrterm 'effectiveness,' however, was whatevevr the
consumer considered to be effective rather than a stated

, standard against which the consumers made their evalu-
ation. Jr' addition, the Survey did not determine 'why'
or 'how' the services received were effective, which .,

would have been as invaluable input to the overall social
service delivery system . . . the Suryey failed to deter-
mine if the benefits received or perceived Were those :

that were planned by the .caseworker." .

With appropriate modification,' however., the social service consumer
survey concept appears to be capable oaf becoming a significant element
of a 6ervice effectiveness evaluation systeni.

I

4
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APPENDIX A

. CLUSTER ANALYSIS

A

This 9.ppendix briefly presentS the clustering methodology employed
by PMM&Co. /W1_,A, defines the cluSters, and identifies the states as-
signed to each clusteir. Selected demographic and economic data for
each state, by cluster are presented and_ discussed. In addition, the
implications for child elfare service delivery systems will be dis-
cussed separately for dministrative"form of the system, -relatively

. large or small po on of the state, and the presence ofa separate
child welffare depa tment,at the state level. .Finally, exemplary fea-
ttI.es identified in the state profiles will be presented for eaclrof the
chisters.

The purpose of grouping* the 25 states into clusters was to bring
together.states with similar characteristics. Tee clustering step
Was based upon the hypothesis that states with similar charaCteristics
will have similar needs, resources, and constraints for planning and
implementing child welfare service delivery systems. This *hypothesis
is important to future steps in the project which will involve the de-
sign and implementation of the components of child welfare service de-,
livery systeths. States from different clusterstrwill be selected as lead
states in_which in -depth study and detailed design will take.place.' Thus,
it is important to examine the characteristics of the clusters of states
and lo consider implications for delivery system designs.

..;

-11

44.
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iIETIIODOLOGX.

A three-dimensional classification approach was used to assign the
25 survey states to five clusters. In the original plan for clustering
the survey states, the following three objective factors were pro-
posed as the dimensional elements for classification:

. administrative form (state versus local);

. dollari spent on child welfare services
(high versus low); and

. percent of persons under 21 years of age residing
in rural areas (high versus low).

The survey findings, however, indicated that the data supporting the
last two of these characteristicswere not available on a uniform oil ade-
quate basis among the survey States. The "Financing" stbSection of this
report discusses the lack of availability of the Cost per child served
among theSurvey states. The 1970 U.S. Census Populatiori data identified
the number of persons under 21 years of age who resided in rural areas.
However, "rural" area was defined as places Withfewer than 2, 500 per-
sons, which is considered too small an ares for service deltiery planning.
As a result, this data element Was' also rejecteAjas a cluAering factor.

The three eleme which ultimately were used to assign the 25 sur-
vey states to five cIusteis were the folloviing:

administrative form (state versus local);

. 1975 state population-estimated by the U. S. Department
of Commerce /Bureau of the Cen'sus (large versus small); and

. whether child welfare is provided by a separate department
at the state level.

The first and thif'd elements were validated .during the 25-state sur-
vey. The population of a state was deemed large/small in relation
to the, population of the other survey states (above or below the average
population). Specifically, the five clusters were defined a's follows:

A -relatively large population and state administered
(Large / State .Administered);

a
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B - telatively small population and state administered
(Small/State Administered);

C - relAtiVely large population and locally administered
(Large/ Locally Administered);

D - relatively small population and locally administered
(Smalla,ocally Administered); and

E - separate child welfare
. partment).

tnient (Separate De-

The states which comprise each of tligse-clusters are identified by cluster
3.in Table.A -1.

Georgia and Wisconsin were both considered as having locally ad-
ministered systems during the original selection of the 25 survey states.
The'survey findings indicated, however, that the Georgia system is in
'essence a state administered system and is identified, therefore, as
having a states administered system in Table A-1. While the Wiscon-
sin syStem is in the process of being converted froin local to state ad-
ministration and has elements of both forms, the survey. found that the
system was xn essence a locall3f administered system at this time and
is presented in Table A-1 as locally administered.

The three states in the separate department cluster were reassigned
from the other fOur clUsters as follows:

. Connecticut_-_ .small /scat

. Illinois - large/state administered; and
. .

. Oregon - small/locally administered.

The fifth cluster thus has some characteriStics of thr'ee of-the other
clusters.

p
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Relatively Large

(Large/State Administered)

Georgia

Massachusetts

Michigan
Missouri
Texas

TABLE A-1

THE SURVEY STATE CLUSTERS

STATE ADMINISTERED -LUSTERS

Relatively Small
(Small/State Administered)

LOCALLY ADMINISTERED CLUSTERS.

(Large/Locally Administered)
*-

California
New York
NorthCarolina
Pennsylvania
Virginia

44,

'V1

Iowa

Louisiana

Oklahoma
o Rhode Island

Tennessee

Utah

Washington
West Virginia

ft*

(Small/Locally Administered}

SEPARATE CHILD WELFARE DEPARTMENT
(Separate Department)

Connecticut
_ Illinois-, '

Oregon

Colorado
Mina
North Dakota
Wiconsin -

0

A.



CLUSTER CHARACTERISTICS

Child welfa're service delivery systems operate within a complex
sociological, demographic, and economic environment. The, general
findings of the 25 -state survey abo t these factOrs is discussed in the
"Demographic and t conornic Envir nment" subsection of this report.
For each of the five clupters, this bsection will present some of the
pertinent data made available by either the federal or ,survey state
governments, and present some general observations about thesedata.
These data describe Independent Variables which are outside the control
of the delivery syitern but which gener-ally are taken into consideration
in planning 'delivery: systems:

Population

RelativeRelative population was selected as a cluster.: factor on the assump-
tion that size affects the. volume of clients served, the complexity of
the organizatiorys, and, in many cases, the resources available., The
total population of the survey states as of July 1, 1975 (U. S. Depart-

. rhent of tommerce/Bureau of the 'Census) was one of the elements
used for cluster dev.p.opment.

. Table A-2 presents these population data by state within cluster in
absolute numbers and as a percent of the U.S. pdpulation. In summary,
Table A-2 displays the distribution of the population by cluster as fol-
lows: 4

.

Percent of' Total
Population

s

4 4s,

11/4"

. Cluster Survey States U: S. No. ,of States

Large/Locally Administered 42 29
1

5

Large /.State Administered 25 17 5

Small/ State AdminiStered 14 10 8

Separate Department 41 8 3

Small/Locally Administered 8, 5 4

Total ,loe 69 25

The data indicate that the 25 survey states contain approximately 69
percent of the tote U.S. population, and that their relative sizes vary
from 10 percent to less than oneph-alf of 1-percent of the U.S. popula-
tion. -Thus., they. gppear to rekesent a broad sample of the 50 states. t

&

4
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TABLe A-2

1975 TOTAL POPULATION OF SURVEY STATES

r
STATES BY CLUSTER Population

(0003)

Percent of Population in
Survey

States
'

U.S. ,

f
Large/State Administered

- Texas

Michigan .

Massachusetts

Georgia

Missouri

12,237
9,157
5,828

--....
4,926
4,763

8

6

4

4

3

6

, 4

3

2
2

NTotal. -36,911 25. 17

190

.

,,,

2

2\ 2

1

1

1

1

a .

Small/State Administeftid
Tennessee

Louisiana
Washington
Iowa
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Utah
Rhode Island

'

4,188
3,791
3,544
2,870
'2,712
1,803
1,206

927

3.
2

2

2 -

2

1

1

1

TOial ,
,, .

21,041 14 1O .
,

Large/Locally Administered
California
New York. -
Pennsylvania

North Carolina
Virginia

,

21,185
18,120
11,827
5,451

.,_ 4,967
NIS

14

12

8'
4

4

, 10

8

, 6
a

- 2

.
:!-Total 81;550-'--- 412 7-29

..

'
Small/Locally Administered

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Colorado
North Dakota

.

4,607
3,926

534

"----3

3

2

a

2

2
1

a635

Total 11,702 8

Separate Department

Illinois
Connecticut
0-?egon

.

11,145
3,095
2,288 A

$

8

2

1

.
\

5

2
1

Total 0 16,528 11 - , 8

TOTAL a 147,732 -

.

100 69 '
.

a law than one-half on percent.

Source: Curnnt Population Stores, Poptation Estimstlis and Projections,-U.S. Department of
Commerce /Bureau of the Census, Sarkis P-25, No. 815, July 1, 1975 (Provisional)
Reddint'Population

"kr
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populations served by the states in the clusters, die figure also indicates
that the ten states of the Large/Locally Administered and Large/State
Administered clusters serve almost one half of the populatidn in the U. S.
Thus,. the service delivery systenis'in those ten-states handle a high
volume of clients and hence are likely to be more _complex than those
syStems in the other states.

Table A -2 also indicates some wide variations in the poptlation of
states within cliisters. The most striking is the Large/Locally
Administered cluster, which contains the largest survey state, Cal-
ifornia, serving 10 percent of the U,,S. population, and a smaller states
Virginia, serving 2 percent.

*0-

..
The states of the Small/State Administered aid Small/Locally Ad-

ministered clusters display less variation in population. This suggests
that clusters may be more homogeneousithan the others, at least in terms
of population size. 1).

Unemployment

The employment level within a state has been observed to have a
significant impact upon both the ability pE a state to finance services
and upon the needfor social services within'the state. Table A -3
sents for each state within a cluster the statewide unemployment rate and
the unemployment rates of the three largest. Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areaso-(SMSAs) within each state as 'of:September 1975.

.t.-2k1though-the arganization-and- administrative-form of .child` welfare
service delivery system are independent of the employment level in a
state, several patterns among the clusters in the statewide unemploy-
ment rates d41-appear. All of the states in the Small/Locally Adinin,-
istered cluster had unemployment rates.below the nationwide rate;
all of the states in the Separate Department cluiter were about equally
distributed around the nationwide rate. As might be expected from
such'a pattern, the Small/Locally Administered and the Separate De-
partment' clusters had less variation in th-e- unemployment rates among
the states within the cluster than the other three clusters.

.
.

A comparison of unemployment rates 9f the three largest SMSAs
within a state with th tewicfe rate shows a similar pattern. For some
states the statewide r is' higher than those of the SMSAs while incghers
the statewide rate lower.

x774
.99



TABLE A-3

SEPTEMBER 1975 UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF SURVEY STATES t

..

,

STATES BY CLUSTER

Unemployment Rate (Percent)
SMSAs Within State

.

i.

_

Statewide Largest

Second

Largest
Third

Largest

Large/State Administered
Texas Z.1 5.6 5.1

o

.

.9.4 .
.,

Missouri . 6.4 8.1 7.5 a

Georgia 9.0 9.7 b 8.0 b 8.3 b .

Michigan 12.1 13.7 10.8 14.
Massachusetts 12.5 12.6 12.8 12.3

Small/State ministered
.

Iowa 5.2 5.6 4.3 5.9
Oklahoma , 6.6 6.8 6.0 6.9
Utah 6.7 7.3 . .1 . a

West Virginia '
.

Tennessee

6.9
7.8

, 7.2

8.3

5.6
7.5

6.1

6.5
. Louisiana 8.0 8.6 P.5 9.1

Washington 9.0 8.7 a

Rhode Island. 12.6
9,09

a a a
.

.
.

,
.

Large/Locally Administered
e .

.

Virginia 6.8 0 6.5 5.3 3.9
North Carolina 7.3 a a a

°I Pennsylvania , 8.5 10.2 9.4 8.6
California 9.3 9.9 10.5 8.1

New York 10.2 11.9\ 12.7.'

' .

7.6

Small/Locally Administered .

North Dakota
. L

3.8 3.4 a a

Minnesota I ' 4.8 6.1 5.8 2.4
Colorado

..
5.4 6.1 7.4 6.7

Wisconsin - 6.7 7.6 4.6 6.1

. . . _ .
1

. .,

Separate Department . .

Illinois 8.7 10:0 10.3 7.0
Oregon 8.9 10.5 12.1 10.1

Connecticut 10.6 11.8 9.0 10.7 .
Nationwide . 8.1

a Either this category does not apply to the. tats or the
data was not reported by the state.

b July 105 data reported.

Sources: .

. Statewide - U.S. Department of Labor/BureaU of Labor Statistics

. SMSAs - Survey States

V
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With the possible exceptio
all of the clusters might reas
creased needs for social servi
ment.

0

of the Small /Locally Admillistei;edoziluster,
ably be expected to have experienced in-
es as ,a result of increased

Median Income

"bhe median income for a family of four in a state can be viewed as.
one indicator of the relative statewide affluence. It is also a basis
for detern-iining the eligibility or an applicant for Title XX services .'.
As a result, the median income for a family of fpur an be viewed
as an approximate indicator of.the population within a state which may
be financially eligible for social services, when such eligibility re-
quir ements_ame__applied___

o

T h e median income for a family of fdifr-for each state within a cluster
is presented insTable A-4, as well as the percent by which the median
of the state is over /under thai,of the nation. The Small/Locally Ad-
ministered cluster appears to be the most affluent. It is the only 1'

cluster in which the median incomes in all of th-e- states within it are
above the national median.

The Small/State Administered cluster appears to be the least,af-
fluent. Th'e median incomes -in most of the states within it are.below
the national median. All of the clusters appear to contain sigblifica'nt.
variations among the median incomes of the states, which suggests
that they are not economically homogeneous4

AFDC Population

The percent of,the population a state which is receiving aid
for dependent children (AFDC) is a direct indicato.r'of the population
eligible for social services, since it is one of tir means of meeting
eligibility for Title )0; services, when such eligibility requirements
are applied.

The percent of the population of the survey states which was re-
ceiving AFDC assistance in June 1975 is presented in Table.A-5.
The Small/Locaily-Administered olusteris the only one for which th-es
percent for each ,c2f the cluster statedis below the average percent of
the survey states and/or the 1.f.-S. This cluster and the Small/State
Adminis/tered cluster have an averdg'e percent for the cluster which
is below that of the survey statesand/orthe U.S.

A.9
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TABLE A-4

i974 MEDIAN INCOME FOR A FAMILY OF FOUR IN THE SURVEY STATES

STATES BY CLUSTER

f>

Median
Income

'

,

/
. Percent

Over (Under)
National
Median

Large/State Administered
Georgia

Missouri

Massachusetts -
Michigan

.
,

$12,738
1457
13,319

sir 14,193
16,302

'.

"---;
.

.

< 7.7>
< 6.1>
< 3.6>

4.3

.
.

/

/

'

,

,

/
.--..

10 9°

< 17.

<17 1 >
<16.0 >
<12.4 >
< 6.9 >

.
< 4.3

1.7

3.2

..

<11.9
< 3.1 >
< 0.1

3.4

7.1

'

. .

.

.

.

.

Small/Sate Administered
Louisiana' ,

West Virginia
' Tennessee

Oklahoma

Utah
Rhode Island
Washington

Iowa
.

.

Large /Locally Administered
North Carolina
Pennsylvania

Virginia
NeW fork

..-
California

'

-

..

.

-

.

4

1

11,430
11,443
11,591

12,095
12,843
13,208

. 14,035
14,242

.

,

12,163
13,374
13,784

. 14,264
14,778

t

.

-- ----

.

w -

.

,

t
.

Small/Locally Administered
Wisconsin

Colorado .
North Dakota
Minngota

Separate Department

Oregon

Illinois
Connecticut

Nation
.

.

,

.

.t

.

14,024
14,178
14,746
14,911

13,787
15,152
15,404

13,801 *

0

.

1

t

.

,

,

.

1.6 ,

2.7

6.8 -
8.0

< 0.1 >

9.8
11.6'

,

Source: Secretary, DHEW

6
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TABLE A-5

PERCENT OF 1975 POPULATION RECEIVING AFDC AS STANCE
IN >JUNE 1975 IN ipE SURVEY STATES=',

=

STATES BY CLUSTER

,

AFDC as
Percent of
Population

Large/State Administered
'e A Texas

Missouri

Massachusetts

Michigan

Georgia

Average

Srrill/State.Administered
Utah
loWa-

Oklahoma
Washington
West Virginia
Tennessee -

RtiodeIsland
Louisiana

'Average

Large/Locally Administered
North Carolina
Virginia .

Pennsylvania

California
New York

Averak

Small/Locally Administered
North Dakota
Minnesota N:

Colorado
Wisconsin

Average'

Separate Department
Connecticut
Oregon

Illinois
Average

Average of Survey Stateur%

Average of U.S.

I 3.1

5.6

_6.2

6.9
.4

2.8
3.2

3.6
3.9
4.0
5.0

53-
6.3

4.4

3.5
3.6
5.3

6.5
6.7

..5.9 ."

2.2-

1.2
3.8
3.8

3'5

4.g-
4:5 ,

7.3

5.4 le-

542

\ r

kr.



,
Significant differences among cluster states also appear between

the low,6st and highest percent within a cluster. The smallest difference
is 1.6 per'c'entage points in the.Smal,14,ocally Administered cluster;
and the largest difference is'4. 3 pe'rcentage points in the Lange/State
Administered clusfer,

rSources of Revenue

The sources of fiscal year 1975 child welfare revenues are presented
earlier in the "Financing" subsection of "Status of Child We lfai-e." -Table
A-6 presents revenue sources as,a percent of thetot* revenues for
child welfare services for each state by cluster. f,

The total revenues exclusively,for child welfareseervices were mo?'
reported by all Of the states of any cluster: The Smalli/Locally Ad=
ministered cluster was the only one in which all of ,the cluster states
reported revenues; however, -it also contains both of *tie Rates which
reported cj1nbined data on child welfare and other social services.

The Small/State Administered cluster was the only one' Ailliwhi c h
none of the states reported revenues from lOsal sources. ,Iii the Small/
LocallyAdministered and the Separate Department clusters, none of
the states reported revenues from other nori=federal sources.

Based upon the data which were reported, a pattern of variation ap-
pears to exist within each of the, clusters as to the relative'percent of
revenues provided by a frequently identified sourde. (Data on the
other'sources are too, recent to support any specific observations about
ihoe Isourc es . )

While a Correlation of revenues to otherldemographic and economic
data would provide meaningful statistics about the clusters) the data
reported are too inconsistent to provide reasonably valid results.

Summary .
'The discu§sionof indiliidual demographic and economicfeatures of

the clusters- has portrayed a considerable amount of variation among and
within clusters.

. A.cursory comparison by cluster of the -unemployment rates, the
median income, ,and the percent receiving AFDC "indicate some 'similar
patterns-of 'variations exist, Table A-7 highlights these data by state

'w,ithin cluster:

A.12. .
3
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TABLE A-6

FISCAL ,EAR 1975 SOURCES OF REVENUE AS A
PERCENT OF TOT EVENUE

STATES BY CLUSTER
__.

Total
.($000s)

Percent of Total 'cl..-

Federal . i Non-Federal

Total
1,

Title IV-A Title IV B AFDC /FC W1N ' Other Total'
-

State Local Other
Large/State 44ininntered

Georgia

Massachusetts
Michigan

t Missouri e V1,.. -
Texas f -

. ..- .
Small/State Administered *

- la
o

va _

Lodistana: . Oklahoma
Rhode IslandIs

' Tennessee e
Utah
-Washington
West. Viiqinict,

:.

Large/Locally Admigistered
*talif or nia d .

New York e - 4

North Carcilina
Pennsylvania'Virginia'of

,

*Soul IN oca I ly Ad m in is ter ed *' Colorado
Minnesota g
North Dakota g
Wisconsin

. .
Separatelbepartmen;

Connecticut
Illinois
Oregon e...

-1

S ,31,591
66.300

118,250

39,053 d

, 10,663
12,700
69,500

9,452

9,097
32.659
16,822

147,000

29,572

95,332d
37,213

.
20,800
75,010

4,900

49,646
.

-
28,700'
90,142

79

74

46

54 d

38
61,
50
46

67

46
84

.

67

57

28

54

46
49
73

76

49

51 _

_ .

a

.

62
61

39

36 d

,

.
31

28 '
45

39 .

-
53

36
81

a

a

51

43'
48 h
55'

a

.,
, a

46

-

4

1

2

13 d

7

8
i
3

5

2

3
.

a

.

a 1.
1

3

I
3

a

4

a

a

2

'
a'

3
4

5 d

a

25 c
' a

3

I
6' a

,

a

a

5
a

-4

'
a
a I

12

a
.

a

3 .

5

3

1

4

2

,

,,

t

a

a

a'
a

a

.

,
a

a

a *
a

a

6
1 ..

a

a

3

1

.
. -

a

a

21

26
54'

.

46

62

39
50

54.

33
54

16
w

33

43

72
' 49

54

51

27

24

51

49

w

*

'

o

15 .

21

37

..,

25

62 '
39
50
54

32. ' .

54
16

14

21
41.'

23

, -

35
14

17'

24

..
51

45

6 b J

a

16

21

a b

a

a b

.a b
a

a '

._..
16

20

31 d
23

19

37
10

a b
.

,

a

4

a

5
1

a

a,
a

a

-

I

a'I

3

2
1 a

a

a

a

a;

a

..- a

a

a

a

a

a

1.
a

a

a

ye

A-

NOTES.

'a Information at this lekel was not available,
b Local funding is not required by the state
c Includes state and federal sources.
d Amounts are apprommilhons reported by the state
e DSta dot reported by the state
f Fiscal year 1974 data provided bintle state.
g s rep led by the state, these may include non -child

welf,ere service funds: o
Is Reported by the state -as AFC)? funds

4

11.
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,TABLE A-7

SUMMARY OF CLUSTER CHARACTERISTICS
4

,

,
.

.

STATES'I3Y CrSTER -
_

'

Statewide ....)
Unemployment

Rate_
.

.

Percent

Over (Under)
National v

Median Income

.

AFDC as
Percent of
Population

.

,

. -

*
'

Large/State Administered
. Oeorbia .

Massachusetts' .

Michigan 1
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The Smatlhocally AdMinistei-ed cluster appears to have the most iri.
common among these three factors. The statewide unemployment rate

4
and the AFDC percent were below the 'national average, and the median
income was a:bovthat of the nation. Although`some inconsistencies
appear to exist'among1 the states in the clusters, this general pattern

-1 nsistent.

.ach of the other four clusters exhibits some consistencies among
the st istics in the cluster states. However'', each has at least one
state'w ch does not follow the expected patterm. For example,
unemplo ent in Connecticut was high even though the median income
was high, and the AFDC percent was low; in West Virginia, the state-,
wide unemployment rate and AFDC percent were low even though the
median income was low; and in Massachusetts, the statewide unem7
ployment rate and AFDC percent were high even though the median
income was high.

7

While the data describing these demographic and economic factors
appear generally to.be consistent, the differences among states within
most clusters do not support cEnclusions,on honiliogeneity'of the states .

for these fa0ors. These data'appear to provide an important descrip-
tion of the environment within which each state's child Velfare system
must Operate. In each of the state profiles, this type of information
was essential to understanding the state and the constraints to whicrh it
is subjected., It appears Clear that such data as these should be taken
into consideration in planning.c'h{ld welfare servi delivery systems.

It also..appears.that other historical .factOrs were the basiS for
selecting adknini.strative form. Perhaps the demographic and economic

. factAs wer4nore releirant to administrative forth at the time that the
otiOnar,deciton's were made.' It is clear that some states' popula-
tio.nS have cnanged'nfore 'drastically than others since the 1930s when3

, welfare depexttn.ents ikere.first.organized'at state and loca,1 levels.
,,' In additiote ieisknoteworthy tharepencmiic faiptoi`s are \brnewhat:

.0 v
- transient. ,,For° example,. the4;unerrIployment figUreS used in 'the

t
4-' 1.97ey, re sentsome of the .highrestjates in a nurnVoer of years..- ., ..4-.' .. . -. _ ,
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IMPLICATIONS OF FAd.TORS USED TO CLUSTER STATE-8

In considering various factors for grouping states into'clusters,
'PMM &Co. /CWLA finally 'selected three which appeared to influence
the way that states planned and dperatEld their child welfare delivery
systems. These factors, discussed earlier irpdescribing the clusters,
were:

. state versus local adminitratio

. population size; and

. separate de artment nization

Since we believe clusters present important groupings of states
to be considered in deigning improved delivery systems, we have re-,
viewed our findings to identif the impact of three clustering factors tip
'on each of the components. e result of that exari;ination is reported
in this subsection.

linplications' of State Versus L ocal Administration

Each of the components in the overview is. discussed below from the
perspective of the administrative form of the Child welfare service de-
livery system. -The presentation includes all of- the components even
though au impact\was not ideiitifiedfor each component. This analysis
ra:'s bated upon a review of all'findings reported in Section III of this

.\sei5Ort. t he adininistrative form of the survey states is identified in
Table*A-1, which groups the 245 states into five cluttel-s.

Demographic a'nd,Economic, Environment
.

ti

la
FeatUres of the demographic- and ecork) development did not ap-: .

pear to'n,e significantly differentin state admiru erect than in locally
administered systems. This area is' disctsseV earlier in this section.

,

Philosophy and -Values ,
: .

. '
.,

(
With two exceptions, adhAinistratNe form appears to,'hav nOsig-

nificant effects on the philosophy and values related tochild elfare....
The first exception is that' state-administered syStems arT:-,Slightlyi
more inclihed to espouse a 1;1-gad comprehensive approach to child .
welfare than are locally administered states. In locally administered
systems, the influence of regional area variations in value systems,
reso,urces, and socioeconomic conditions appear td.be more rea
reflected with bothrpOsitive and negative rnfluences.. *,. ,

f
1' 9.
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Second, positive community, support for child welfare services ap-
p,ears to be stronger in locally administered systeQs. Local. adminis-
tration generally includes more local financing and local autonomy in
planning which suggests-greater public awareness of local operations.
The grater public awareness appears to generate a higher level of.lo-

.cal understanding and support for the serviceis. ti

Goals and Priorities

Administrative form appears to exert little influence on the par-
ticular goals and priorities established forwhild Welfare services.
Local citizen and community participation fn the processes of estali-,
fishing the goals and priorities is somewhat more active in locally ad-
ministered systbms, although great variation between localities in a
given state is reported.

It
State -administered systems more frequently report detailed man-

agement goals, quantified objectives, and the use of management-by-
objectives techniques, perhaps bQcause the state possesses the per-
sonnel and expertise to establish them. Consistency between short-
and long-term prioritieS is more likely to occur in state-administered
system's.

The impact of developing Title XX plans is yet to be determined.

Organization

. It appears that the uniforn4 control made possible by state ddrnin-
istration,ef the child welfare ,service delivery system makes 'consis-

\ temy rhore possible than doe) local administratiOn of the delivery- .

'V System. ., 1. .. . .. ..

The role of mid-level organizational units' or districts, used for
reserve support to local,officestor for direct delivery, 4was far more
prevalent and effective in 8tate-ddministered -syste,ms. ,According to
survey results, local office d14ersity and autonomy in mostlocally ad-.
ministered states precluded the Use. of these distinct offices 'for direct
delivery: This situation' appeared tb hinderservice delivery -in some

-lacallraYrninikered states,. Where county by couniv adminiStratioh
was m?re,unflexible and there were Some'karrierS between the two "I
levels of government.

( ti
. .

The role of. local (often county) OffiCes in the service' delivery pro-'4
cess varied. General]. , in. state - administered systems local offices S ..
served as.,the acNal point which state-selected services were dq--,- ---
livered.( As such,' they.e ntiaLly earriek out stat6 mandates, which

. I r .1
t 7' 'rr
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1were often gate specific. 'In locally administerei states, however, lo-
cal offices-had far more discretion as, for exair.ple, they chose their

.own.implementation and administrative methoOlogy in .State-backed.
programs. 'Thus local offices had a. higher degree of autonomy and di-
versity, in locally administered states. .

In addition, the area of adherence to sound management criteria,
especially the issues of communicating and chain- of command, were
moire of a problem in locally administered slates.- -According to Sur-

. vey findings, local office diversity, and autonomy appear to be'involved,
since it seems to result in interrrupted chains of command andiof-
fective communications infthe state/lpcal Pertnership in the -serve te
delivery process. These problems must be viewed in a relative sense,
however, because such prOblems also were ideptified in softie state ad-

4 ministered systems.

wp

. Needs A sse s sment

114

1. t Administrative form appears to exert littleinfltenc.e_on_neeJs as7
sessment for child welfare.

Local efforts to assess needs to.justify thesdev,elopment of a par-
ticular program or service may. occur slightly more fr-eqtiently in the"
totally administered system, when.the effect-Of-local effoR can be
seep more clearly.

Planning and, Decision Makin

AdrniniStrative form appears to affect various. aspects of planning
and decision making. The processed and foCus of planning-and detisfon
making-are distributed throughout the system in both administrative
forms, but it appears that-local influence is greaterin locally admin-
istered stem's.

-:Lbcal policy boards, whicli, are often characteristic of locally ad-
c systems, are a locus for decision making which is -generally

' absent in state-administered systems.
. 4,

Local operational units in ideally adminiattt-ed systems rarely
have the specialized planning capacity wjiLich the state can -muster in a
state -administeredesystem. However, some local units of locally -ad-

, ministered systems have mounted significant and sophisticated plan-
ning'operations whose skill b.nd capacity is quite sufficient for their
needs, and may surpass the-efforts in some iRther state's.

a
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Administrative firm appears to have little influence on the auton-
omy-of the decision making, which generally the legislatures reserve
for themselves. '.

Financing : N
4

The level of detail reported for sources and uses of child welfare\
revenues did not vary significantly between State and locally adminis-1 ,
tered systems. Revenues* from the federal and State. governments ap-
pear to be proportionately larger for a state-administered system.
However, revenue froth local sources was generally reported for the
locally administefed states, anelocal participation may not be required
in a state administered system.

- r'
The general ade acy or inadequacy of funding for child welfare

services displayed n significant variations betweenstate/locally ad-
ministered systems in relation to either se vice neEkds or to other so=
cial services.

ProgramesourA Mobilization

Program resource mobilization fUnctions include a wide :and com-
plex raBgeof activities which are performed in some combination of
local, regional, and levels in all of the statelpsurveyed.

In locally administered systems, more of these" functions tend to
be loesally performed, with the date assuming a ,policyaestablishment,
regulation, oversight, or consultation-role'''.

Instate- administered systems, a greater number of the functions,
and a more Major foie in the day-to-day perfprmance, is performed
at the state level. In state-administered systtrris, some of the res4pon-
sibilities generally assumed at the state level Are. delegated to lower
levels in the organization, down to the local dperating unit.

In locally administered systems, most of the functions are local re-
sponsibilities, some of which, over time, the state has assumed by
custom, pract(Ce, or by regulation and law. .

..--- .

e local resources and. programs which are deVeloped more fre-
quen,ly are restricted to use in a:given locality in locally administered
systems than-in state - administered systems, so that there is greater
disparity of the distribution and availability of program resources in
the locally administered states.

A.1.9
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Communlication among local operating.Units is frequently less effec-
tive and complete in the locally adfninistered system since it is more
dependent on informal arrangements. More formalized methods of
sharing information and resources are`usually eMployed among lateral
units ofstate-:adrhinister6d systems.

Although the survey did not develop extensive dat riquality or ef-
fectiveness, the information available suggest that.ther is more likely
to be a grea-A1 range from the "best" to the "weakest" c id welfare ,

service delivery.inthe locally administered system than in the state
administered. system: In the -sta.te -administered. system, the quality
and effectiveness are likely ,to be more consistent throughout the state
than the locally a inistePed system,, which may present a very good
or verz,ripoor pie e among localities within the same state.

The adequacy of staff training and edebvelopment appears: to be morel
varied from localitY.to locality within a locally administered system

Management Services

No clearimplications concerning personnel administration can be''
made in ref rencf_ip the administrative forifi of-the delivery system*,

. .--: stce difficul were,spread; throughbut the sates. However, the is-
sue sueof civil, ervic as Sliglifty more of a problem in the locally aci-

l
rOnistered states- b -use dual civil service systems were in operation.
(State-leyel and local- -vel), potentially resulting in inconsistent staff
qualities, and other per el-relatctd conflicts, across tie state.

_

t
., ,.

. , The local offices u locally clministsred systems have a larger
role in financial budgeting, lkim rily because theyo must prephre bud-
gets to support requestk,fOT .tin cifig frCtrn4he local government. In
some state-administered16Y s; hoWever, the local offices have an
active role in,budgeting,, ill Other state's the local participation
is minimal. I .. ,

''y ___[---.r.
. .

. - .,-.1..,,i:; . .The diffetenceslin kcal in*Ivement, in fin ncietbudgeting also-ap-
pear to be present for"purchaseof ser* ad niStration. Localof-.
flees have greater'responsibility for administering purchased cervices .

in locally administered systei0 than in state administered systems. A

_ " .
i

Outreach le C. ft
.

t . .
. ,

Adminiseathie form apprs tbexert riiiirrmal influence on outreach
funCtiona, except t1 at some indication qxiits that locally administered., . . -t- , .
programs occasionally generate. more. local press coverage. Local ad-
ministration suggeOs a lotali:riSiihility which invy generate- referrals

.

"

t°
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and provide for community educatiOn even when no Rarticular effort is
exerted to these ends.

Client Reception and.Referral,

Client reception and referral functions are generally performed by
local offices, and administrative form appears to have no influence on
this. The establishment of policies and'procedures for these functions
is likely to be more ;Uniform from locality to locality in the state-ad-
ministered system than in the locally administered system.

..Diagnosis and Service Plan Development

Administrative form appears to affect some aspects of diagnosiS
anti service plan developmefr. Policies, procedures, and monitoring
of these functions appear to be more uniform from one locality to an-
other'in the state-administered system. HowAver, special diagnostic
centers are examples of comprehensive or especially effective
grams which were reported. These were often-1'6'611in geographic Civ-

_,:erage, whether found in state- or locally administered systems. More
,vtriation in quality appears to prevail from locality to locality within,
the locally administered systems.'

Set-trice' Delivery,

*rvice delivery is significantly affected by the administrative
form. While the range of services provided, accessibility, and the
adequaCy of the resources varies from locality to locality in every
state surveyed, the variations appear to be greatet; in locally admin-
istered systems. Adequacy of staff in numbers and, qualifications is
also more varied in locally administered syStemso

,There appears to be fat wider discrepapcy in locally administered
systems than in those which are state administered. The highest qual-
ity local operation in a locally administered system is likely to be su-
perior to that which a state-administered system is able to maintain
statewide., SiMilarly, the most inferior local operation in a locally ad-
ministered system is likely to be more inadequate than any state-ad- ,
ministered system. ,ThiLwide discrepancy generally apppars'to pre-
va.il bath in, individual seWice.areas, 'e.g., foster home services or
day care, as well as to child welfare when viewed as an aggregate of.
many program areas.

A.21
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4.4

Data Collection and Reporting

The primary distinction between state and locally administered sys-
.ternS in the collection of either financial or case/client data is the or-
ganizational level which defines the individual data elements to be col-
lected at operating level. State administered systems usually collect
detaile&data- at th'e local operating offiFes-;using statewide fornis,
procedures, and definitions. In a locally administered system, these
data are collected at the local office level with differing procedures
and periodically reported to the state in. summary fashion. A signifi-
cant problem was identified in several locally administered states where
the localities were unable to fulfill their- state reporting respon*ilities.
As a result of this difference, the data available at the state level are
more likely to be incomplete, or inconsistent in a locally administered
state.

Statewide financial and case/client reports on data can be no better
than the data colleced. In addition, case /client reports which are use-
ful for case management purposes can only be generated at the ofgani-

A

zational level which collects the detailed case/client data As a result,
these types of reports are- generated at the state level of astate admin-
istered system and at the local level of a locally administered system.

Evaluation

Efforts to evaluate social services in the survey states do not ap-
peal' to vary sig ificantly between state and locally administered sys-
tems. There we e few evaluation efforts reported for any of the states.

Im lications o o ulation Size
ti

Each of the components is-discussed below from the perspective of
the relatively large or small population among the survey states. Large
and small were d_efined as being above or. below average population.
The states are identifies as large or small'as.follows:

ti

d.

Large

California
Gtorgia

Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
New York

1.:;

Small

Colorado
Conneicticut ,
Iowa
Louisiana
Minnesota
NOrth Dakota
Oklahoma



4

4

',Large

torlh Carolina:
Pennsylvania
Texas
Virginia

4.

Small

Oregon 3.:

Rhode tsland
Tennessee
Utah
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin-

a

The large/small classification is also presented in Table A-1, which
groups the 25 states into five clusters,' .4

Administrative Form
0 a

The large survey. States are about equally divided between state/
local administration, with three of the largest states, California, New
York, and Pennsylvania, having lo'Ca,117 administered systems. Of the
small states, however, nine of the 14 states are state administered.

Demographic and Economic !Development

Three factors concerning the demographic and economic' environ:-
, ment in states appeared to have varying impacts upoa.population-of the 1-

state, according to survey'. results. Population SiZe is bone of thetaslc,,
elements used .in establishing the clusters, and Nanking the,statesand
is, therefore,, difficult to separate as a discrdte issuel. However; one
fct concerning population size does stand oat: some'Of -the large states
,did experience special prob s in serving,their,hu0 ii6p4tiOns, and -

,
it appeared that the genera , organizing,: 4ticT utigizing of a reSourcetig .
base large enough to serve massive population di:a present unique °,
and substantial problems to ese states. ,

r

I
° Unemployment, rates were. higher in. the large states.than in

smallersta.tes. These states are the most inthistrial and urbanized,
ones, thereby containing the areas which have suffered heavily
the current difficult economic period.

*\,

,J

Median incomes were higher\in--large states than in smallA tates. ,These
incomes are capable of supporting high p.x:4rates and should repr,esent
the states in which funds for government actiVities, in.chicling public
welfare, are the most extensive. '(Survey results essentially support °

this hypothesis.). Further, higher median income leVeys suggest lar-
ger disposable incomes wiltich can helped to support more extensive
private_seetpr ohild_wc1fAtte-a-Ancies. (Survey re.spltg,also supported

wo,

a-
t ,
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this hypothesis and indicate that the large states, contain many of the
oldest and best established private child welfare agencies.)

Philosophy and Values

Population size appears to have no significant impact on phifosophy
and yalues. .

Goals and Priorities

The survey did'not reveal whether populatipn size exerts any influ-
ence on "the procesees and procedgres employed to establish goals and
priorities. The limited data available suggest that the specificity of
goals and priorities'is slightly greater in larger states.

Organization

The area of the visibility of child welfare- services, and the dis-
tancebetw,een child welfare services and important management units
and decisionmaking points, appeared to be more Of a problem in larger
states. According to survexiresults, this stems from the fact that
there'are many other activities .of government in these states which
are atkocated by powerful groups,'thus increasing the competition for
resources. Proponents of child welfare must be all the more effective
in these states to assure adequate reso'urces for child welfare programs.

/4 Needp Assessment

The processes of needs assessment do not appear to be affected by
population size. The assessing of needs is so elementary in, most states
that. it is unclear whether there are significant differences in the needs
of either smalf states or sparsely distributed populations. t

,

Planning and Decisionmaking

"Population size is not particularly influential regarding Planmng and
decisionmaking processes.

Financing

As reported in profiles, the financing of child welfare services was
considere'd to be generally inadequate in all states., This Was reported
more frequently.for small tabout three-fourths)-rather than large (about
one-third) states. Both slates which reported adequate funding for only
priority services were large states, and two-thirds of the states in

A. 24
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which fundindis reportedly better for _services,w..h strong 'advocacy
.

support were large states.

The negative impacts of financing upon the delivery sys ems to main-
tain_an adequate staffing level were reported mcidt. frequently\ for small
states. The level of detail of the financial data reported for the survey
states did not appear to be significantly different for larg5 or small
,states.

Program Resource Mobilization -

Population diipribution rather than population size appears to be
more significantlto program resource mobilization. Predominantly ru-
ral populations served by locally administered systems 4ppear to com-
bine into the weakest examples of program resourbe mobj.kization. Re-
source availability appears to be markedly reduced, especially in rural
areas. Lack of transportation is often more marked in rural areas land
thus has a significant impact on accessibility.

When fiscal constraints reduce the numbers of staff employed or
place limits on car and mileage reimliursements, the effect of these
constraints appe5.rs, to be felt first and, most severely in sparsely popu-
lated areas.

Management Services ,

The issue of.local office and/or line unit input in the budgeting pro-
cess was more'of a difficulty in the larger' states. According to survey
findings, this results from the fact that these larger states have more
complex systems, and it is pOssible for the activities Of one group (lo-
cal office and/or line unit staffs) to become obscured in the extensive
dialogue which comprises budget formulation.

1 ,
The smaller states appeared to have greater difficulty in purchase

of service administration. According to survey findings,, this results
from the fact that private child welfare service agencies are fewer in
these states. Thus, policies and procedures have not been as well -
documented and utilized, since these private agencies play less of an
overall role than they'd() in larger states.

Personnel administration, facilityadMinistration, and monitoring_
did not appear to vary significantly between large and small survey
states.

A.25
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Outreach

.Outreach is more affected by populatiOn di
lation size per se. Data suggest that special t
effort may be required to reach individuals 'nee
small population is predominantly rural in char

ution than by popu.-
iques and greater
services if _the

ac era

Client Reception and Referral

Clieht reception and referral appear to be more affected,by popu-
lation density and distribution than by population size. Local opera-
tional sites apparently tend to be more widely dispersed geographic-
ally. When the population is sparse, the distance which a client must
travel to seek service is greater. If re-sources are.so scarce as to
make access unrealistic, referral is likely to be uriderutilized as a
means of providing an appropriate-range of services.

Diagnosis and Service Plan Development

Diagnosis and sel-vice plan develdpment do not appear to be affec-
ted by population size .except to the degree that service availability and
accessibility restrict the resources considered when the service plan
is developed.

Service Delivery .0

lAoth population size and distribution appear to affect service de-
livery. Small populations suggest that the numbers of children re-
quiring any particular service may be too small to sustain all the com-
plex resources Which may be required to meet their needs. Thus the
'program resource .whiChis..t.ised may not be the prefFred treatment
but rather just that'which is available. The data indicated that cortain
services are particularly scarce in sparsely populated areas. ThoSe
services genei-ally mentioned'were day progranis which are dependent
on transportation band easy accessibility for full utilization. Residen-
tial types of prograMs, which are less dependent on geographic acces-
sibility, are thus more likely to be available to the sparsely populated
residents: Conimunity-based services appear to be difficult to develop
and deliver in-the mare rural areas of both larg&and small states.

O

On the other hand, many problems develop. in attempting to provide
child welfare services in the Majormetropdlitan areas. The sheer
volume of need, complicated by the special needs of particular grou s,
present major challenges in these large population centers. Genera
the larger states have one or two such centers. It'is also interesting to.
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,
note that even these large states with major urban concentrations have
a Significant geographic area of each state sparsely populated.

7. Data.Collection and Reporting
,

The routine collection and reputing of financial data by program/'
service appears to occur more frequently in large rather than small
states, but in less than one-half of either. These data are more often
collected and processed by the child Welfare division than by another
state division in larger stdtes.

Whether detailed case/client data acre collected at thestate or lo-
cal level relates to the administration, form in the state rather than .

to\the size. All of the states, ,however, in which the case/client data
were reported to be incomplete were small states.

Revisions to the case/client data collection, processing, and re-
porting procedures were reported just equally for large and small
states.,

Evaluation

Only nine of the 25 states reported any evaluation efforts. 'Two-
thirds of these states were smatstates., The lack of evaluation pro-,
cedures was reported equally among-large and small sl)ateS. Steps to-
ward the development of such procedures were reported An a slightly
larger proportion of the large states than of the small states.

Implications of Separate Department Organizations
. .

Thiee states were classified as having separate department organ-,-,
izations at the state to local level. These stales were Illinois; Oregon,
and Connecticut. One other state with a mixed 'organization, Permsyl- ,
vania, is not included in this cluster. "Chi welfare is provided by
separate departments in all counties but

"Chid
welfare).s, integrated in-

to- the umbrella welfare agency at the st e level.

Because Connecticut is newly reor ized (January 1976), and be-
cause of the small number of states the cluster., it is somewhat More
diffiCult, to draw interpretations fro he survey data.

This discussion deals only with ose components about which rea-
sonable obserVation9 could be mad from the perspective of the.sepa-. 3.

rate department. .f .
f ...

.A.'27.113
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Philosophy and Values .

Strong -Qommunity support of child welfare is reported in states with
,separate dePa'rtments, although it is n'ot uniquely reported there. The
states with separate departments appear to have few characteristics in
common to distinguish the% from other states.regarding their philoso-
phy and values. The coincidence of history and of leadership seems to
be more responsible for their separateness, rather than thgir p &rticular'
philosophy and values, although they all. exhibit a commitment to com-
prehensiveness of s ervj.c ee

Goals and Priorities

The separate departmental or ization appears to have minimal
impact on the' processes of establis g goals and priorities. When
the department is not the Title XX age. \cy, it appear's to have a reduced
influence on that,process.

The separateness of the department does n t appear to affect'the na-
ture of the goals and priorities which are establi ed. It does not ap- .

pear that the separate departments share any uniqueness regarding
goals and priorities which distinguish thein.

Program Resource obilization

Certain aspects of program resource mobilization.appear to be in-
fluenced by the separate department model 6f organization. The train-
ing and consultation, available are directed solely toward child welfare
concerns,. rather than shared with other services and age ?groups as is
sometimes the case in other administrative models. Processes and
procedures are not necessarily unique in this administrative.model,
however.

Ottreach

Outreach is,,p9sitively influenced 'by the visibility of the agency even
when no particular efforts are mounted to that end. Positive outreach
is by no means dependent on the organizational structure but is more
influenced by motivation and the. fiscal resources 'to undertake both the
outreach itself and to service the clients identified.

DiagnOsis ancl..Service Plan DevelopMent

.%-Responsibilities bf staff personnel assigned to separate welfare
-departmeritsttend to require a greater degree of specialization than.is,_

4.
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ordina!rily found or required in centralized departments. Since 'cen-'
tializeddeilartments are sometimes responsible for deliverj.ng a v.a-
rietyof serVeS, staff personnel working-in this ,environment tend to
be less specialized and capable of reacting -to a range of services and
probleins,.

. .

' Se?Vice Delivery Ne "_
..

%
i''

, -,i .s.

In service delivery/ separate departmental orgariization appears to
exert the greatest influence in staffing patterns., Person/Tel are wholly i

devoted to services for claildren,rath'erethazi generic .social services
concerns as may be the case in other4adiVinistra..tive Models.% The po-,
tential for deLelqping expertise and specialization\is t-Ints.markedly en-

N... , ..,

External coordinatiOn and consultgion arealio ror likely to be ..

impi-oved by being focusec4n a single.serviee rather than being shared
among a number of serviceS.and age groups.. At the same V.rne,4. a sepa-

,:te department felquires additimfaelirelationshipsswith the public assis-'
tance and Title r-XX agencies, which may lead to. some adelitionai pres-
surds. " 1

If 4

I.
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EXEMPLARY FEATURES

One important `emphasis of the survey was the search for. exein,-; .plary features. These features,- when evaluated further, will be' Candi:-dates for transfer to other states and may be used as elements of the
'conceptual design. In the al; ence of. exemplary features, future stepsof the projeet, will focus!u on design of new fe.atures:

.The individual profiles of the 35- survey state's included observationsby state personnel interviewed and by the survey team members or thefeatures. of the child welfare servici&delivery system in each state whichwere viewed to be exemplary, and in some instances, features viewed asbeing potentially exerriplary,. This subsection presents a summNry ofthose features identified as being exerriplary andpotentially. exerrIplary
in the state profiles for etch of the clusters and inaludes a brief discus-:sion of the specific features.

'The components discussed in Section III, "Status of Child Welfare,represent relatively broad aspects of a service delivery system; In ihissubsection, the exemplary features are identified as the following 31features: .

9 welfare philosophy;
. professional values;
. community values;

goals;
. priorities;
. legislation;,

financing;
. program personnel;
. administrative personnel;

program staffing patterns;
orgapaliation; .

4ukport function organization;
,...oileeds assessment;
. planning;
. administrative decisionn'iaking;
. program resource mobilization;

personnel admihistration;
. financial budgeting;

financial accounting;
. financial reporting;
. administrative reporting;
. fability,administration;
. purcha-sing a( service

adininistration;
. mdnitoring;
. evyliating procedures;

outreach;
.client redeption; .

. client re4e-rral;

. service deli-Very;.

. reporting; and

. evaluating. .-
Each of these features may be comprised of various elements. For ex..:ample, financial budgeting includes both the procedures and the level of
detail by which the budget is prepared, and outreach includes public re-lations and casefinding.

; A. 30
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%Since the profiles are based .rimarily upon interviews with state and
voluntarYr agency personnel in the espective states, the features identi-
fied in the profiles may not be comprehensive for the following two
reasons:

. persons in e. state may not consider some feature to be
'exemplary whi6h persons in another state might, view as
exemplary; and /or,

the profile only identifies: the most prominent exemplary
features- in a state rather than making an ex austive list

__of all exemplary features.

Overall Summary

Of the 25 survey states-, at least-one exemplary feature or eleinent of
the child welfare service delivery systemswas identified in.24 states; and
for 21 of the 31 system features' an,exemplary element was identified in
at least one state.

`4\ .

Table .A -8 presents a summary of the,number of states in each clus=
ter in which an element of a feature was identified as exemplary or po- t.

tentially exemplary, and the number of elements identified. An examina-,

ation of Table A"-8 indicates the following,highl;ights:.,
. Of a total of 17 7 exemplary elements identified, more than

half were in service delivery (74) and program retource
mobilization (20), the two major "programmatic" features..

. The next ranking areas were in the "management" features:
administration. importing (14) and organization (13).

. It is noteworthy that the xjority of the exemplary elements
were identified in programmatic rather than in management
features.

. The ten features for which no exemplary elements were iden-
tified in the survey states were the following:

child welfare philosophy;
. goals;
. priorities;
. support 'function organization;

needs assessment;

A. 31
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TABLE A-8

NUMBER OF-STATES IN WHICH EXEMPLARY ELEMENTS WERE IDENTIFIED
,AND NUMBER OP ELEMENTS IDENTIFIED BY. CLUSTER AND FEATURE

DESCRIPTION
ALL CLUSTERS LARGE/STATE ADM. SMALL/STATE ADM, LARGE/LOCALLY ADM.

.
SMALL/LOCALLY ADM. SEftARATE DEPT.

Number of
, States

Number of
Elements

Number of
States

Number of
Elements

Number of
States

Number of
Elements

Number of
States

Number of
Elements 1

Number of
States

Number of
Elements

Number of
States

Number of

Elements
r`

,

Total number of survey states

Number of states in which at least one
exemplary element was identified

Futures for which at least one exemplary
element was identified: a.
Professional Values .
Community Values

- Legislation ,

Finanang
Program Personnel

Administration Personnel
Program Staffing Patterns
Orueruzation

'1,-
Manning

Administrative Decisionmaking
Program Resource Mobilization
Perignnel Administration
Fumble Budgeting ,

Administrative Repottinging
Purchasing of Service Administration
Monitoring
Evslusting'Procedures

II'
Outreach
Client Referral
Sendai Delivery ''''
Reponing

25

24

-

' 2

4

5
2
2

.6
1

11

5

2

11

- 2
1

1,
1

2

2

4
1

20

3

2,

,..

3
5
9
2
3
8
1

13
,,,5 b
3

20
2

14 f
1

c
1

2

2 b
5
1

74 is
3 b

5

s

4

-
-
1

-
1

2

-.
2

, 2

.-
2

1

-
2

-
-
1

Ul
1

4

1

e

-
-
4

-
2

3
-
2

2 b
-
7

1

-
2 b
-
-.
1

2
1

3

1 b

8

a

,

3
41

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

2_
1

1

5'
-
-
-
1 .
-
1

-
3

1

1

1

2
1

4

1

1

2

1

1

7 e
-

-
1

-
24

- 1

-

5

1

1

1

1

-
-.
-
2
-
1

2

-
-:
1

-
1

-
5.
1

1

2 ,

2

I
-
-
1.-

2

-
2

4

-
-
2 b
-
1

-
-

19 b.
1

4

4

s -
-
1

-
-
2
-
1

2

-
3
-
3
t
1

1

1

-
3

-

.

,

-
- ---,,,,,
1

-
-
3

1

2 i.
-
4

-
-.
3
1

1

1 b
1

-
9-

' 3

- 3

"I
-

51

-
-
-
.-
2

-
-
2

-
-
-
-
-
1

-
3

-

e

.

_2
-
1

. -
-
-
-
4

. -
-
3

-
-
-

.

-
-

- 1'-
19

-
Number of of exemplary elemEnts identifilid 177 . 31 I 62 d 37 27 30
Average number of exemplary .5errtints per state ,24 7.4. 4, 7.11, 8 . 8 5 -- 5 7.4 8 8.8 3 10 0

Excludes the to femme for whidne --
exemplery elements were identified
Wades one potentially oremplary

e Isolotlet dote potornotly tatemplery
d Includes 11,/ary

Includes two rdteridelly errnolery
I Ineloilse nine ItottodellY

Include, Nevin petunia/1y eiewnprery
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financial accounting;
. financial reporting;
. facility:administration;

client ,reception; and
'. evaluation.

Each clu ster had sdme exemplary elemeritidentified in a
range from G6 elements per state in th mall state ad-
ministered cluster to 10 elements p state in-the separate

' department cluster. 4&&

.

elements are unique to o-a st e rather than to a cluster.
The, following discubsion w indicate that the specific

Largk/State Administered Cluster
e

An analysis was made of the exemplary/features in the Large/State
I

Administered cluster states. No exemplary elethents were identified in
Missouri;whereas each, of the remainder qthe cluster states had at
least one exemplary element." Georgia had a larger average number of
elements per feature and Texas had a larger number of eleMents than
the other cluster states. ..

The following listing identifies, by feature, the exemplary elements
cited in the profiles or this cluster. Descriptions of these felatures are
presented in each state's profile.

Legislation

. .subsidy adoption (Georgia);

. 24-hour emergency care (Georgia);

. enhancement of protective services (Georgia); and

. legal services for local offiCes and clients (Georgia).

Pr:ogr,apipersonnel .

. commitment (Michigan); anct-
motivation (Michigan).

Administration personnel

high caliber,(Texas);
. commitment (Michigan); and
. motivation (Michigan).

r

s.
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Organization

responsibility. structure (Massachusetts); and
. decentralization- (Texas).

. . .

Planning ''

. ,Title XX planning unit (Massachusetts); and

. management by objectives concept of program planning
. (potentially exemplary) (Michigan).

Program resource mobilization
C

. community-based services for1.delinqueits (Georgia);
State responsibility for detenticin homes (Georgia); .

.- foster family care for delinquent;chirde4'who do not
_require institutionalization (Georgia);
policy- statements clear,
(Texas); and

. alternate care facilities
adole sc ent4s.1 Texas ),

concise,, and current

for .emergency care of

Personnel administration

. weighted caseload system, (Massachusettsi.
c

Administrative reporting
y.

c .
. Child Care:and PlLernenIirifo tion System
.(Michigan); and

. Social Servic.es M*liagement .Sys em (potentially.exemplary) (Texgs).

:Evaluation.prO,cedures
° .

. detailed pi-oje.ct evaluation (Texad).
t5

Outreach
.

to

. , Child'Abuse Informatign Campaign (Texas); and

. Pr:pfessibriat Caliber of Media Efforts (Texas).

Client referral.

. information and referral service (Massachusetts).

293
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Service,delivery

. adoption services and subsidy, (Texas);

. -foster board rate structure (l'exas); and

. runaway network, diversionary, and conimunity-based
programs efforts to change from crisis-oriented to
preventive services (Texas):,

4.

Reporting
-

. Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting and Inquiry System
(potentially exemplary) (Texas).

; Of the 21 fedtu,us for which exemplary features were identified in
the survey, the eight for which no exemplary features were identified in
this cluster were the following:

. professional values;

. community values;,

. financing;

. program staffing patterns;

. administrative decision making;

. financial budgeting;

. purchase of service administration; and

. monitoring.

Small/State Administered Cluster

Ari analysis was made of the exemplary features in the Small/Stale--
Administered cluster. The following listing identifies, by feature, the
exemplary elements cited in the prbfiles fOr this cluster:

Community values

. Oklahoma 'Public Welfare Commission; and
strong support of administration and legislature
(Utah, West Virginia).

Legislation

. annual revision of child welfare laws (Oklahoma).

Financing .`

.` tales tax identified for child welfare (Oklahoma):

A.35
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Programyersonna

. commitment4Tennessee).

Administration personnel

. commitment (Tennessee); and

. quality (Tennessee).

,Program staffing patterns*-

.specialization of staff .wher'b feasible in local
offices (Utah').

Organization
4

. district Organization structure (Iowa, Utah); and

. strong state -administered system '(Rhode Island,
West VirgTh4iV. t

Planning

. Title XX planning .proc.ess will serve as basis for
future outreach, needs assessment, planning, and

-program development (Rhode Island).

. 0

.

C

Administration decision making

. policy decision for development of preventive
services (Iowa).

Program resource mobilization
4

1 development of homemaker' services (Iowa); and
ip issuance and biennial revision of minimum licensing

it requirements (Washington).

Personnel administration

. educational leave for graduate social work training
(Louibiana). o

Financial budttting

line-item input (Oklahorha).

I A. 36
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Administrative reporting

. 'Oklahoma Service System;

. worker inventory component of Social Service
Delivery System (Utah);

. WorkloactPlanningiand Central System (potentially
exemplary) (Washifigtoh);'
Local'Office Monitoring System (potentially
exemplary) (Washington);

.f
heavy commitment to improving management
information systems (potentially exemplary)

e- (West Virginia); .

. Tennessee Reporting and Inquiry System for Child
Abuse' and ,Neglect (potentially exemplary); and

. .Tennessee Welfare Integrated Services System
(potentially exemplary). .

.6

Outreach

. service program profiles (Rhode Island).

Service delivery

. youth services (Iowa);
family; treatment (Iowa);

. support projects (Iowa); .

intensive treatment projects for adolescents and
their familiesi(IoWa);

. Child Protection Centers (Louisiana); .

. Child Abuse "hot line" (Oklahoma, Utah);

. Interdisciplinary trauma teams (Rhode Island, Utah);

. foster home program for developmentally disabled
children (Rhode Island);.

. .sharing resources with other state departments
(Rhode Island);

. Comprehensive Emergency Services (Tennessee);
innovative programs developed in cooperation with
community groups (Tennessee);

. four level foster care (Utah);
. Alternative Methods of- Treatment for Families at, .

Risk (Utah);
. ResoUrces Coordinating Council (Utah);-
. therapeutic day care prcigram (Utah);
. child welfare services to juvenile courts (Utah);

A.37,
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. court specialist effective and supportive of child
welfare workers .(Washington);
services to school-age parents from focus on
prevention (Washington);
day care enrichment program (West Virginia);

. emergency shelter care program (West Virginia);

. detention case development (West Virginia); and
predelinquency services (West Virginia).

Reporting

. monthly and annual reports. (Oklahoma).

Of the21 featuies for which exemplary elerpents were identified, the
five for which no exemplary elements were identified in this bluster were
the following:

. professional values;
. purchasing of service administratiOn;
. monitoring;
. evaluating procedures; and
. client referral.

Large/Locally Administeredarluster

An analysis was made of the exemplary features in.the Large/Locally
'Administered cluster. The following listing identifies, by feature, the
exemplary elements cited in the profiles for this cluster:

Professional values

. traditional leader in the field of child welfare (New York).

Community values _\

. support programs not receiving federal assistance (North"
Carolina); and

. array of professionals and lay citizens involved in child
welfare (North Carolina).

Legislation

. pending-legislation to establish 24-hour emergen2y.
'services for abuse children (Pennsylvania); and

A.38
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. 'pending legislationsto change funding formulas between
state d counties to 'shift local program emphasis.
(PennvOriania.).

Financing

. statewide mechanism for use of Title IV-i3 monies to
provide training and neW program development (New York).

Organization

. advocacy unit (North Carolina); and

. protection units in each.district (New YOrk). .
Administhtive_decision making

. active involvement of local office administrators in
developing state policies and-procedures (North
Carolina); and

.. management by objectives concept of program planning
(Noth Carolirja).

Program resource hilization

. differential foster hcitncs (New; York);
. .

. adoption subsidy follows child out of state (New York);
adoption exchange (New York); and

. ekablishment of independent corporation to concentrate
on developing community-based services for institution-
alized delinquents (Pennsylvania).

Administrative reporting

. random moment statistical sampling app oach to
gathering case data for reports (poteltiall exemplary
(New York); and

. Child Welfare Information System (New Yor ).

Monitoring k

. combination of programmatic and fiscal accountability
systems with child-by-child received (New York).,

$

Service delivery

. protective services (California., North Carolina, Virginia);
service directory (California);

A.30
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administration of detention facilities as social service
opericktions (New York);
diagnostic centers (New York);

. capacity to respond immediately and appropriately to
emergencies (New York);

.. capacity to maintain a child in their own home until a case
plan can be developed-(New York);

. periodic court 'review4of children in foster case (New
York);

. Child Abuse Registry (New.York);

. Independent Parents Rights group (New York);

. comprehensive early childhood development program
(potentially exemplary) (North Carolina);

. adoption programs (Ndrth Carolina);

. non- fderal funds which guarantee, universal coverage
in foster case for children in the state (North, Carolina);

. sponsorship of separate corporation to develipp community
alternatives to institutional care (Pennsylvania); ,

. integration of wide, variety of services (Pennsylvania);

. human Seryices Center to house public and .voluntary
agencies (Pennsylvania); and

. program related to diagnosis and treatment of parents
and children in child abuse cases (Pennsylvania).

Reporting_

. 'special reports (North Carolina).

Oftth.e,21 features for which exemplary features were identified dur-
ing the survey, the ten for whickno exemplary features were identified
in this cluster were the following:

. program personnel;

. administrative personnel;

. program staffing patterns;

. planning;
. "personnel administration;
. financial budgeting;
. purchasing of service administration;
. evaluating procedures; r,

outreach; and
client referral..

A. AO
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Small/ Locally Administered Cluster
.

An analysis was made of the features in the Small/Locally Adminis- ,
tered cluster. The following listing identifies, by feature, the exem-
plary elements cited in the profiles for this cluster:

Legislation

. Child Protection Act of 1975 has led to use of multi-
disciplinary teams (Colorado).

Administrative personnel

. leadership (North Dakota, Wisconsin); and

. high quality (North Dakota).

Organization

. decentralization of service. delivery (Wisconsin).

Planning

many techniques and processes utilized in the Title XX
planning could be incorporated in the development of
the .delivery system (tolocado); and

. community planning and development role of the state
(Wisconsin).

Program resource mobilization

. statewide independent living arrangement for teenagers
project -(Colorado);

. Family Day Care Parents Han. dbook (North Dakota);

. Homemaker Training Program (North Dakota); and

. standards for service programs (Wisconsin).

. Administrative reporting

. tracking system project (potentially exemplary)
(Colorado);

. case management information system (potentially-
exemptary) (North Dakota); and

. service effectiveness/workload inventory system
(Wisconsin).

)
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,Pi rehasina of service adMinistration

contract` monitoring system.(Minnes

. monitoring system,(Minnesota).

Evaluation procedures

. Social Servic(Consumer Survey (potentially exemplary)
(Minnesota).

OU each

. excellent` publication about services ,(North Dakota).

Service delivery
.p

. practice gUidelines for adoption service (Minnesota);

. practice guidelines for unwed parents (Minnesota); t -

. public and private sectors cooperation and collaboration
(Minnesota);

. extension course for foster parents (Minnesota);

. adoption services (Minnesota);

. day care services (Minnesota);

. foster care services (Minnesota);

. Area Social Service Centers (North Dakota); and

. local office provision of services to courts (Wisconsin).

Of the 21 features for which exeniplary elements were identified in
the survey, the ten for which exemplary elements were not identified in
this cluster were the following:

. professional values;

. community iialUes;

. 'financing;
/h:ogram personnel;

. program staffing patterns;
. administrion decision making;
. -personnel administration;
. financial budgeting;
. client referral; and
. reporting.

Al
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Separate Departrrient Cluster

An analysis was made of the exemplary features in the Separate De-c
partment cluster. This, analysis indicated that twice as many exemplary
elements were identified in Illinois as in either of the other states, and
that the number of elements per feature was also significantly larger in
Illinois.

The following listing identifies, by feature,. the-exemplary elements
cited in the profiles for this cluster:

,Profes'siona. 1 values.'

. documentation prepared for the legislation fiscal. year
(Oregon); and
support for initiativeat district and local levels
(Oregon).

Legislation,

. reflection and orientation to children reflected in
statutes; which are very similar to generally accepted
model legislation in some instances ( Connecticu$.

Organization

. general structure (Connecticut, Oregon);
. process of creating separate child welfare department

(Connecticut); and'. r
high* visible, self-contained structure (Oregon).

=00
Program resource mobililation_)

r
. licensing structure for its evaluation and consulting

components (Illinois);
. training package. for staff (Oregon); and
. development and control of special train odules'

(OregOn)

Outreach

. wide and aggressive usd of publicity (Illinois).
s,
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Service Deliverly

. therapeutic foster homes ( Connecticut);

. good general relations,hips with coUrip._(Connecticu

. CARE line, an example of public/private cNbrdineta
.(Connecticut);

%

.
. community organization (Connecticut);°.
., efforts to bring together diverse interes.ts4.Connscticut); .0

. adoption subsidy (Illinois);

. constructive relationships between public and nonpublic
sectors (Illinois); . , .

. Service Plan Agreement (Illinois); . .' ..

. refined contractual agreements with vendors' (Illinois); .

... Permanency .Program for Children-011inoish . ,
. . resource coordination affected by district.office (Illinois);

. CORE. . . Cook County' Community Serviceg:(Illinois);-,

. volunteer career counseling effort for college bound .outh.s
(Illinois); ta- \

. outposted teams (Illinois); isk .

. multipurpose practitioner (Illinois); :

. "circuit riding" consultation (Illinois);

. district office support (Illinois); and

. p*reventrive and restoration. services (Oregon).

Of the 21 features for which exemplary features wereidentified'in the
survey, the 15 for which no exemplary elements were identified iri this
cluster were the following:

Community values;
. firianding;
. program nersonnel;

administrative personnel;
.. program staffing patterns;
. planning;
. administrative decision making;
. personnel administration;
. financial budgetthg;
. administrative reporting;
. pu4chase,of service administration;
. monitoring;

evaluating procedures;
. client referral; and
. reporting'.
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